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Abstract 

Wireless is now common for access to multimedia services, with many differl'nt devices and 

choicl' of access technology. Access methods have hccomc varil'd and with more types of 

services, which requires more consideration for coordinating L'Xisting protocols and quality of 

service (QoS). Increasingly, new wireless access technologies co-exist on the :saml' dcvicc:s, for 

example, smartphoncs already have third-generation cellular and Wih. lkvicc:s with multipk 

links arc dcscrihcd under the umhrclla term hl'lemgl'ncou.1 ,,111·im11111,,111.1. A trend towards 

heterogeneous wireless environments and varied types of media scrvicL'S require:-, that QoS and 

user satisfaction arc prominent in next-generation networks. The prohlcms in next-generation 

heterogeneous wireless environments include many levels of complexity; from link coexistence 

to user-centric policies and contexts. This thesis explores the issue of QoS in intl'.rface ,election 

for devices with more than one wireless access link. A solution that provides link selection for 

QoS policy is investigated using analytical and simulation techniques. 

Different wircb,s networks have capabilities and limitations, determined hy radio tech

nology and network conditions. The research focused on an approach to improve ()oS hy 

leveraging the differences in wireless networks. However, it is complicated hy i,,ucs ,uch as: 

different protocols, physical device co-existence, rnohility, and application ()oS rcquircmenh. 

Following a review of artificial intelligence (Al) techniques, finitc-qatc machine, ffSM-,J and 

fuzzy decision-making (FDM) arc propo-,cd as a solution approach. An agcnt-ha,cd prototype 

is used to comhinc FSMs and FDM for automating link selection, determined hy u-,er and ()oS 

policy. 

Prototype evaluation was performed using sensitivity analy,is for 1-'DM, and di,crctc-cvcnt 

simulation for generating QoS metrics in wireless environments. The results arc comparisons 

of FDM prototypes using different parameters; different agent prototypes were run with differ

ent QoS conditions for comparing points of handover hctwccn UMTS and WLAN networks 

for one service type. The research has shown an agent model can reduce the complexity for 

a user in wirele<,<, interface selection, while including QoS metrics and u<scr preferences into 

II 



the decision process. Core decision-making techniques in the design arc rek, ant for L'mcrging 

standardisation frameworks such as 802.21. and the next-generation uf wirckss networks to 

support heterogeneous access. 
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Chapter I. Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Fixed-line broadband to the home is now common, with more options for high·slK'nl wirekss 

emerging. Third-generation cellular (3G) provides video and fa.,t web-browsing on the 1110\L'. 

and Wifi is available in offices and puhlic hot spots. New device., will he h1·fl'm.~1·111•011.1. 

supporting more methods for wireless conm:ctivity choice. Devices with multipk wireks, in

terfaces will require support from next-generation networks for inter-al'l'es, roaming. without 

limiting user experience. This thesis investigates handover stratq:ies in mullipk wirl'k-ss ac

cess environments. It proposes a new hyhrid framework for handovn automation that uses a 

combination of artificial intelligence (Al) methods. The framework shows that handmL·r hL·

tween different wireless links can he controlled and automated hy quality of servicl' (()oS J 

policies and user preferences. 

1.1 A Wireless Shift 

The trend towards 3G deployment<, and heyond, allows more type, of ,erv,ccs to he accL·sscd on 

the move. As discussed hy Lehr & McKnight (2001 ), the future wircles, environment wi II he a 

heterogeneous mix of wireless access networks. Other technologies, ,uch a, wircle\\ local-area 

networks (WLAN) have provided more flexibility to acceS\ on line service, in office, and public 

'hot spots'. Emerging wireless technologies such as WiMAX, will provide high-speed mobile 

access over several kilometres. While cellular 3G continue, to provide the wide area coverage 

for more types of services. Mohi le suhscrihers have continued to out-grow Ii xed-line I ntemet 

subscriptions (figure 1.1 J. Thi-. show-. the potential of the sector for rnohile application,, with 

growth of over 1.5 billion more than fixed-line -.uhscriher,. 

Services accessed over wireles, have also hecome varied. horn voice only cellular, exten

sions were provided to tram port data and increased downlink speeds (figure 1.2 on page 3 ). 



Chapter I. Introdu lion 

Figur I .1: Worldwide m bile ph ne and Internet uhscrib ·r-, ( 'ource: [T (-00 )) 

ince the econd-generation (2 ,) of digital cellular technologies, !.landard, release, by the.; 

Third-Generation Partnership Project ( GPP) and PP2 f r cdma20 0) have shown incrca<, ·<l 

downlink (network tot rminal) data-rates. Developments for G continue, '>uch a<, I IJgh . pccd 

Packet cce (H P ) and Volution Data Optimised ( V-DO), towards forth-generation (4 ) 

network . 4G networ have been tout by the 3GPP Long Tenn Fvolution (LTI:.) and PP2 

Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB) to support multimedia applications. Multimedia 1s the generic 

lenn for application content, uch as voice, web-br wsing, video, and in..,tant-m ssaging. The 

varied type of media and network has led to a htfl towards converged services. Previ

ou ly eparate ervice like televi ion, voice, and the web, are now juc;t fonTI'> of digital media 

(Economi t, 2006). The trend in 4G will have these services in the all-IP c re networks that 

upport different type of radio acce. s networks. 

upporting a further range of service· requires m re soph1st1cated hand cts. uch de-

ice now have ufficient proce ing power lo decode video, with beller resoluti n and touch

en itive creen , providing richer interaction. Handsets that blend the mobile phone with per

onaJ digital as i tan (PDA ) are commonly referred to as smartphones. The initial market 

for martphone h been bu ine u ers, particularly for email ( c nomisl, 2 ). Although 

it i po ible to have de ice with many capabilitie , commercial activilie are more cautious; 

omelimes favouring more mode t hybrid device (Economi t 2006). urrent smartphone 

already have WtFi and cellular 3G capabilitie , that provide connectivity for voice, email, and 

web application . 1th the e feature , many different u age scenano are now po ible. 
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igure 1.2: E oluLion of cllular n 'tworks standards, in ludin the r ·tical data -ratn and real 
e c date (adapted from : Prasad Ruggi ri (200 , p. )). 

1.2 I ue fi r t 

ore perv e heter gcneou wireless environments exp s •s tcchmcal c mplicati n-. within 

network . Di imilar wire! network'>, <,u ha-. cellular and WLA shave complcm ·ntary 

ben fi for the u er and the mobile operator (Lehr McKntght, 2 3), with inter-working ad · 

dre ed by the GPP for 3G-WL inter-w rking ( PP, 2 4a) . Also, ther emerging wir -

le technologie could compete with each other, su h a<, and W1MAX, aJthough WL 

integration i likely to complement wide area access netw rk (Ahmavaara ·t aJ ., 200 ; Lehr 

& McKnight, 2003 ; Gunasekaran & Hannanvis, 200 . A rn re 'intelligent' tcnninal device 

that can adapt to wirele c; acce s heterogeneity will be iovest1gatcd in this thesis . 

More optu Licated de\ ice upporting many type. of applicati n and heterogeneous wire

le acce • provid opportunitie and additional complexity. A ppr aches that manage the com

ple ity have generated concept uch , user-centric computinR and context -awarene~s. his 

the 1 follow the u er-centnc concept to explore the adaptable link clecti n that is centred 

around Qo and u er policy. The argument for user-centric computing places emphasis on user 

a tivitie and choice (Kanter, 2003) and vi ion for wirele s adaptati o around u er acti ities 

(P ad Ruggieri , 200 , p.269). onte l-awarene i a concept that allow!> mobile devices 

to interact and adapt to their en 1ronrnent with little or no human interference. In network 

and handovers, thi can be additionaJ network entities and pr tocol to · i t Lhe mobiJc device 
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(Wc:i c:t al.. 2006). Rc:contigurahll' anJ aJaptahll' connt·l'ti,ity u,ing L·onte,t and net\\m\,. mf11r

mation is L'xplon:d in a Europl'an Framt'\\ork project. A111hil'nl Networks ( IST-S07 I 34. 2()()7). 

But contl'Xt-awarl' uimputing ha, hel'n t·riticist•d as a den·ptiH· nwtaphor h~ i:r·1L·ks1lll (2()()2) 

h) thl' suhtletic:s of human ,marL'nt·ss that is difticult to attain hy computl'r 'intl'lligence'. l11m -

L'\l'r. thesl' idl'as have spurred other researd1 into managing thl' d1allenges of nt'\t-gener,111011 

mohile nl'lworks. such as handmers. st·,sion continuity. and ()uS (Chin 1·1 al.. 2<><H: 11,m tL·\,. ,I.;: 

James. 2003: Mishra L't al.. 2()()4). 

1.2.1 The prohlem of handowr in hefrrogem•ous l'm·ironnwnts 

This thesis re\iews the sco1x· and {)llS is'-Ul's in \l'l1it·al handmcr sn·nanm that nnild 1moht' 

111ore than one \\ ircks" inll'rf.ll·l'. Suhsequl'nl ust' of 11-irl'f,,.11 i11/t'rf,1c,· reins lo I host' prll

tocols hl'low the nl'!work layer. Cllnsisling llf link and a physical layer prolllculs. Managing 

multiple interface" rai"es additillnal prnhkn1". Till' wirl'11·ss l'11annl'I and handmns ,1r1· dis

rnpti\e to ()oS and security. \\ hKh can vary hl'lw1·cn domain" llf control. Network addr1·ss1ng 

requires additional protocol.., and negotiatilln: handmn and 111anagl'1111·n1 anms 1nlt'rfat·t·s hl'

come complex. To answer tht· questilln "1d1ich 11l'n'11 i11tl'l)<1n' i.1 th,, h<'lt '.'". dl'pl'nd ... 011111,lll) 

factors: {)llS, u..,er prdercnce. applicalilln types, inll'rface availahilit). pmH·r nms11111ptH>1l. ;1nd 

enlllllmic cost. Pre\ ious research has dt'\l'lopl'll solutillm that focus 1111 spl'nftc pairs llf access 

technlllogie .... such a.., WLA~ anJ cellular (Ylianttila el al .. 2()()1: Ma et al.. 2()()4: Cha\,.ra\llrly 

l'l al.. 2004: Cahagna & \1odtca. 2()()-i). The..,e approaches redun- the prohk-111 space of proh

krn \ariahk.., to an engineered slllution for tWll interface dn1ces. A ..,,µntficanl sol11t1on w01tld 

Je\l'!llp a crn..,..,-technll]llµy approach for rnanaµing \erlical handovl'r ..,n·narios. 

The concept of u/1n1n hl'.11 u111111'ctt'd ( AHC) "ll).!).!L'"h ..,olulion Cll111por1l'nh that include 

acces.., discllwry. accl'..,.., ... clectilln. and mobility manaµL"ment (( iu..,tahson & .Jon..,..,on. 2(><H ). 

The..,e components arl' required Ill rnanaµe handll\L'rs 111 hl'lt·mµeneou.., accl''-" em ironmt·nts. 

This i.., mainly het\\een ltnl,..., and network.., of different type ... !rcrtirn/ /11111d"\·1,n1. rathl'r than 

..,arm: domain or technolog~ 1 h"ri:"ntul h{//11l"\'l'rJ ( Stl'rnrn & Kati. 11
) 1JX 1. Other l'ffor1 ... for 

coordinating different mterfacc.., i.., ongoinµ in thl' IUJ: X02.21 work111µ µroup (IIJ·.L. 2()()(i) 

The propo..,ed 802.21 frame\\ ork prm ide.., additional ..,upporl tn the protocol stack. hut 11 doc.., 

not addrc..,.., the ..,election of interface. \~ hich irnph:menlation.., rnu ... 1 addre.., .... 
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1.2.2 Optimising interface selection for QoS 

One of the components required for an ABC device~access selection~is the motivation for 

this thesis. The hypothesis is that devices with multiple interfaces can provide a system for 

improving QoS experience. Enabling choices and preferences in heterogeneous wireless en

vironments requires new approaches that are more adaptable and can be optimised based on 

multiple sources of performance information. Research in handover strategies have focused on 

a single optimisation method (Zhang, 2004; Zhu & McNair, 2006), although there have been 

some that use a combination of techniques (Song & Jamalipour, 2005). 

This thesis poses the question: to what extent can Al strategies optimise link selection for 

different QoS policies? Thus, the aim of the research: 

This thesis proposes a hybrid approach using a combination of d(fferent Al tech

niques for optimising QoS policy in handovers in heterogeneous wireless envi

ronments. The scope is defined as handover selection and decision, rather than 

mobility execution and management. It places emphasis on user-centric and ap

plication specific QoS descriptions for interface selection. 

Assumptions and constraints are placed on the scope: 

• Link selection can be terminal based, network based, or manually controlled by the user 

(Gustafsson & Jonsson, 2003, p.53). A terminal-based approach is used, where the ter

minal decides the handover points. 

• The approach is constrained to one application type at a time, such as a voice session; no 

concurrent applications. 

The scope of the research is restricted to wireless interface selection, where the problem space 

includes mobility management. Although handovers are part of the process, it is seen as a 

secondary procedure that could be introduced from further research. Once the link is selected 

it is a technical issue to perform the handover, rather than negotiating variables for selection. It 

is the QoS policy that is the main driver for interface selection. Also, the framework uses local 

information from the device status, but it can also be extended to allow other sources from the 

network to make selection decisions. 
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1.3 Contributions 

The following are an overview of the main contributions provided by this research. 

• A reference framework for QoS related issues of complexity in heterogeneous wire

less environments. The trends of wireless networks are directed to more types of access 

methods and integration of core networks. Co-existence of interface devices and in

teraction between network types introduce problems for QoS and mobility. Different 

types of interface have different QoS characteristics. These differences in capabilities 

can be exploited at points in a session to improve QoS experience. For QoS policy there 

may be times when high throughput is preferable, or low latency for interactive voice. 

A solution model is conceived from different levels of these factors, such as application 

QoS classes, mobility, and capabilities of interfaces, simultaneous applications (trade-off 

and granularity). Although not exhaustive, it provides a sub-division of the complexity 

heterogeneous environments for possible solutions. 

• Comparison and performance evaluation of decision-making techniques. A review 

of handover strategies in Kassar et al. (2008) has shown decision theory and multiple 

attribute decision-making (MADM) methods that have been applied in the context of 

vertical handovers optimisation. Different interfaces arc described as options, and then 

compared using multiple performance metrics and criteria. Metrics and criteria arc some

times not easily or directly comparable, such as comparing cost to throughput; while 

some are vague, such as "low-cost". To handle these issues, fuzzy concepts have been 

used in similar problems to provide more user-centric representation of comparisons 

(Chan et al., 2002; Zhang, 2004). 

• A framework that combines AI methods to plan and control vertical handovers. A 

reactive finite-state machine is used to describe logic for handover control and assess

ment. A fuzzy decision-making component-based on research by Bellman & Zadeh 

(1970) and further detailed in Sousa & Kaymak (2002)-is used for comparing data-link 

performance, user policy, and local device conditions. These are combined by using an 

agent metaphor for combining inputs, data representation, and control actions. This is 

shown to be a flexible model of describing handover logic, whilst allowing QoS policies 

to influence the decision process. 

• Evaluation of settings for fuzzy MADM methods using sensitivity analysis. The 
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fuzzy MADM approaches were tested using different functions to show how different 

criteria can be aggregated. From this aggregation, the fuzzy decision making proto

types generate a suitability index, or rank-score which determines ranking of alternative 

options. The sensitivity analysis showed the trade-off that can be applied by different 

aggregation functions, criteria functions, and criteria weights. It was shown through the 

approach by Kaymak & van Nauta Lemke (1998), that an index of optimism parameter 

can change the decision trade-off (risk) between satisfying good criteria (optimistic), and 

satisfying poor criteria (pessimistic). 

• Evaluation of a simplified agent framework, incorporating fuzzy decision making 

and finite-state models through wireless simulation. The agent prototypes used finite

state machines to handle device changes by encoding the process logic as a series of 

states and transitions. Prototype models were simulated using a discrete-event simula

tion program. This program used QoS metrics traces generated from wireless network 

simulation in NS-2. Input data from post-simulation runs were used as input for agent 

programs. This decoupled approach could use trace data from other sources: empirical 

testing or other testbed setups. As a result, it does not fully model handover and mobility 

issues. However, the The NS-2 extensions used for simulation (Baldo et al., 2007) allow 

highly configurable protocol stacks to be used. This features cross-layer capabilities, 

which provide possibilities for embedding the agent prototype in a simulated multi-link 

device. 

1.4 Chapter Organisation 

Following this introduction, the chapters begin with related background topics and the chal

lenges in multimedia, networking and wireless domains. From the problem analysis and eval

uation of decision strategies, a solution framework is designed based on the agent paradigm. 

The latter chapters present the method and results of an evaluation approach using simulation. 

Following this introduction, the domain background begins with Chapter 2: an overview 

of QoS concepts, the effects of media and link QoS, and current state of QoS architectures and 

protocols. Chapter 3 introduces the different types of wireless access network, and the diffi

culties caused by the wireless channel, such as propagation, interference, and error correction. 

The chapter also describes what QoS capabilities are provided by different wireless networks. 
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Chapter 4 introduces the concept of heterogeneous wireless environments and shows the over

all motivation for this thesis. Industry trends propose multi-service architectures and further 

integration in next generation wireless networks. Using handover strategies and industry stan

dards, QoS improvements can be sought from heterogeneity. Finally, the chapter concludes hy 

providing a model of complexity for issues in heterogeneous wireless environments. Chapter 

5 begins with defining requirements for a vertical handover strategy, and provides a review of 

techniques from decision-making, probability, and Al. Chapter 6 presents a interface selec

tion framework based on QoS requirements. A simplified behaviour-based agent is proposed 

using finite-state machines for control logic and fuzzy decision-making algorithms for link as

sessment. Chapter 7 describes a two-phase approach to evaluate prototypes of the new agent 

framework. In the first evaluation phase, an analytical approach is used to explore the effects of 

decision-making algorithms. The second phase uses wireless simulation models to evaluate the 

agents behaviour in response to stimuli. The chapter defines experimental designs of scenarios 

and parameter setting for comparing the prototypes response. Chapter 8 presents the results 

generated from the analysis and simulation experiments. The analysis discussion explains the 

decision-making component results and a recommended decision-making algorithm. The sec

ond part of the chapter shows simulation experiments results and provides a discussion of the 

main findings. Chapter 9 states the research conclusions and discusses implications for further 

research. 
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Chapter 2. Quality of Service 

Chapter 2 

Quality of Service 

Quality of service (QoS) was an inbuilt and tightly engineered solution in the public-switched 

telephone network (PSTN). A trend towards converged netwcrks means different application 

data are sent over a common network. This requires additional facilities for QoS support. 

The following discussion presents an overview of QoS concepts, measures, and standards. 

QoS for multimedia applications are more susceptible to changing networks conditions. Meth

ods that manage QoS are also explained for IP networks. 

2.1 Parts of Quality 

Standards organisations, such as the International Telecommunication Union (ITIJ) defines QoS 

as: "the collective effect of service performance which determine the degree of satisfaction of 

a user of the service" (ITU-T (1994) cited in Gozdecki et al. (2003, p. I)). The European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

have also documented QoS recommendations. Those recommendations and standards from 

different organisations overlap in places of their treatment of QoS. Historically their treatment 

of QoS originated from focus on separate distinct services and networks. 

Telecoms standard organisations, ITU and ETSI, have extensive coverage of QoS aspects. 

Early data networks based on IETF standards had no in-built QoS, but has subsequently in

troduced amendments and recommendations for QoS assessment. Different viewpoints exist 

between ITU and IETF orgnatisations that describe how QoS should be treated for applications 

and networks. The ITU places focus on the user rating QoS, with the network having static 

capabilities; while IETF treats user QoS as variable, and the network can be controlled for the 

level of service (Burgstahler et al., 2003). 

The following sections explain effects of components in packet-based networks, the effects 
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on QoS, and some descriptions of QoS terms and measurement. 

2.1.1 Data networks 

The two categories of data network are circuit-switched networks (CSNs) and packet-switched 

networks (PSNs). In CSNs, resources are explicitly setup for the duration of a session, i.e. a 

voice call. Whereas PSNs data packets may not always traverse the same path due to routing 

algorithms. 

Data packets in non-QoS PSNs are treated as best-effort and subject to effects from con

gestion, queueing, and limited bandwidth. Increased network utilisation begins to cause packet 

loss and congestion. These effects are reduced by transport protocols for delay elastic applica

tions. For real-time applications, best-effort delivery is not sufficient to deal with the effects of 

loss and delays. Such delays are caused at multiple points within the network (figure 2.1 ): 

• Coding delays are determined by application codecs 1. Those that use high levels of 

compression require extra processing times, hence adding to coding delay. 

• Queueing delay is introduced by bottlenecks, such as routers and switches. Routers 

have queueing buffers while waiting to be served to the output link. Depending on the 

queueing algorithm and load, delays may be variable. 

• Serialisation delay refers to the time taken by the link interface to place all bits on the 

link. This starts from when the serving interface places the first bits to the last bits of the 

frame. Such delay is affected by media-access protocol being used, such as Ethernet or 

ATM. 

• Propagation delay is determined by link bandwidth and physical properties of the media. 

2.1.2 Common measures 

The ITU and ETSI define two levels of QoS which relate to a general model as perceived and 

intrinsic (Hardy (2001 ), cited in Gozdecki et al. (2003, p.154)). Perceived QoS is the re

quirements and perceptions by the customer to what is offered and achieved by the provider. 

Intrinsic QoS relates to the technical properties and metrics of the network. The ITU approach 

focuses on perceived QoS, but also intrinsic QoS as network performance, whereas the IETF 

I codec - compressor-decompressor/coder-decoder 
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Figure 2.1: Sources of delay for voice application in the network (Adapted from: i co (2006, 
p.4)) 

focuse on intrin ic but not perceived QoS (Gozdecki et al., 2003). Above perceptive QoS i 

assessed QoS, that sugge ts a user makes a decision on continued u e of the ervice; though i 

not addressed formally by ITU, ETSI or IETF (Gozdecki et al., 2003). The e level of QoS are 

u ed to further discuss the distinctions in applications and networks. 

A framework of applications to loss and delay is defined in ITU recommendation G.1010 

(ITU-T, 2001b). The model focuses on end-user performance perception, and not network 

or device specific characteristics. A separation between network technology and ervice en

ables simpler network management with classes, especially for next generation all IP network 

(Mustill & Willis, 2005). For QoS management, there must be performance mea ures for as

sessment. A metric is used as such a measure. Metrics and measures of QoS can be defined as 

technical and user-based terms (Chalmers & Sloman, 1999). 

Technology metrics 

Technical QoS measures includes metrics that are usually used by protocol and application 

The following are measures of performance in capacity, reliability, and timeline : 

• Bandwidth is usually used to refer to spectrum frequency range in ignal proces ing, 

but it also refers to data-rate, or bit-rates. Related terms include: throughput as average 

data-rates; and goodput as the application layer data-rate. 

• Reliability. The term packet-loss ratio (PLR) is often used to measure the ratio of lost 

versus received packets. According to the IETF IP packet-loss metric, one-way loss 

metric i preferential to round-trip loss due to asymmetric traversal of paths (Almes 
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et al., 1999b, p.2). 

• Timeliness. Packet delays in IP are measured by round-trip delay metric (Almes et al., 

1999c), and one-way delay metric (Almes et al., 1999a). Jitter is often defined as the 

variation in delay of packets, as in the IP delay variation (IPDV) metric (Demichelis 

& Chimento, 2002). Delay variation is also defined in the Real-time Transfer Proto

col (RTP) using an exponential filter method to give a smoothed average from arriving 

packets. 

User metrics 

Requirements of QoS performance can be described by metrics such as cost, security, and 

perceived QoS or quality of perception (QoP) (Ghinea & Magoulas, 200 I). The following arc 

user-based QoS metrics (Chalmers & Sloman, 1999, p.4): 

• Importance. A rating of priority between application or flows. The user may require 

strict levels of quality for some applications or indifferent to others. 

• Perceived QoS. These relate to metrics at the application layer, such as: frame rate or 

lip-sync in video; bit-rate or sampling rate of audio; picture detail or pixel resolution; 

smoothness of video, determined by frame jitter. 

• Cost. An important metric to some users, but may be less so for others. A financial cost 

associated with access, or a per-unit cost for bytes received. 

• Security. The level of security is important in both corporate and personal settings. En

cryption and virtual private networks (VPNs) provide solutions together with authen

tication and access control methods. Though, security is a general term and without 

quantifiable measures. 

2.2 Multimedia Characteristics 

Multimedia services can exhibit different end-to-end traffic flow characteristics between client 

and server because of protocol exchange patterns. Applications can be defined as service 

classes that have patterns of usage and QoS requirements (table 2.2), include: voice and video 

(interactive and non-interactive); data, such as images and text; messaging and presence; and 
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transactional. Real-time service cla es are more u ceptible to variation in network condi

tions. For other , different QoS related factor are important, uch as re ponse time for transac

tional class. This section explores the effects of control signalling method , and traffic pattern 

of different service types and QoS requirements. 

Service Class Application example Important QoS 

Real-time Conversational voice (VoIP), Delay, delay variation 
streaming audio, interactive video, (jitter), packet lo s 
streaming video 

Non-real-time HTTP, e-mail, FTP Throughput, re ponse time 
Transaction based E-commerce, mobile-banking. Security, re ponse time 

Message ba ed SMS, MMS, instant messaging Delivery success 
Location based Location-based services (LBS) Location accuracy, respon e 

time 

Table 2.2: Service classes and applications types (Source: Gurijala & Molina (2004, p.38)) 

2.2.1 Transport and signalling 

Network routing and protocols have an affect on application bit-rate . Although, certain ser

vices may exhibit a "natural bit-rate" (Black, 2000, p.9), for example bur ty behaviour in on-off 

speech, asynchronous upload and download in web browsing, and maximum bandwidth con

sumption in file-transfer protocol (FTP). Depending on the bursty nature of the application, 

the full bandwidth may not be utilised (Black, 2000); alternating between period of under

utilisation and full-utilisation (figure 2.2). As an application increases the data-rate beyond the 

level supported in the network, the network begins to drop packets and the application is forced 

to reduce the rate. This effect is shown by transport control protocol (TCP) slow start, where 

transfer rate is increased until congestion is detected, either by losses or long delays (Hersent 

et al., 2000, p.334). 
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Time 
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Rate in the 
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Figure 2.2: Transfer rate of a bursty or variable-rate application (Source: Black (2000, p.10)) 

Current transport layer protocols provide flow maintenance and ignalling to application . 

Reliable transport protocols, such as TCP provides control mechanism to adapt or change 

transfer rates according to congestion and loss in the network. However, packet loss cau e 

TCP slow start, which reduces throughput and increases end-to-end delay due to retran mis

sions (Hersent et al., 2000, p.296). This makes TCP un uitable for u e in real-time application 

that have limits on delays. User datagram protocol (UDP) is usually u ed instead, a there i no 

flow control or re-sending missing packets. Real-time services such as voice and video require 

other common signalling to supplement the basics of UDP such a , call-setup, check um , and 

timestamps. 

The RTP (Schulzrinne et al., 2003) was developed for video and audio applications. Real

time applications use RTP over UDP to provide checksums, timestamps, and equence num

bers. This information can be used for control and adaption by the application, but RTP does 

not guarantee QoS. RTP uses real-time transport control protocol (RTCP) (Schulzrinne et al., 

2003) for additional signalling of current status of end-points, such a multi-cast settings and 

unique RTP identifiers (Lloyd-Evans, 2002, p.166). 

2.2.2 Conversational voice 

Voice applications have traditionally been circuit-switched, with highly engineered olutions 

for QoS. In converged networks, application QoS can become variable as voice packets are 

bundled with other types of traffic. Interactive voice is particularly sensitive to delays and 

packet lo s. The effects of delay depend upon the coding scheme u ed, but usually delays of 
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more than 400ms are undesirable for voice and leads to u er confu ion a end-point become 

out-of- ync. 
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Figure 2.3: A traffic pattern for voice over IP using G.71 J codec. 

Voice applications tend to have symmetrical flow requirement (though it depend on en

coding method). Figure 2.3 shows the throughput of bi-directional flow captured2 from a voice 

call. In this codec, the throughput is mainly symmetrical; both directions have a bandwidth re

quirement of 64-kbps. Bandwidth reqmrements of other codec vary depending on coding, 

compres ion, or silence suppression used. For example, the ITU-T G.711 codec has a data-rate 

of 64-kbps3 in both directions, whereas G.729A uses 8-kbps4 . Thi does not include RTP and 

other protocol headers. For the G.711 voice call over Ethernet (including layer 2 headers) the 

data-rate rises to 93-kbps. Therefore, demands of voice applications depends on the coding 

and type of technology used for transport. 

2.2.3 Interactive video 

Interactive video, or video conferencing, has similar requirement in delay and delay varia

tion to conversational voice, along with additional bandwidth for moving images. In much 

the same way as real-time voice, the choice of codec determines the perceptive quality, QoS 

requirements, and traffic pattern or burstine s of packet transmissions. Some video codecs can 

operate at a low bandwidth of 10-kbps, such as H.264, while other require data-rates greater 

2Captured using tcpdump. Details of calculation and plot data can be found at http : //intstack. wikidot. 

com/ empirical. 
3For 160 byte payload (20 ms sample) at a send rate of 50 packets per second. 
4For 20 byte payload (20 ms sample) at a send rate of 50 packets per second. 
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than 100-kbps to over 1-Mbps (Morrison, 2005, p.33). 

2.2.4 Streaming media 

Non-interactive, real-time application are usually referred to a treamed media, uch a au

dio (radio, voice messages) or video. Streaming applications end mo t of their data in one 

direction, in which the upstream throughput is low for initialisation and finali ation control 

signalling. The download throughput continues at the coded rate until topped ; though it may 

be variable if some interactivity is supported, such as pau e, eeking, and re uming playback. 

This effect can be seen from the captured packets of a streaming audio application (RealPlayer 

105) in figure 2.4. A small number of bytes are sent to initiate the es ion after 10 econd 

(triangles). The streamed data is downloaded (circles) at a rate of 50-110 kbp until a reque t 

is made to end after 58 seconds 
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Figure 2.4: RealPlayer UDP traffic of streamed audio. 

Streaming audio applications can tolerate moderate delay and variations in delay better than 

interactive voice. Buffering is used to limit the affect of delay and delay variation. Audio appli

cations can benefit from higher bandwidth to support higher quality sound codec . Generally, 

video streaming require less stringent delay requirements and QoS than video conferencing. 

Streamed video traffic is similar to streamed audio, but usually involves larger data files, and 

hence is similar to an FTP download. Delay and delay variation effects are reduced, if not 

eliminated by buffers in the application. 

5Linux version, from http: I I=. realnetworks . corn. 
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2.2.5 Non-real-time and other data 

Applications for email, web, and fi le transfer u e reliable protocols (TCP) for recovery from 

errors and effects of congestion, as data integrity is most important. The traffic i a ymmetrical, 

with small requests in one direction and larger download in another; they are throughput 

asymmetric. Figure 2.5 is a capture from a web-browsing se ion. Page reque t (or upload) 

are shown as sent bits (blue triangle ), which has a lower data-rate than the received bit (red 

circles). 
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Figure 2.5: HTTP traffic pattern. 

2.3 Traffic Management Concepts 

60 

In non-QoS networks, different types of traffic are treated the same and suffer the effect of 

congestion. These effects can be reduced using static or dynamic traffic management tech

niques (Chalmers & Sloman, 1999). Static management includes specification of requirement 

parameters and negotiating levels of service based on initial network conditions or re ources. 

Dynamic management determines the response to change in network condition , at point 

in the network. This section explains the terminology of QoS specification, monitoring, and 

scheduling. 

2.3.1 Specification 

In trends towards all-IP networks, applications that were previously separate share a common 

network core. It follows that data flows must be identified to determine service level ; providing 
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agreements at the application level and QoS controls in the network (Gurijala & Molina, 2004). 

What a service provider domain should provide the customer network arc defined in serl'ice 

level agreements (SLAs). The ITU-T define an SLA as: 

"a negotiated agreement between a customer and the service provider on levels 

of service characteristics and the associated set of metrics. The content of SLA 

varies depending on the service offering and includes the attrihutcs required for 

negotiated agreement" (ITU -T Y.1241, cited in Gozdecki et al. (2003, p. 156) ). 

Specifying QoS requires a process of capturing application requirements and policies. Speci

fication may be divided across protocols and layers of abstraction (Aurrccocchca et al., 1998). 

These include end-to-end policies defined by application requirements, and network hascd pol

icy that determines how packets are treated by QoS-enabled devices. Specific protocols arc 

discussed in section 2.4. 

2.3.2 Monitoring 

QoS monitoring techniques can be either active or passive. Active monitoring approaches 

attempt to inject measurement packets that are tracked to assess QoS performance. This re

quires a trade-off on the level of monitoring accuracy and adversely affecting existing traffic 

from monitor packets (Schormans & Pitts, 2004). In passive monitoring, existing packets arc 

measured at points in the network and statistics calculated. Though less intrusive, passive ap

proaches require access to network components (such as routers), which may not always he 

possible (Schormans & Pitts, 2004). 

An approach by the IETF defines QoS metrics measurement in IP Performance Metrics 

(IPPM) framework (Paxson et al., 1998). The framework defines common issues and provides 

quantitative methods for performance monitoring. Common QoS metrics arc defined for cal

culations and measurements, as part of the IPPM framework (table 2.3). 
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Metric 

A One-way Delay 

A One-way Packet 

Loss 

A Round-trip Delay 

IP Packet Delay 

Variation 

RFC 

RFC 2679 (Almes 

et al., L 999a) 

RFC 2680 (Almes 

etal., 1999b) 

RFC 2681 (Almes 

et al., l 999c) 

RFC 3393 

(Demichelis & 

Chimento, 2002) 

Summary 

A one-way path mea urement i motivated by different 

routes that packets may take fr m both direction . Even 

if paths are symmetric, there maybe effect from 

queueing. Also, QoS requirement can be different 

depending on direction of the flow. 

Neces ary for real-lime application . The ame 

motivation for one-way delay measurements. 

An indication of congestion i provided when for value 

above the minimum (based only on propagation and 

transmi sion delay ). However, ome application 

require QoS that is different depending on path direction. 

A clarification on the ambiguou term 'jitter' : the 

difference in one-way delay. In a stream, the di !Terence 

in delay between two packet are used to calculate IPDY. 

An alternate calculation is used for RTP (RF 3550, 

Schulzrinne et al. (2003)): consecutive packets are 

selected and calculated by an exponential.filter. 

Table 2.3: Relevant metrics for IPPM framework 

2.3.3 Scheduling operations 

Routing algorithms determine the path of packets in the network, so consecutive packet trans

missions may experience different delays. To provide QoS, there is a need for packets to be 

managed at points in the network. The main techniques for QoS controls in the network are 

queueing and dropping algorithms. In QoS terminology, a combination of technique are used 

for traffic conditioning, or policing packet flows. Queueing and dropping methods are u ed to 

schedule packets for transmission and manage congestion. 
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Queueing 

Present in the network layer and below, first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues arc the simplest form 

of queueing, where each packet is served (transmitted) based on order of arrival. Class-based 

approaches schedule transmissions based on the type of packet; a voice packet would have 

priority over web traffic. Other weighted or hybrid queueing methods aim to provide fairer 

treatment of packets. 

Priority queueing, or class-based queueing (CBQ) techniques attempt to prioritise based on 

class of service (Hersent et al., 2000, p.299). Packets can be marked with priority settings using 

the type-of-service (ToS) field. A classification process places packets in separate queues, and 

a scheduling process removes packets from the high priority queues first. 

Weighted queueing (WQ) approaches assign percentages to traffic-classes. These values 

gives the minimum share to the traffic-class under congested conditions. Under congestion all 

queues have the opportunity to transmit. Though, in a weighted fair queueing (WFQ) approach, 

scheduling is done based on time proportional to the weight of the queue. 

Dropping 

When packets arrive faster than they are scheduled, conventional tail-drop or flH) queues will 

overflow and packets are dropped. When this happens, applications that use TCP can backoff 

to relieve congestion. Though this process can be managed by network entities (routers) using 

random early detection (RED). The RED approach randomly drops packets at different times. 

The effect is that those TCP flows detecting losses will backoff at different times, thus prevent

ing synchronisation of TCP backoffs for many flows (Hersent et al., 2000, p.335). A weighted 

variation of random early detection (WRED), assigns priorities to different queues. So a low 

priority queue will drop packets before those in the medium queue, but before the high priority 

queue. 

2.4 Protocol Support in IP Networks 

IP-based networks are "best-effort" in terms of how packets are routed and delivered to end

hosts. This is not usually a problem for delay-elastic service types, such as FTP, e-mail, and 

web-based applications. However, the requirements for real-time applications have constraints 

on delay and delay variation. For queueing and dynamic routing in IP networks, there is no 
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certainty that packets for a particular service type can be delivered within r quired con traint . 

Two main approache for network re ource management have evolved: over-provi ioning 

and explicit resource management (Gazdecki et al., 2003). Over-provi ioning attempt to pro

vide more resources than the level of demand, such as the P T where a dial-tone can b 

always found. Explicit resource management attempt to re erve re ource or prioriti e flow . 

This section explains the common protocols for QoS support in IP-ba ed network . 

2.4.1 Integrated Services 

Integrated services, or IntServ (defined in RFC 1633 (Braden et al., 1994)) i an JETF frame

work that aims to provide end-to-end resource control in IP networks. Re ource are re erved 

for particular flows according to application level ervice reque ls. Intended for real-time er

vices, such as voice and video, the IntServ model mu t signal network device (router ) how to 

treat packets. Signalling resources along the path is the role of Resource re erVation Protocol 

(RSVP) (Braden et al., 1997). RSVP uses application requirements and bandwidth policy to 

reque t resources along a network path for a particular flow. 

An overview of IntServ path setup i shown in figure 2.6. Router along the path mu t 

be IntServ enabled (lntServ domain) with traffic control functions. The path i setup by the 

sender host by RSVP path messages to the receive host. A receiving ho t respond with the 

QoS required for the flow as RSVP reservation me sage. RSVP is used in one direction, o 

for applications where a host is both sending and receiving (interactive voice and video), two 

RSVP paths must be setup. 

lntServ Domain Receive Host 
Send Host 

Figure 2.6: Overview of IntServ RSVP etup. 
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Although the IntServ approach can establish QoS for individual flow in IP network , it 

does not scale in larger core networks. Devices in the network must be RSVP aware, which 

requires additional state monitoring and processing by router . Thi limits the scalability of 

IntServ within the Internet and large backhaul networks (Parziale et al., 2006, p.309). A 

coarser-grained approach is required. 

2.4.2 Differentiated Services 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) is defined in RFC 2475 (Blake et al., 1998) a a solution 

to the limitations of IntServ scalability. It associates classes to types of traffic flow, creating 

levels of priority. The prioritising process marks packets in the Differentiated Services field 

(DS-field6), which was IPv4 type-of-service (ToS) and IPv6 traffic clas (Parziale et al., 2006, 

p.310). Codes relating to priority, or Differentiated Service CodePoint (DSCP) are u ed by 

networks nodes to determine priority of service. These details are determined by the SLA 

between the customer and service provider networks (figure 2.7). 

End Host 

Customer 
Network 

BN 

DiffServ 
Domain 

Figure 2.7: Overview of DiffServ 

Customer 
Network 

At the boundary nodes (BN), incoming traffic (DS ingress) is classified and conditioning is 

applied. Traffic conditioning can take multiple configurations that include metering operations 

such as, average rate, exponential weighted moving average, and token-bucket (Black, 2000, 

p.260). A traffic condition block (TCB) contains a traffic classifier using DSCPs to determine 

the next course for the packet, or per-hop behaviour (PHB). The PHBs determine which con

ditioning method is applied, and should be consistent across all routers in the DiffServ domain. 

Such methods include queueing type, queue parameters, and dropping algorithms (described 

in section 2.3.3). 

6Defined in RFC 2474 
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2.4.3 Combined approaches 

The limitations of IntServ is scalability in large network , whereas Diff erv provid coar -

grained priority of packets based on traffic classes. IntServ over Diff erv ai m 'to provide an 

end-to-end, quantitative QoS, which will also allow scalability." (Parziale et al., 2006, p.319). 

The most likely used approach will pas IntServ message (RSVP) over the Diff erv domain 

without interpretation of signalling (Parziale et al., 2006, p.320). Thi approach i u ed in 

Ci co IOS for router management (Cisco, 2005). 

Figure 2.8 depicts an architecture for IntServ over DiffServ. The acce network are lo

cal intranets that are an IntServ domain where RSVP me aging occurs as normal. Once the 

messages reach the edge node (Rl) they are forwarded to the border node (R2) in the Diff erv 

domain. The BN node uses the DSCP field to decide how it i treated in the Diff erv domain 

and forwarded towards host B. Upon receiving the packet from R3 , edge node R4 continue 

with RSVP messaging. Therefore, the DiffServ domain is "virtual" to the IntServ domain, but 

it does require mapping of PHBs for DSCPs to IntServ flow pee (Parziale et al., 2006, p.321 ). 

Host A 

BN = Boundary Node 
EN = Edge Node 
IN = Interior Node 

Intranet 
(lntServ) 

Internet 
(DiffServ) 

Intranet 
(lntServ) 

Hosts 

Figure 2.8: IntServ over DiffServ architecture (Adapted from: Parziale et al. (2006, p.320)) 

Concluding Remarks 

In early IP networks not all QoS aspects were considered important, as los and conge Lion 

were the main factors for reliable data transfer. Also, different ervices ran over different 

network , such as PSTN for voice. However, IP networks now carry a wider range of ervice , 

including voice and video that require strict requirements for QoS. 
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A discussion of QoS has covered the network entities and application characteristics that 

affect provision of QoS. Methods to manage network QoS are described in specifications, clas

sifications, and scheduling protocols. These methods have been applied to IP networks in 

architectures defined for end-to-end QoS reservation (lntServ) and class-based, or aggregated 

prioritisation (DiffServ). 

This discussion has focused on generic QoS aspects and those in the wired network. In the 

following chapter, mobile networks are introduced that provide wireless access for different 

types of service, but with further complications for application QoS. 
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Chapter 3 

The Wireless Environment 

The process of transmitting bits in wired media does not suffer the same complications of those 

in wireless. As a shared medium, radio waves are susceptible to interference and propagation 

effects. Additional signal and error correction techniques are required to provide a reliable 

channel. Cellular networks are well-established for voice services, providing near-ubiquitous 

coverage when roaming. Also, wireless local area networks (WLAN) arc an access technology 

that provide high data-rates for office, home, and public hotspot connectivity. 

As wireless networks continue to develop and user demands for more services increase, 

access technologies and networks require quality of service (QoS) support. In this chapter, 

mobile network architectures are discussed, including wide-area, local-area, and personal-area 

access technologies. Also, issues of mobility and QoS are discussed as important factors in 

mobile network evolution. 

3.1 Mobile Networks 

First-generation cellular (1 G) was based on analog transmission to provide voice services. Dig

ital transmission has led to second-generation (2G) networks, such as Global System for Mo

bile communications (GSM). With voice services established, further development of mobile 

networks has focused on supporting data. Third-generation cellular (3G) is the culmination of 

improved data-rates for data, based on a common network core for both voice and data. How

ever, low initial subscribers and costs of implementations (frequency licences and hardware), 

meant 2.5G was used as a transition technology for some operators without 3G licenses to 

support data in circuit-switched (CS) networks (Lloyd-Evans, 2002, p.5). 

The possibilities for access technologies are shown in table 3.1, and include wireless wide 

area networks (WWANs), wireless local area networks (WLANs), and wireless personal area 
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I Network I Standards I Data-rates I Frequenn I Mohilit,· 

WLAN IEEE 802.11 b 1, 2, 5.5, 11 Mb/s ISM 2.4 GHz Low 
IEEE 802.11 a Up to 54 Mb/s ISM/UNI 5 GHz Low 

IEEE 802.11 g Up to 54 Mb/s ISM 2.4 GHz Low 

IEEE 802.11 n Up to 108 Mb/s ISM 2.4 GHz Low 

Bluetooth IEEE 802.15.1 1 Mb/s ISM 2.4 GHz Low 

WMAN IEEE 802.16 134 Mb/s 10-66 GHz N/A 

IEEE 802. l 6a 70 Mb/s 2-11 GHz NIA 

IEEE 802. l 6e 70 Mb/s Low/Mcd 

2G GSM 9.6/57.6 kb/s 900/1800/1900 MHz High 

GPRS 115 kb/s High 

EDGE 384 kb/s High 
--

3G UMTS/W-CDMA Up to 2 Mb/s 1900-2025 MHz High 

Evolved UMTS/EPS *100 Mb/s High 

EVDO rev A *3.1 Mb/s High 

EVDO rev C (UMB) 288 Mb/s High 

UWB IEEE 802.15.3 Up to 480 Mb/s 3.1-10 GHz NIA 
--

Sensors IEEE 802.15.4 5-200 kb/s Low 
~~--·--~~--

* Lescuyer & Luc1darme (2008) 

Table 3.1: Wireless access technologies (adapted from: Mahoncn et al. (2004)) 

networks (WPANs) (Prasad & Ruggieri, 2003). Most of these arc considered an access tech

nology for services, providing the last-hop between wired networks. The following sections 

give an overview of WWANs, WLANs, and WPANs. Subsequent sections of the chapter detail 

architecture and QoS aspects. 

3.1.1 Wireless wide area networks 

WWANs include cellular networks that provide signal coverage over several kilometres. Ini

tially developed for voice, 2G digital cellular such as GSM, is the most common mobile im

plementation. In addition to voice, the digital platform provides extensions to use CS data 

traffic as well as packet data. However, as basic GSM only provides data-rates of 9.6-14.4 kbps 

(Prasad & Ruggieri, 2003), its suitability for data services is limited. 

For packet extensions to cellular access for faster data rates, the General Packetiscd Radio 

Service (GPRS) is one such 2.5G technology. The use of 2.5G aims to provide faster data-rates 

than GSM whilst keeping much of the existing infrastructure. Other examples of 2.5G cellular 

are Enhanced Data-rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) and High Speed Circuit-Switched Data 

(HSCSD). Operators have been using 2.5G technologies, such as GPRS or EDGE with GPRS 

(EGPRS) schemes as a precursor to 3G services, due to the cost of upgrading in infrastructure 
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costs and market risks (Lloyd-Evans, 2002). 

3G cellular networks aim to support increased data-rates for a range of different multime

dia services, i.e. video, voice, and data. The 3G initiative was started hy the ITU in 1985, and 

become known as the International Mobile Telecornrnunications-2000 (lMT-2000) (Prasad & 

Ruggieri, 2003). The European implementation is the Universal Mohile Telecommunications 

Service (UMTS) based on Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA), with other 

cdma2000 implementations like EVolution Data Optimised (EVDO). Next generation of cel

lular networks of UMTS include the Evolved Packet System (EPS), which include the Long 

Term Evolution (LTE) for downlink rates of l 00-Mbps. The equivalent cdrna2000 specification 

is EVDO revision C. 

3.1.2 Wireless local area networks 

WLANs, or WiFi 1 are now commonplace in homes, offices, and puhlic hotspots; providing 

data-rates of up to 100-Mbps and potential range of around a hundred meters. WLANs tech

nologies include: IEEE 802.11 (or WiFi) and High Performance Local Arca Network (Hipcr

LAN). The IEEE has defined standards that operate in the 2.4-GHz (802.11 h/g) and 5-GHz 

(802.1 la) unlicensed band. The wireless equivalent to Ethernet, 802.11 uses carrier-sense 

multiple-access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) at the MAC layer. 

Developed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), HipcrLAN 

was also developed to provide high-speed wireless. The HiperLAN/1 standard defined CS

MNCA for MAC, in the 5-GHz band for speeds of up to 20-Mhps. The successor, Hipcr

LAN/2, was later introduced to provide speeds of up to 54-Mbp\, using time division multiple 

access (TOMA) instead of CSMNCA (Prasad & Munoz, 2003). HipcrLAN/2 provided built

in support for QoS and improved integration for cellular. However, 802.11 was not far behind 

in providing QoS support through 802. I le; although not ratified until 2006. 

Even though 802.11 was still behind HiperLAN/2 in some areas of QoS and protocol inte

gration, 802.11 has caught up with QoS support and interworking standards. 802.11, or WiFi, 

has become the de facto choice for consumer devices and deployment hardware; such is the 

unavailability of HiperLAN devices in the market. Therefore, subsequent mention of WLAN 

will mean 802.11 based technologies. 

1 Wireless fidelity - common term derived from the WiFi Alliance. 
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3.1.3 Wireless personal area networks 

Technologies for WPANs are usually lower range than WLANs, but have other benefits such 

as increased data-rates or less battery consumption. Bluetooth is a common example of WPAN 

that allow transmissions between many devices over short distances. Other WPANs technolo

gies have been developed for high-speed data, such as Ultra Wide-Band (UWB ). Current ver

sions promise data-rates of up to 480 Mbps; much like wired USB. future developments of 

UWB are targeted at high-definition television (HDTV) over wireless. Extensions to standards 

for UWB, such as IEEE 802.15.3 are being researched using the 60-GHz spectrum to provide 

data-rates of 2-4 Gbps (Razavi, 2008). 

Ad hoe and sensor networks are also considered WPANs. Low-powered networks of de

vices are useful in the ubiquitous computing context. The ZigBee framework is one such 

example of low-powered WPANs, that operates in the 2.4-GHz band. ZigBee supports data

rates of 250-kbps, with low latency and power management; suitable for home networking of 

control devices (Adams & Heile, 2006 ). 

3.2 Radio Transmissions 

Radio transmissions are subject to effects from weather, propagation, multipath, frequency, 

modulation coding schemes, and power levels. This section introduces the wireless channel 

and the effects on radio design. 

3.2.1 Propagation effects 

Signals above 30-MHz exist as line-of-sight propagation (Stallings, 2002, p.107), common in 

cellular and WLANs. As a signal is transmitted the strength is reduced with distance and noise, 

known as attenuation. Types of noise include the thermal noise that exist through electronics; 

and interference, or crosstalk from other signals in the same frequency; and atmospheric ab

sorption and foliage. 

Signal errors can be caused through noise and attenuation loss. To be received without 

errors, a signal must be transmitted with sufficient power. Measurements of signal power over 

noise levels provides a useful metric, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR can determine bit

rate because a higher bit-rate needs more power to rise above the noise. Therefore, lower SNR 

value increases the probability of errors in the signal. 
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Without obstacles, a transmitted signal strength degrades in proportion to the square of the 

distance to the receiving antenna, otherwise known as free space loss (Stallings, 2002, p.111 ). 

More complex propagation effects exist in cities and urhan environments. for propagation 

effects in large cities, the empirical Okamuru-Hata model is often used (Lloyd-Evans, 2002, 

p.130). The wireless channel is also complicated by other factors that can interfere with signals, 

such as obstacles that cause refraction and multiple path fading. 

3.2.2 Multipath effects 

For line of sight signals, obstacles between transmitter and receiver antennas alter the signal. 

For direct line of sight, such as satellite and point-to-point wireless links, there is not so much 

of a problem. Other types of transmissions are altered hy signals refracted off of huildings, 

causing signals received to be time-shifted or with errors. This is compounded hy the mobility 

of antennas that introduce fading effects. 

Types of fading can be taken into account and modelled, such as Rayleigh or fast fading 

when there is no line-of-sight path and signals are scattered. Rayleigh fading has heen defined 

in Jakes' model (Jakes, 1974) that can account for Doppler shift. The Rician fading model 

describes a direct signal and other multipath signals. As such, Rician fading is useful for 

describing indoor and where there is a dominant path, and Rayleigh for outside or urhan areas 

(Stallings, 2002, p.122). 

3.3 Mobility in IP Networks 

In IP networks, the IP address is a unique identifier of the host on a network point-of-attachment 

(PoA). For wired networks it is unlikely that a host would need to regularly change IP address. 

Wireless devices allow movement such that hosts can change PoA (roaming), and thus the IP 

address could change. This would break the connections from upper-layers such as TCP, which 

rely on IP source/destination address and port pairings. Mobility solutions, such as Mohile IP 

were originally conceived to provide a workaround for changes in IP address. The following 

terminology defines different levels of mobility: 

• Transport and application mobility protocols may use extensions to assist session setup 

and maintenance. They may be used to supplement lower-layer protocols for session 

continuity. 
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• Macro-mobility is handled at the layer of routing and addr ing, where there i a chang 

in admini trative domain or ubnet within domain ; i.e. Mobile IP. 

• Micro-mobility protocol provide roaming support for device that chang belw n P 

within subnets of a domain to a i t Mobile IP performance ( ampbell et al., 2002). 

Protocol for micro-mobility upport include Cellular IP, Hawaii, and Hierarchical IP 

(compared in Campbell et al. (2002)). 

Figure 3.1 provides a reference cenario for the terms of mobility and handover for Lwo ad

ministrative domains. In this example, a mobile node (MN) move belween ba e lalion (B ) I 

and 2, traffic is routed via access router (AR) l, or micro-mobility handover. Moving between 

ARl and AR2 is an inter-AR handover. A the MN moves belween BS 3 and 4, ubnel may 

change and require macro-mobility handover protocols. Finally, the MN moves belween do

mains, for BS 4 and 5. The remainder of thi section pre enls i. ue and elution relating to 

different Level of mobility. 

Domain 1 

4 

Mobile node 

Correspondent 
node 

Domain2 

Figure 3.1: Reference scenarios for handover mobility (Source: Manner et al. (2002, p.148)) 

3.3.1 Macro-mobility support 

There are two main protocol for macro-mobility in IP network : Mobile IPv4 and Mobile 

IPv6. Mobile IPv4 (MIP) was developed by the IETF for mobility management in IP network . 

Sub equent enhancement have been made for IPv6. 
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MIPv4 

The protocol defined in RFC 3344 (Perkins, 2002) allows mobile ho ts to roam between MIPv4 

foreign networks by exchanging registration updates bindings. MIP agents in the network o

licit advertisement messages, or a host may request a registration. A mobile node (MN) regi -

ters with the foreign agent, which then updates the home agent with the car -of addre (CoA) 

whilst in the foreign network. The following describes routing of traffic in a MIP cenario 

(figure 3.2). 

Network A 

Home 
agent 

2 

Network C 

CN 

Network B 

Figure 3.2: Mobile IP operation. 

1. MN registers its CoA (provided by foreign agent (FA)) with the home agent (HA). Traffic 

from the correspondent node (CN) is sent to the home network, A. 

2. The home agent intercepts packets destined for the MN and re-route them to the MN 

COA in foreign network, C. 

3. Packets from the MN are routed directly to the CN in network B. 

Although this process solves the problem of IP-address mobility, there are performance costs. 

The triangular routing pattern of packets from CN to MN via the home agent, adds additional 

latency. A route optimisation (RO) extension was developed to remove this effect, a part of 

the MIPv6 implementation. 

MIPv6 

Mobility in IPv6, as defined in RFC 3775 (Johnson et al., 2004), integrates the RO elements. 

This eliminates successive packets routed via the HA by using a binding update between MN 

and a CN. Figure 3.3 describes the variation. When route optimisation is used, a binding update 
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is sent to the CN containing the CoA of the MN. All sub equent packet are ent directly to 

the MN at the foreign network. Any initial traffic, or tho e packet before a binding update i 

performed, may still be directed through the home agent. 

Network A 

Home 
agent 

1. 

Network C 

Network B 

Figure 3.3: Route optimisation in MIPv6. 

CN 

As networks are upgraded to support IPv6, MlPv6 will provide layer 3 mobility. uch net

works will include more real-time services that are sensitive to the time between making han

dovers (handover latency). An extension protocol for Fast handovers of Mobile 1Pv6 (FMIPv6), 

proposed in RFC 4068 (Ref, 2005) aims to reduce this latency by eliminating configuration de

lay and reducing delay of binding-updates (Dunmore & Pagtzis, 2005). 

With more devices supporting wireless access, suitable mobility management is needed. 

Security and QoS are two issues connected with mobility. MlPv6 includes features for sup

porting security, particularly use of JPsec to support binding-updates authentication (Prasad & 

Ruggieri, 2003, p.122). QoS issues relating to handover will be further discussed in chapter 4. 

3.3.2 Application and transport mobility 

To handle mobility at the transport layer, there must be notification of events by the lower lay

ers, such as 1P address and DHCP, so address bindings can be reconfigured (Calvagna et al., 

2005). This requires session mobility built into the application. However, it is unlikely that 

applications would be designed to support mobility on their own (Eddy, 2004). Session initi

ation protocol (SJP) and stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) are transport signalling 

schemes to assist presence and flow management in a mobility context. 

Session initiation protocol 

SJP is defined in RFC 2543 (Rosenberg et al., 2002) for interactive voice and video applica

tions requires setup and termination. It uses a unique addre s of call parties using the format: 
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user@domain. SIP performs a similar function to protocol H.245 defined in ITlJ-T H.323. 

Stream control transmission protocol 

SCTP defined in RFC 4960 (Stewart, 2007) is a reliable protocol that provides multi-homing 

and control of multiple media flows, used mainly for control signalling hut also for data (Lloyd

Evans, 2002, p.180). SCTP defines associations as end-to-end connections between IP ad

dresses which can have multiple streams. Streams are separate from the association, which 

means streams can be moved between associations to support multi-homing. Extensions for 

SCTP have been proposed to allow changing IP addresses in association for host with multiple 

interfaces, such as dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR) (Stewart et al., 2007), 

3.4 Wireless Wide Area Networks 

Wireless access has allowed seamless roaming for voice services, common to 2G cellular net

works. Upgrades to cellular networks, such as 2.5G and 3G, provide higher data-rates for mul

timedia services. Developments in metropolitan area networks (MANs) have led to WiMAX 

as the main candidate for localised broadband wireless. This section describes architectures 

and technologies towards high-speed data and common all-IP core networks. 

3.4.1 Second-generation cellular 

Second-generation or 2G cellular provides the digital voice services that replaced analog sys

tems. The most used 2G implementation is the Global System for Mobile communications 

(GSM). The digital system meant there was potential to extend the air-interface to support data. 

The first extension uses the GSM infrastructure for high-speed circuit-switched data (HSCSD). 

Using more time-slots, HSCSD provides data rates up to 57 kbps, hut reduces channels for 

voice access (Prasad & Ruggieri, 2003). The impact of HSCSD to other users required an 

enhanced, or packetised approach. 

Packet-based extensions to cellular have become known as 2.5G technologies. One of 

these 2.SG technologies is the general-packetised radio service (GPRS), which uses the same 

time-division multiple-access (TOMA) as in GSM. GPRS uses shared time-slots between users 

that are allocated depending how much spare capacity is available. This gives GPRS potential 

data-rates of up to 170 kbps. 
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GPRS uses most of the existing GSM infrastructure, with addition to upport packet data. 

Figure 3.4 shows an overview of a GSM/GPRS architecture. In GSM, the ba e tation con

troller (BSC) provides handover and load controls for terminal , and the mobile witching 

centre (MSC) provides the routing into the PSTN and call-setups. Addition to BSC al low 

connections to the service GPRS support node (SGSN). The SGSN perform a imilru· func

tion to the MSC by providing routing, encryption, authentication, acces (Prasad & Ruggieri, 

2003). To reach external packet networks such as the Internet, the gateway GPRS upport 

node (GGSN) provides further mobility, routing, and location updating via the home location 

register (HLR). 

BSC - Base station controller 
MSC - Mobile switching centre 
SGSN - Service GPRS support node 
GGSN - Gateway GPRS support node 
HLR - Home location register 

Figure 3.4: GSM-GPRS architecture overview (adapted from: Prasad & Ruggieri (2003, p.6)) 

Further developments for data services, such as Enhanced Data-rate for GPRS Evolution 

(EDGE), use different modulation schemes to provide up to 384-kbps with minimal changes 

to GPRS infrastructure (Prasad & Ruggieri, 2003). The benefits of GPRS/EDGE is 'always 

on' availability for quick access to data services, and pricing according to transmission volume 

rather than call duration as in HSCSD (Lloyd-Evans, 2002, p.3). GPRS supports the same QoS 

classes as UMTS, which are detailed in the following section. 

3.4.2 Third-generation cellular 

Third-generation (3G) cellular plans were proposed by the ITU in IMT-2000 to provide in

creased data-rates for multimedia services. More diverse services targeted for 3G include: 

video, voice, messaging, email, and web browsing. A wider range of services require more 

upgrades than those for 2.SG, and subsequently more expensive deployments. 

The European variant of IMT-2000 is Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS). 
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RNC - Rad io network control ler 
UE - User equipment 

Radio Access Network 

UE 

Radio Network 
Subsystem 

Node B RNC 

Core Network 

SGSN GGSN 

Figure 3.5: Overview of UMTS architecture (Source: Prasad & Ruggieri (2003, p.11)) 

Figure 3.5 presents an overview of UMTS. The radio access network (RAN) defines user equip

ment (UE) that are present in cells. Node B are base-stations that control multiple cell and 

are attached to a radio network controller (RNC). The RNC provides a irnilar role to BSC in 

GSM, providing circuit-switched voice to the MSC, and packet data to the SGSN in the core 

network (CN). Data in the CN is over asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) in Release 3 (al o 

known as Release '99 in previous terminology), although all-IP is specified for Release 4 and 

5 (Prasad & Munoz, 2003). 

Development beyond existing 3G implementation of UMTS and cdma2000 have been de

fined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and 3GPP2 (North America). 3GPP 

Release 8 is the Evolved Packet System (EPS), which defines the next tage of UMTS to pro

vide even higher data-rates, better QoS support, and an all-IP core network. The two main dif

ferences between previous versions of UMTS is a new core network, or Evolved Packet Core 

(EPC) using IP and the Evolved-UTRAN (E-UTRAN) for radio access. EPC is referred to as 

System Architecture Evolution (SAE) in the 3GPP standard documentation, and E-UTRAN 

as Long Term Evolution (LTE) (Lescuyer & Lucidarme, 2008). As well as being backward 

compatible with previous UTRAN, LTE provides low-latency radio access to support a range 

of services like VoIP, video, real-time gaming, and streaming. The equivalent to 3GPP2 for 

cdma2000 North American implementation to Evolved UMTS is lxEV-DO Revision C2
. Also 

known as Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB), the Revision C of lxEV-DO is based on an all-IP 

core network, and provides a peak theoretical data-rate of up to 288 Mbps. 

2 3GPP2 document C.S0084-000 available from http: I I=. 3gpp2. orglPublic_htmllspecsl 

alltsgscfm.cfm 
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QoS support 

The fundamental difference in UMTS to 2G network is data and voice packet ar tran mitted 

over the arne medium. Thi presents the challenge to upport end-to-end QoS perceived by 

the user a well as utilising the transmi sion medium efficiently (Baudet et al., 200L, p.41). 

To provide QoS in UMTS networks, the 3GPP ha d fined four traffic cla e : conver ational, 

streaming, interactive, and background (3GPP, 2004b). The e traffic cla e and are um

marised in table 3.2. 

QoS Class Transfer delay Transfer delay 

requirement variation 

Conversational Stringent Stringent 

Streaming Constrained Constrained 

Interactive Looser 0 

Background No No 

Low bit Guaranteed Examples 

error rate bit error 

rate 

No Yes 

No Yes 

Yes No 

Yes No 

VoIP, 

video-conferencing, 

audio-conferencing 

Broadcast services 

(audio, video), new , 

pon 

Web browsing, 

interactive chat, 

games, m-commerce 

E-mail, SM , databa e 

downloads, transfer of 

measurements 

Table 3.2: Traffic classes in UMTS (Source: Baudet et al. (2001, p.42)) 

The UMTS QoS architecture (figure 3.6 on the next page) i based on a number of bearer 

services that accept QoS attributes, as defined in 3GPP TS 23.107 (3GPP, 2004b, p.18). End

to-end bearer ervices provide QoS definition from one terminal equipment (TE) to another, 

and may traverse external non-UMTS networks. The UMTS bearer service provide Qo in 

UMTS by u ing ervice provided by the radio access bearer (RAB) and core network (C ) 

bearer. The RAB provides ervice and interfaces between the TE and UMTS terrestrial radio 

access network (UTRAN), while the C bearer ervices provides interface for the UTRAN 

and external networks, such as the Internet and public switched telephone network (PSTN). 

3GPP release 6 (3GPP, 2004b) pecifies that the C shall use DiffServ if IP is u ed, and 

DiffServ mappings for asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) to external networks. However, it 

is up to applications to upply QoS etup and resource specification through signalling, such as 
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TEJMTLocal 
Bearer Ser.ice 

RadbBearer 
Se Nice 

Ph:,slcal Radb 
Bearer Ser.ice 

UMfS Bearer Ser.(ce 

CN 
Gateway 

CN Bearer 
Se Nice 

Baci<bone 
Bearer SeNce 

E>ctemel Bearer 
$er,(ce 

Figure 3.6: UMTS end-to-end QoS architecture (Source: (3GPP, 2004b, p. l 0)) 

SIP or SOP (Lloyd-Evans, 2002, p.230). The QoS settings used in the CN will thus determine 

the traffic treatment offered to subscribers. 

3.4.3 Handoff 

In cellular networks, terminal movement changes base-station as ociation. Handoffs between 

base station cells must be fast enough to limit interruption to calls. This requires handoff 

procedures using variations of control: 

• Mobile-initiated. Handoff is determined by the mobile node when received signal drops 

too low. 

• Mobile-assisted. The mobile provides feedback to the network entities, that then make 

the handoff action. 

• Network-initiated. This is performed by network entities to decide when a handoff be

tween BS should occur. It may be based on metrics such as cell load, speed of node 

movement. 

• Network-assisted. Entities within the network provides metrics and status to the mobile 

client, which then initiates handover procedures with the network. There are arguments 

that this is a useful approach when the mobile client has a choice of different air-interface 

types (Saito et al., 2005), which is relevant to next-generation networks, or those beyond 

3G. 
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Handoff procedures can use a number of metrics, primarily hased on signal strength indicators 

from local base stations (Stallings, 2002, p.293). In TOMA systems, cell associations are usu

ally changed before setup on a new cell; a hard handqff. Alternatively, connections can he kept 

alive between cells for a short period before handoff; a .1<~/t handofT Used in CDMA networks, 

soft handoffs are smoother and do not require the hysteresis in hard handoffs, reducing the 

'ping-pong' effect (Chen, 2003, p.52). 

3.5 Wireless Local and Personal Area Networks 

WLANs in corporate, public, and home settings arc replacing fixcd-cahlc Ethernet for in

building connectivity. Wireless personal area networks (WPANs) include technologies for very 

short-range (within I O meters) connectivity of devices. Common applications hcing used in 

WLAN and WPAN environments include: audio and video streaming; instant messaging; weh 

and email; and voice. This section presents the common media-access methods and standards 

for WLANs and WPAN, and extensions to support QoS. 

3.5.1 IEEE standards for WLAN 

Common media-access technologies of WLANs arc hased on the IEEE standards 802.11 (a/h/g/11). 

These have become the de facto standards for WLAN-cnahlcd devices. The most common 

WLAN-enabled devices are based on 802. I I a/b/g. 802. I I a was the first to he released, op

erating in the 5-GHz band and based on orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDMJ in 

the physical layer. It is more resilient to interference and can provide up to 54-Mhps, whereas 

802.11 b can only offer data rates of 1, 2, 5.5, and 1 I Mbps. 802.11 b uses direct sequence 

spread spectrum (DSSS) in the physical layer, operating within a 30-MHz frequency-range 

of 2.4-GHz the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) hand (Har-Shalom et al., 2003 ). The 

typical range of 802.11 b devices can be up to 100 metres. 

Enhanced data-rates for WLAN has been defined in 802.11 g. It was developed to pro

vide up to 54-Mbps in the 2.4-GHz band. It uses OFDM similar to 802.1 I a, but limiting 

the number of non-overlapping APs to three (Bar-Shalom et al., 2003 ). Further data-rate and 

range enhancements is provided by the 802.1 In: multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMOJ. The 

802.11 n draft uses multiple receive and transmit antennas to overlay channels of the 2.4 and 

5-GHz frequencies. 
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3.5.2 QoS support in WLANs 

In standard 802.11, QoS features are minimal or rarely used. Most likely this is due to the 

standard being developed at a time when WLANs were expected to only cater for data (weh 

and email), and not the mix of multimedia traffic that includes real-time services. The medium 

access control (MAC) layer provides two operations: distrihuted co-ordination function (DCF) 

and the point co-ordination function (PCF). DCF provides access hased on the CSMA/C A 

(carrier-sense multiple-access with collision avoidance) mechanism for hest effort delivery in 

ad-hoe mode and infrastructure modes. It is based on clients contending for airtime hy ran

dom backoffs and RTS/CTS mechanisms. PCF is a polling mechanism that operates only in 

infrastructure mode with the access point (AP) operating as the Point Coordinator (PC). It is 

this PCF mechanism that aims to provide a fairer provision for time-constrained clients. How

ever, stations polling cannot be guaranteed at regular intervals, due to unpredictahle delays 

in beacon transmission (caused by periods of polling interspersed with DCF contention) and 

uncertain duration of client transmissions (Mangold et al., 2003 ). This equates to uncertain op

eration of fair provision, inadequate for real-time applications. Standard 802.11 speci Ii cations 

are therefore insufficient for providing QoS. 

IEEE began working on the QoS extensions hy forming the working group 802.11 e. Early 

adoption as a subset of 802.11 e was specified by the WiFi Alliance as WiFi Multimedia 

(WMM) (Alliance, 2004 ). The 802.11 e standard (IEEE, 2005) was rati tied in 2005 and ex

tends MAC layer functionality by building upon existing 802.11 to provide the Enhanced Dis

tribution Coordination Access (EDCA) and HCF (hybrid control function) Controlled Channel 

Access (HCCA). 

• EDCA takes the mechanism of DCF and adds QoS support hy introducing traffic cat

egories (TCs) or service differentiation. This means that multiple traffic flows (up to 

eight) can exist within a particular station. Suhsequently, each TC competes for chan

nel access through a process of virtual hackojf. It is this hackoff procedure that enhances 

DCF, with priority flows requiring less time to wait for hackoff and more chance of heing 

transmitted. 

• HCCA is similar to the PCF polling mechanism controlled by a hyhrid co-coordinator 

function (HCF) at the AP. 
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Early simulation studies3 have shown 802.1 le is able to prioritise flows and improve QoS to 

high priority flows compared to legacy 802.11 schemes. 

3.5.3 Personal-area technologies 

WPANs are primarily short-range for allowing multiple different devices to interact, through 

dynamic forming of networks, such as pico-nets (Bluetooth) and sensor networks (ZigHee). 

WPANs are useful for generic data transmission for multimedia. Sending small files, and 

interactive audio is well suited to Bluetooth. For larger files and video streaming, developments 

in UWB technologies could potentially offer bandwidth increases of up to 4-Ghps (R,vavi, 

2008). 

In sensor network deployments, with potentially thousands of nodes, low-power and reli

able transmissions are important. The ZigBee platform provides short-range connectivity with 

data-rates up to 250-kbps; suitable for monitoring applications that send small, and infrequent 

messages (Adams & Heile, 2006). The physical layer is based on 802.15.4. The MAC por

tion uses CSMA/CA for transmission control. Operating at 2.4-GHz, the PHY sub-layer uses 

quadrature phase-shift keying (Q-PSK) as its modulation scheme for robust and reliable sig

nal transmissions (Adams & Heile, 2006). Upper layers use the ZigHee stack for networking 

and transport of application messaging. The ZigBee stack provides devices with routing, and 

encryption, for applications. 

Concluding Remarks 

The wireless channel is a shared medium, thereby subject to complications not present in a 

wired channel. Wireless provides the ability to roam, but requires additional management hy 

the network through mobility protocols. Wireless tends to he an access method for the last-hop 

of a network. The different types of access include wide area wireless networks, such as cellular 

(WWANs); wireless local area networks (WLANs); and personal area networks (WPANs). 

Each type of access method requires interface devices with different wireless channel and QoS 

capabilities. 

Although data-rates are increasing in some wireless interface technologies together with 

better support for QoS, there are still limitations for truly ubiquitous QoS. A step forward 

would exploit the differences in access types for improved QoS; since WLANs provide higher 

3Grilo & Nunes (2002); Gu & Zhang (2003); Mangold et al. (2003); Lindgren et al. !20mJ 
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data-rates and are less-costly than cellular, but cellular provides wider coverage and controlled 

access. In the next chapter, the discussion moves to converged networks and heterogeneous 

access for the future wireless access networks. 
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Chapter 4 

Heterogeneous Wireless Environments 

Evolution of communications networks and services is driven hy convergence towards IP core 

networks, while wireless becomes the access technology of choice. Improved data-rates for 

wireless enables wider range of services in more locations, such as third-generation cellular 

(3G). The vision beyond 30, or forth-generation (4G), is an integration of networks using 

different radio access technologies and standards. However, this introduces additional issues 

for QoS and network complexity. 

This chapter discusses heterogeneous wireless environments as a solution for providing 

QoS. An overlay of different network types creates opportunities for continuous connectivity. 

User and application QoS issues can be improved hy exploiting multiple wireless interfaCL:s and 

networks. Although, there are still unresolved issues with this concept that attracts research in

terest, such as mobility management and interface selection. Finally, a framework i'i presented 

that describes the solution context and interface selection as motivation for this thesis. 

4.1 A Solution for Improved QoS 

Wide-area cellular, WLANs, and personal area networks (PAN), have different capabilities and 

provide alternative options to access online services. One distinction is coverage area. The fol

lowing discussion considers different wireless interface technologies to provide opportunities; 

to improve QoS. Industry trends have shown a progression towards integration of previously 

separate network access methods, which is evident from large European Framework projects 

and standards organisations. From an overlay pattern of networks, the concept has progressed 

to being "always best connected" (Gustafsson & Jonsson, 2003 ), with multi-service architec

tures (Malyan & Lenaghan, 2003) integrating multiple access technologies and protocols. 
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4.1.1 The overlay pattern 

wireless interface technologie that u e different radio frequency band and modulation hem 

have led to an overlay of network coverage and geography (Stemm & Katz, 199 ; alvagna 

et al., 2005). The overlay pattern describe a model of data network that decreas in erag 

area: from atellite coverage to personal area network in the order of a few quare-melc 

(figure 4.1 ). 

An overlay model illu trate the potential for better connectivity by u ing multiple acce 

technologies. In homogeneous acces network , handoff1 i a commonly u ed term for chang

ing between base-station (BS) or access-point (AP). The overlay model di tingui he between 

horizontal and vertical handovers (Stemm & Katz, 1998). Horizontal handover are between 

the same access technology (homogeneou ), and vertical handover refer to changing between 

different link technologies (heterogeneous). 

Regional-area 
(SAT) 

Metropolitan-area 
connectivity (MAN) 

Campus, or multiple hot
spot (LAN/WAN) 

In-building and personal-area 
connectivity (LAN/PAN) 

Figure 4.1: Overlay of networks (adapted from: Stemm & Katz (1998)) 

The common wide-area acce s type i cellular. Developments in 3G provide an improved 

platform for data ervices over cellular. In the residential, corporate, and pubhc ector , 

WLANs have become the main access choice. The benefit compared to wired option in

clude: flexibility for local roaming, low installation cost, and calability. With cellular provid

ing wide area coverage, and WLAN providing high data-rates in hot- pots and indoor , the e 

technologies are expected to play important roles in more integrated acce network (Lehr & 

McKnight, 2003). 

''Handoff' or 'handover' are often used interchangeably in the literature. Though for ubsequent di cussions, 
handover is preferred when di cussing changes between different acce s technologies. 
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4.1.2 Fixed-mobile convergence 

Initiatives for integrated access networks are being pursued under terms uch as, fixed mobile 

convergence (FMC). FMC aims to leverage services in mobile network and other acce type , 

such as voice over WLAN. Examples of FMC include unlicen ed mobile acce s (UMA), al o 

known as generic access network (GAN) (3GPP, 2007). The GAN define an architecture for 

connectivity of cellular services to other access networks through dual-mode hand et , wiU1 

additional protocol and mobility support. Other research projects have investigated generic ac

cess models in terms of security, roaming, handovers, and QoS. These is ues were covered in 

European framework five projects, including: BRAIN (Broadband Radio Access for IP-ba ed 

Networks, IST-1999-10050 (2001)); its successor, MIND (Mobile IP-ba ed Network Devel

opments, IST-2000-28584 (2002)); and MobyDick (IST-2000-25394, 2003). A framework six 

project aims to develop the ubiquitous heterogeneous access model, known as Ambienl Net

works (IST-507134, 2007). 

3G cellular and WLANs interworking have become the initial focus for developing hetero

geneous access networks. Standards bodies, such as the Third-Generation Partner hip Project 

(3GPP), have followed the industry trend of FMC by defining frameworks for 3G-WLAN in

terworking (see, 3GPP 23.234 (3GPP, 2004a)). Integration options between WLAN and 3G 

(figure 4.2) are commonly cited as: open-coupled, loose-coupled, and tight-coupled (Pra ad & 

Munoz, 2003; Ruggeri et al., 2005): 

WLAN Network 

MN 

UTMS UTRAN UMTS PS core network 

Figure 4.2: Coupling of UMTS 3G cellular and WLAN access networks 
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• Open coupling. There is no direct interface between the access network and cellular 

core. In figure 4.2, data traffic is otherwise routed via an external packet data network 

(PDN), such as the Internet. If the client mobile node (MN) is equipped with both in

terfaces, mobility protocols (mobile IP) can provide roaming between networks. Thus, 

the MN applications could be seamless, if the networks support it. Disadvantages of 

this type of connectivity include the potential for packet latency and duplication prob

lems in mobile IPv4, which are detrimental to real-time services. However, optimisation 

schemes for fast handovers and mobile 1Pv6 could be employed. 

• Loose coupling provides some connectivity with the WLAN access network and core 

UMTS network. The connection is defined as signalling between authentication, autho

risation, and accounting (AAA) server and home-location register (HLR). The interface 

is used to provide billing and access-control only, with data sent across the Internet. A 

variation of this would use a mobile proxy on either the WLAN or UMTS side. 

• Tight coupling provides a data and signalling connection between the WLAN access 

network and UMTS core network. A gateway proxy, or inter-working unit (IWU) in the 

WLAN network connects to the UMTS. Further variations of tight-coupling arc given 

by Prasad & Munoz (2003, chp.2). 

• Integrated describes a similar or variation of the tight-coupled approach. The WLAN 

access network may be seen as a cell of the UMTS network, or UMTS as an extension 

of WLAN. In the access network, an inter-working unit (IWU) is used between the serv

ing GPRS support node (SGSN). The IWU can be used to emulate the radio network 

controller (RNC) of the UTRAN, and connect to SGSN. Or, the IWU can emulate the 

SGSN, and connect to the gateway GPRS support node (GGSN). 

The types of connectivity between WLAN and UMTS are presented in industry standard efforts 

(3GPP, 2007, 2004a). These provide details of interworking recommendations for specific 

technologies for operators. A loose-coupled approach is more likely to be favoured initially by 

operators, as it provides a modular and readily implementable solution supported by existing 

infrastructure (Ruggeri et al., 2005). However, even a specific integration solution draws further 

complications and issues that are both technological and commercial. 
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4.2 Issues in Integrated Access Networks 

Different architectures and integration methods have been proposed by industry and standards 

bodies. This provides a benefit for application QoS. As an access technology, WLANs bene

fit from higher data-rates and lower latency; though this depends on physical deployment and 

load. The frequency range of WLAN is in the shared Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) 

unlicensed band, and therefore is susceptible to other device transmissions (interference). De

ployment cost of infrastructure and spectrum licensing is much lower for WLAN than cellu

lar, which determines service pricing and billing differences (Lehr & McKnight, 2003). The 

differences of access network also presents additional issues for QoS in handovers, session 

continuity, access control, and security. 

4.2.1 QoS management 

There are some commonly used measures of performance relating to speed, reliability, and 

availability. Technical measures of QoS, or metrics, include: throughput, delay, jitter (delay 

variation), latency, and packet loss. Metrics can be defined by their utility, as being: higher 

is better (HB); lower is better (LB); and nominal is best (NB) (Jain, 1991, p.40). Figure 4.3 

depicts these three metric types. Where higher values are preferable (HB), utility increases. 

An example of this metric type is throughput in a file download. For metrics such as latency, 

jitter or packet loss, lower values (LB) have higher utility. The nominal type is probably least 

common though used to describe utilisation: lower values means unused capacity, but very high 

values are undesirable-since this begins to affect responsiveness or other performance metrics 

(Jain, 1991, p.40). 

Better ____.. .....__ Better 

Utility Utility Utility t 
Better 

Metric Metric 
Metric 

(a) Higher-better (HB) (b) Lower-better (LB) (c) Nominal-better (NB) 

Figure 4.3: Metric types (Source: Jain (1991, p.41)) 

QoS metrics change with wireless and network conditions, and most measures are continu

ous. Figure 4.4 represents an abstract model of wireless QoS for three distinct links in a multi-
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dimen ional parameter space. Two example parameters repre ent the operati ng capabilitie of 

the link, indicated by square region . Within the e parameter the current performance I v I 

can change (dashed-line region). The oval haded region repre ents an acceptable performanc 

(determined by user perception or application requirement ) of the parameters. Overlapping 

performance measures between link 1 and 2 (within the acceptable region), mean that they 

both provide imilar QoS. However, there may be instances when one link moves out of the 

acceptable QoS region. Comparing performance between different link types is further com

plicated by using more than two QoS metric . 

QoS Parameter 
Space 

RFUnk 1 

Area of acceptable 
performance 

/ / 

- \. /- _.,. 

\ 
I 

Crossover region of 
performaece for two links 

Current RF 
performance 

RFUnk3 

Figure 4.4: Parameter space possibilities and QoS performance crossover. 

QoS performance can vary depending on different factors, for example network congestion 

and applications types. For interactive applications that require seamless connectivity, the QoS 

performance space can be affected by movement and roaming. 

4.2.2 Roaming and session continuity 

Roaming behaviour and QoS determine mobility requirements. Delay sensi tive application re

quire seamless handovers within defined limits. Though in some ituation , such as handovers, 

seamlessness cannot always be guaranteed. The mobility protocols can have a high handover 

latency-the time it takes to complete a handover2-which means ervices with strict latency 

requirements, such as voice, will incur interruptions or lost connection . Where searnle sness 

2The measurement of this varies between protocol layers or occurs differently, i.e. handoff between base stations 
is fast compared to IP layer mobility. It is used here more towards IP layer mobility; changing between different 

access network. 
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is less of a concern, handover latency can be flexible. Judgement of handover execution timing 

(handover latency) is difficult in an environment with continually changing conditions (Stemm 

& Katz, 1998). It is therefore important to minimise constant switching. 

Handover direction also determines metrics that might be available. for example, an es

tablished connection to a base station or access point would provide a range of metrics, such 

as data rate, signal strength, jitter, and latency. This assumes that interface devices arc pow

ered simultaneously and connected to their respective networks. However, a wireless interface 

device could be powered-down at low battery levels using a sleep mode; a real possibility in 

mobile phone handsets. Also, situations may mean that metrics arc incomplete; for instance, 

moving into range of a WLAN there is only physical and possibly link layer metrics available. 

Therefore QoS metrics are limited, until the terminal creates an active connection and some 

data is transferred. It is not known if a better performance exists end-to-end before a handover 

is made. Until then, only low-level metrics are available. 

4.2.3 Interface selection problem 

A device with multiple wireless interfaces creates opportunities for alternative connectivity 

and to be always best connected. Using the Cellular-WLAN context as an example, Cellular 

provides wide area coverage with lower data-rates and potentially greater cost than WLAN. 

This creates occasions when handovers can occur (figure 4.5). The handover direction could 

be towards WLAN (downward vertical handover) or towards the Cellular (upward vertical 

handover) (Stemm & Katz, 1998). Whenever a WLAN is available, it could be preferred 

over Cellular; depending on the application and movement. For a large file-transfer, the high

bandwidth, low-cost WLAN is preferred. However, for a voice call, reliability is more prefer

able than performing a handover (providing the current link is suitable). With a single QoS 

or policy metric this is a trivial decision; but judging multiple technical and QoS variables is 

problematic. 

Human perception and decision-making has the intrinsic ability to evaluate and make 

judgements using small clues or in uncertain conditions. It is a capability that is difficult to 

replicate in engineering problems. Branches of psychology in cognition and decision the

ory research attempt to understand human processing of preferences and judgements. How

ever, human judgements are not always rational in dealings with risk and benefit tradeoffs, 

instead engineering rational decision-making requires broad information, transparancy of the 
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t I 

~"!-"~ 
~~ vertical vertical 
handover handover 

(a) Roaming from cellular to WLA 

Figure 4.5: Roaming creates handover opportunitie . 

processes, and appreciation of consequences (Maes & Faber, 2003). The field of deci ion 

support systems u es decision theory in finance, cybernetic , and artificial intelligence (AI) to 

define formalisms in decision proces es. The problem of wirele interface election include 

times where a choice or a comparison is required, such as the point of vertical handover or 

where coverage overlaps. 

Intuitive decision-making processe are often difficult to ynthe i e in the digital domain, 

as computers require explicit description of variables, logic, rules, and context. One approach i 

to model the preference of a deci ion-making agent (a human), where the outcome i a mca ure 

of utility for actions or choices in accordance with preferences of an agent (Ru sell & Norvig, 

2003). 

4.3 Contextual Framework 

Heterogeneous wireless architecture create more possibilitie for QoS, but also more i ue . 

The issues define 'factors' of the problem (figure 4.6). A solution space is defined from level 

of factors that affect scope and complexity. The main factor relevant to the the is are defined 

a: 

• Applications, service type , and user preference. 

• QoS metrics and mea urement method . 

• Interface devices and dynamic events. 

• Roaming and mobility effects. 
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Multiple 
interfaces, 
capabilities 
and metrics 

Heterogeneous 
Networks 

Mobility, 
handover, 

and roaming 
patterns 

Service 
capabilities, 
application 

QoS and user 
policy 

Figure 4.6: Factors affecting solution. 

These factors are explored in the context of problem complexity to define a solution model 

that identifies relationships among factor levels. Problem scope and perspectives of QoS mea

surement are discussed further in this section to emphasise the depth of complexity. Finally, 

handover strategies are discussed as a solution for combining the issues in heterogeneous wire

less networks. 

4.3.1 Multiple factors 

Complexity theory attempts to define representations ofrelationships between parts, variations, 

and quantity of information (Spoms, 2007). If a system is a representation of real object or 

objects, then "the degree of 'complexity' [is measured] by the quantity of information required 

to describe the vital system" (Ashby (1973), cited in Klir & Folger (1988, p.194)). Thus, 

complexity of a system is increased with the number of components; the interactions among 

components; and a level of emergence that stems from interacting components (Spoms, 2007). 

Quantity of information and interactions of components are possible measures of complex

ity in systems. Other types of measure are those that exhibit randomness (Spoms, 2007), or 

are a type of dynamical system (Meiss, 2007) or algorithmic information theory (Hutter, 2007). 

Protocol interactions in networked environments exhibit complexity, through exchanging meta

data, policies, and changing conditions. These interactions leads to emergent properties or 

perceptions elsewhere. When client devices request services from a network, additional traffic 

causes congestion at points in the network. Routers , servers, and switches use additional re

sources to process accumulated data traffic. Increased utilisation may incur other effects, such 

as increased latency and round-trip times, and possibly lost packets due to dropping algorithms. 

Different wireless interfaces will have requirements for mobility and capabilities depending 
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on the network. Also, services and application will have different requir ment and capabi l

ities for mobility, such as low handover latency in voice calls. Using mobility a an xample, 

figure 4.7 defines complexity in roaming and mobility. The vertical handover problem r quire 

additional mobility protocol handled above the link layer. Multiple individual appli ation 

and flows add to mobility factor complexity. Although, the OSI layered protocol tack i a 

separation of networking functions, there are protocols that require interaction among layer 

that complicate mobility management ( ee, Eddy (2004)). 

Mobility 

Horizontal Vertical Handover Multiple Interface, Multiple Flows 
Handover Multiple 

Mobile device with more Appllcatlon Multiple 
Mobile device moving than one interface. applications; 

out of coverage of Mobile device with different flows 
domain. Single Pre-session. more than one across multiple 

interface technology. Duration of session interface. Interfaces; user 
Applications can be policy 

Dynamic managed between 

Handover during session interfaces. 

Figure 4.7: Mobility as a factor of increasing complexity. 

The factors illustrated by figure 4.6 on the preceding page have varying degree or level . 

How these factors interact, or are made to interact, creates variations of a solution. A solution to 

vertical handover could be composed of how the problem factor are combined. The following 

discussion examines the details of these factors complexity. 

• QoS and performance factors . This concerns the number of QoS metrics or other 

performance metrics. The choice and number of metrics is a problem. Also, how these 

metrics are measured, and where in the network stack they originate. Metric can how 

different views of QoS depending on how they are calculated. Moreover, link or physical 

interface measures may not be the same or directly comparable between technologies or 

vendor types. 

• Application media flows. At the simple t form, a single application with one flow, uch 

as a file download or an audio stream. More complicated applications use more than one 

flow, i.e. a video conference involves audio, video, and synchronisation. 

• Mobility and roaming. This introduces a complexity where the host device must main

tain information of connections and procedures for changes in connections. Patterns 
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of usage and application type al o affect mobility factors. Fore ample, an interactive 

video that may require the u ers full attention. The device may not be very mobile, 

but used in a stationary location (the exception i the case of a pa enger in a moving 

vehicle). 

• Multiple physical interfaces. One interface device offer only a ingle choice of acce 

type. Additional interface provide choice to acce s multiple network , each with dif

ferent capabilities and limitations. A more complex scenario could be to u e multiple 

network connections simultaneously, rather than one at a time. 

The factors of complexity can have varying level . A solution matrix i hown in figure 4.8, 

with problem factors (columns) and the level of sophi tication (rows); intersection of factor 

with levels define possible solution ettings. Simple solutions would have le complex factor 

levels, whereas the most sophisticated solution would cover all expected levels. 

Factors 

Aoolication QoS Mobility Interfaces 
Solution Single Link metrics Nomadic: initial Single interface 

complexity connection 
+ Two, similar Link and Roaming: host Dual interfaces, 

traffic profi I es networks moves, non- of different types 
conditions seamless 

Two, different Link, network Roaming: host Multiple and 
traffic profiles and application moves, different; 

condition seamless multiple active 
connections 

Figure 4.8: Matrix of solution settings. 

In homogeneous networks, the problem pace is limited by only one radio technology. 

With heterogeneous wireless environments, link metrics from two different link types could use 

different scales, or protocol characteristics that make direct comparison difficult. In WLAN , 

802.11 b uses modulation cheme with additional check-bits to reduce signal errors, thereby 

reducing the effective data-rate. Therefore, some QoS factors are not only dependent on signal 

condition . This leads to a requirement of defining how measure of radio link quality are 

calculated. 
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4.3.2 QoS levels 

QoS concepts and models, including those from ITU and IETF, offer per pective or logical 

differences in how QoS is specified and measured. Perspectives on QoS by user, ervices, 

and the network have led to conceptual frameworks. Solution are di cus ed that present new 

modelling techniques and future developments of QoS descriptions. 

Standards recommendations have been proposed for QoS models. ITU G.1000 (ITU-T, 

2001a) defines requirements from customer or service provider, and performance or rating for 

QoS assessment. Different levels from those of the customer and operator defines a QoS model 

based on achieved and required QoS (figure 4.9). Other ITU recommendation (G.1010: ITU

T, 200lb) define application, or service QoS constraints with an end-to-end view. It i not clear 

how network performance (bottom-up) and user services perspectives (top-down) are matched. 

This has led to proposals of QoS mapping solutions in the literature (Huard & Lazar, 1997; 

Calvagna et al., 2005). 

High-level QoS 

User User 
perceived required 

QoS model 

Networlt 
offered 

Low-I 

Networlt 
achieved 

s 

Figure 4.9: Perspectives of QoS levels 

High-level QoS, or perceptive QoS is also presented in models from ITU (P.800: ITU-T, 

1996). P.800 defines the mean opinion score (MOS) for subjective voice quality. However, 

there is less agreed approaches for other types of service. A study in the literature has focused 

on common application types for 30 network services (Papamilitiadis et al., 2004). The authors 

attempt to identify the effects of network characteristics and performance on different service 

types (instant-messaging and web-browsing). Although limited in scale (seventy-two respon

dents), the Papamilitiadis et al. (2004) tudy measures QoS aspects from different perspectives 

of protocols in the network stack. 

A fine-grain, integrated view of network QoS attributes and quality of perception (QoP) is 
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given by Ghinea & Magoulas (2001). The aim is to obtain a mapping between a user perspec

tive on performance and service provided by the underlying network. Perceptual QoS, or QoP, 

is a difficult concept to synthesise in relation to quantitative QoS measures (Burgstahler et al., 

2003). Some of the problems described by Ghinea & Magoulas (200 I) include: 

• Application-network QoS mapping. There is less research attempting to integrate QoS 

measures across layers, in a usable framework. It is difficult to provide direct mappings 

between which attributes are seen by the application (frame-rate, audio synchronisation 

rate) and network level performance (packet/frame delay, packet loss-rates) (Ghinca & 

Magoulas, 2001). 

• Explicit measures of user satisfaction with application or network performance. The 

levels of QoS at which a user become satisfied or dissatisfied. 

Performance and parameter information structures, such as abstract syntax notation (ASN) used 

in management information base (MIB) schemes, have been primarily used in specific imple

mentations of devices like 802.11. Such methods provide low-level measures of status and 

performance for localised protocol adaptation and optimisation. Network and application QoS 

provide high-level descriptions of performance, influenced by low-level metrics. Subtleties of 

such relationships are a challenge for a complete QoS representation model. Though, the ben

efits of formalising domain assumptions provide opportunities for cross-layer QoS information 

sharing between protocols. 

4.3.3 Handover strategies 

Strategies for vertical handovers often employ mechanisms for selection or decisions. The 

range of mechanisms have been reviewed in Kassar et al. (2008). Timer-based algorithms use 

signal metrics for handover control are detailed in Ylianttila et al. (200 I, 2005). Others choose 

multiple input metrics based on signal or policies that are then processed by utility and cost 

functions (Wang et al., 1999; Zhu & McNair, 2006 ). More complex decision algorithms have 

been described that use policy and user preferences, including network and QoS conditions 

(Chan et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2003; Song & Jamalipour, 2005). There is still no agreed 

framework for containing these strategies within the network protocol stack. 

In 2003, a project was initiated at the IEEE, under task group 21 of 802 (LAN working 

group), to work on a standard for management of multi-access clients. The 802.21 version 
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2 draft (IEEE, 2006) defines functions for handover management between 802 and non-802 

networks for media-access independence above interface technologies. The draft aims to: 

• use link layer information to optimise the handover process; 

• provide feedback to upper-layers; 

• and support service continuity. 

The logical architecture of 802.21 in a client stack is represented by an intermediary layer. Thi 

layer is defined as the Media-Independent Handover (Mm) Function (figure 4.10). According 

to the draft (IEEE, 2006), it provides services to the link layer and upper layers. Event services 

provides details on link status and quality. Command services are u ed to initiate changes, 

such as handovers. The information service provide bi -directional details of other acce s 

network characteristics, network-based settings, or user policy ettings. 

802.21 - MIH Function 

B B B B [3GPP2] 
Link and Ph sical La ers 

Figure 4.10: Mm function in 802.21 (Source: IEEE (2006, p.3)) 

Protocol layers above and below the Mm FunctiQn exchange messages through service 

access points (SAPs) (IEEE, 2006, p.28). The draft defines several types of SAP for interacting 

with the lower-layers and mobility management entities. Lower-layers are defined by media

dependent SAPs. For each interface device there are SAPs for data-link and physical layers. 

Media-independent SAPs define primitives for upper-layer entities. 

As part of Mm, a mobility management entity is required to receive lower-layer data and 

make handover decisions. However, whilst the draft recognises the need, it does not specify 

the details of how selection might be performed. Handover selection as a concept is defined in 
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802.21 as a source of decision information; upper-layers are responsible for network selection 

(IEEE, 2006). Moreover, the draft suggest this as one of the 802.21 design principles: 

"MIH is a helper and facilitator function which helps in handover decision mak

ing. Upper layers make handover decisions and link selection based on inputs and 

context from MIH. Facilitating the recognition that a handover should take place is 

one of the key goals of MIH Function. Discovery of information on how to make 

effective handover decisions is also a key component." (IEEE, 2006, p. 14 ). 

With MIH as a facilitator of handover selection in the current draft, there is scope for definition 

of this selection entity. Other literature (Dutta et al., 2005; Cacace & Vollero, 2006) have de

veloped early prototypes for testing 802.21 concepts. The work of Dutta et al. (2005) defines 

a testbed environment using SIP-based mobility management. The process of mobility is ex

plained, but there is no specific detail of how the network is selected. Mobility management 

is also presented in Cacace & Vollero (2006). The authors define a mobility manaKer using 

mobile IPv6 in a testbed environment. As part of the MM, a handoff decision module is re

sponsible for making network selection based on preferences and performance, that: "executes 

a simple priortized two-threshold algorithm for vertical handoffs" (Cacace & Vollero, 2006, 

p.4). 

Concluding Remarks 

Devices with multiple wireless interfaces introduce choice of network connectivity for over

lapping coverage. The overlay pattern defines the concept of changing between wireless in

terface technologies (vertical handover) to take advantage of coverage. This premise can be 

extended to QoS, whereby different interfaces have different QoS capabilities and limitations. 

The fixed-mobile convergence concept is the industry led approach for heterogeneous wireless 

environments. Architectures have so far focused on 3G, or UMTS-WLAN integration. This 

narrows the problem scope, but there are still issues to be resolved. 

Even with two different access methods, roaming and QoS issues add additional complex

ity. Movement creates points of handovers that can degrade QoS, but also has the potential 

for improving QoS. Using one or two metrics handover selection can be trivial. But for ser

vices that have different QoS requirements, one or two metrics are not sufficient to assess 

QoS. Frameworks such as 802.21 and handover strategies have been proposed that challenge 
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this problem. The algorithms employed in handover strategies have used decision theory and 

AI. These concepts are further explored in the following chapter as solutions for the wireless 

interface selection problem. 
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Chapter 5 

Review of Decision-Making 
Techniques 

In heterogeneous wireless environments more possibilities exist for applications to improve 

QoS and user experience through different access methods. With more more options for con

nectivity, an automated network selection system would require observing inputs from the 

environment and provide recommendations as outputs. Reasoning or decision-support systems 

are common in the literature of artificial intelligence (Al). Such systems provide mathemati

cal foundations and algorithms for handling automated reasoning, which have heen applied in 

areas of financial systems, diagnosis and operational-support systems. 

The chapter introduces requirements of a system for link assessment and selection. A com

parison of existing techniques is used to understand the issues in a decision-making process. 

Finally, the approach for link assessment is discussed. 

5.1 System Definitions 

Vertical handover in heterogeneous environments is complex. Wireless interface selection 

could include multiple sources of information or inputs, such as user expectations, conditions, 

or preferences. The system design should consider the following criteria: 

1. Provide a common interface between other protocols or user-level applications. 

2. Monitor multiple link statistics and events. 

3. Implement actions or effects, such as handovers. 

Figure 5.1 is a controller system for an intertface selection model. Inputs are processed by the 

system to find the optimal operating choice. These inputs are processed to generate outputs, 
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Feedback 

Controller 

Inputs Process Outputs 

Observations Actions 

Environment 

Figure 5.1: A controller component model for interface selection. 

such as actions that affect the operating environment, or for feedback of some action or request. 

Solution options are generated for components of the system based on the following points: 

I. Concepts for robots and intelligent behaviours can be appLied as a framework for han

dover decision-making in heterogeneous wireless networks. 

2. AI techniques can provide a link assessment process. 

5.1.1 Context and inputs 

The system context potentially involves many inputs, which may be unpredictable or unknown 

for every possible state of the system. Full information about link performance and QoS may 

be limited or unknown, without performing other actions, such as sending data or querying the 

network. Other factors that affect QoS are network characteristics or patterns; as in office hours 

where the number of users are at their highest. Consequently, the wireless network context 

introduces uncertainty into the decision-making. Types of information uncertainty have been 

described as "incomplete, imprecise, fragmentary, unr:eliable, vague, or contradictory" (Klir, 

2006, p.6). System inputs may have uncertain characteristics that depend on whether they are 

measured or static, and how they are calculated. Types of input to the decision controller could 

include the following: 

• User preferences. The QoS noticed during sessions, or a priori requirements fall under 

the category of perceived QoS. Multiple requirements or preference of services, con

stitute a policy. Policies have been commonly defined as generic SLAs that might be 

provided between an ISP and customer for network resources (Gurijala & Molina, 2004). 
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• Application or services. Common measures include: delay, throughput, jitter, and Lo . 

• Link performance. Performance measure below the application level are not a dire t 

mapping to those above. Variation exist due to error correction, packet header overh ad, 

and measurement methods. 

Decisions are often made with incomplete or vague information, and complicated by expec

tations and outcomes. Making a good decision may not neces itate a good outcome, and not 

all bad decisions have a bad outcome; the decision process i different from the exp ctation 

of outcome (Ross, 2004, p.309). Moreover, Ross argues that deci ion-making in uncertainty 

should be done consistently and rationally, so that over the long-term, beneficial outcome oc

cur more often. Sometimes the correct decision may not be made or be the mo t optimal, but 

attempts to be 'good enough' most of the time (Ross, 2004, p.309). 

5.1.2 Link selection process 

Link selection could use multiple inputs that include: mobility, application performance, link 

capabilities, and link status. A selection procedure would need to interact with protocol in

stances to obtain performance data and perform control actions. It would also need to maintain 

a consistent structure of applications requirements and common measure of status metric for 

different link types. The selection process is defined by the following criteria: 

1. Combine measures of performance from multiple sources. 

2 . Use predefined requirements and capabilities as criteria to influence decision-making. 

3. Adapt to use additional metrics; changes in link, application, and device conditions. 

The system processing component is discussed as a decision-making problem. Though, 

in the literature this is distinct from optimisation problems. An optimjsation problem is a 

refinement of parameters or inputs for improved output. In decision-making problems there 

is a choice between alternative options compared to criteria. However, ome problem may 

require techniques of decision-making and optimisation; whereby a deci ion is made, then 

optiwsation performed. For the purposes of simplicity, the methods di cussed in thi chapter 

refer to decision-making problems. The motivating question is therefore: what AI or decision

making methods can be used to develop a solution for access link assessment? 
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5.2 AI Methods 

Link selection requires input processing to make control deci ion . R lated t chniqu for 

this type of problem are common in AI, where robotic and cyb rnetic re earch has led to 

technique for performing tasks in challenging and dynamic environment . Although wir le 

networks do not have the ame challenges a a Mar rover, there are ome concept of de ign 

that can be u ed: a robotic brain uses sensors to map its environment for a control proce to 

decide on behaviour suitable for tho e conditions. 

Existing AI techniques and frameworks that are relevant to the thcsi problem are hown in 

figure 5.2. Probability is a commonly applied method for dealing with unce1tainty ba ed on ta

tistical method . Alternative encode knowledge of expert or required behaviour . The third 

alternative is from decision theory and decision support for a e sing option with multiple cri

teria. Sub equent discussions focus on techniques relevant to decision-making or refinement 

of options based on multiple, pos ibly conflicting, or uncertain input . 

Probability 

Baysian networ1<s 
Dempster-Shafer 

Al for link 
assessment 

Machine learning 
Fuzzy logic 
Fuzzy cognitive maps 
Finite-state machines 

Multi-criteria 
decision making 

WSM 
AHP 
Fuzzy-MCDM 

Figure 5.2: AI techniques relevant to Link selection process 

5.3 Probability-Based Reasoning 

Probability originates from attempts to quantify unknown occurrence of tochastic event . Thi 

is defined a the objectivist viewpoint. Alternatively, a subjective probability is based on belief 

of an event occurring, though the importance of this di tinction is debated (Ru sell & orvig, 

2003, p.430). Other distinctions are between probability and pos ibility; the latter often de

scribing evidence theory (Klir & Bo, 1995). Alternative treatments of probability attempt to 

provide measure of the confidence of evidence itself. Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence 

provides a method of combining probabilitie and confidences. Probability ha been u ed in 
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methods for handling uncertainty in AI applications (Russell & Norvig, 2003). Bavesian i11/i'r

ence is used in Bayesian networks 1 for conditional belief measures in a directed-graph model. 

The wide use of probability theories and applications in the literature warrants considera

tion as an assessment and decision-making solution. Further discussion is given to the tech

niques of probability, such as Bayesian inference and Dempster-Shafer. These arc explained 

and justified in the context of criteria in section 5.1. 

5.3.1 Bayesian inference 

Bayesian inference is based on the work of Thomas Bayes ( 1702-1761 ). Using Bayes'., rule, 

new evidence can be used to change beliefs about some occurrence, or probability of some 

event. Since Bayes's rule is used in approaches for reasoning using probability, the following 

explains the core concepts and associated variations. 

Probability measures can be unconditional or conditional. Unconditional probability is de

rived from statistical measures of prior occurrences, or those of belief of some events occurring, 

P(A) and P(B). Conditional probabilities are those based on other information in the domain, 

defined as P(AIB): "the probability of A, given B" (Tozour, 2002, p.346). Using conditional 

probability P(AIB), and the unconditional independent evidence of P(J\) and P(B), the initial 

phrase can be reversed to become: P(BIA), the probability of B given;\ (Tozour, 2002, p.346). 

Bayes's rule is given as equation (5.1) (further proof and examples found in Russell & Norvig 

(2003, p.480)). 

( I ) - P(A I B) P(B) 
p BA - P(A) (5.1) 

In AI systems there is often cause-and-effect relationships between concepts, or variables. 

The Bayesian network, or belief network allows for representation of event probabilities with 

causal relationships. A Bayesian network is usually represented visually as a directed acyclic 

graph; as in figure 5.3. Edges represent propositions that may he discrete or continuous random 

variables, and arcs represent direction of influence. These representations would he designed 

by a expert to adequately describe the problem context. Bayes's rule uses independent proba

bilities to derive new unconditional probabilities, which is a topology of causal effects. figure 

5.3 represents an example Bayesian network. Two independent probability variables are de-

1 Also known as belief network, probabilistic network, causal map, and knowledge map (Ru,,ell & Norvig. 

2003). 
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fined for events, like a burglary and an earthquake. In this example, the probabi lity of the e 

events is used to determine probability of a house alarm being triggered. The alarm node is 

conditional on the probabilities of an earthquake or burglary occurring. Using Bayesian infer

ence, this network generates probabilities whether the alarm was triggered by a burglary, an 

earthquake, or both. 

Burglary 

Figure 5.3 : Example of a Bayesian network (Source: Tozour (2002, p.347)) 

The forms of Bayesian inference are useful in some contexts for reasoning with unknown 

variables. In particular, problems that involve randomness in variables. However, Bayesian 

inference is restrictive; it requires independent probability variables or proof of conditional in

dependence (Laramee, 2002, p.358). Laramee continues to argue that appropriate estimation of 

conditional variables can be difficult if there is insufficient previous evidence or statistical sig

nificance. Where unknown variables or conditional variables are not independent, assumptions 

may be suitable for some problems, or further enhanced through statistical learning methods 

(see, Russell & Norvig, 2003, chp.20). However, it is argued that Bayesian updating of ubjec

tive values is not always applied correctly when representing changes in utility (Maes & Faber, 

2003, p.99). These difficulties would likely rule-out this type of inference for most problems, 

except those that are simple, or sufficient domain knowledge is available and can be represented 

with statistical significance. 

5.3.2 Theory of evidence 

A computational approach to reasoning with evidence originated from the work of Dempster 

(1968). Further development by Shafer (1976) led to what is now known as Dempster-Shafer 

theory (DST). DST is a computational model that generalises the Bayesian theory of incorpo

rating piece of evidence. Like the Bayesian model, evidence is represented as probabilities 

in the interval [O, 1]. Probabilities about credibility of evidence provides a mea ure of confi

dence, reducing ignorance of an event. Evidence of ignorance is separate from the uncertainty 
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in occurrence of an event. 

DST defines a belief function, Bel(X), as a measure of the belief that the evidence supports 

a proposition, X. In the example of a coin toss (Russell & Norvig, 2003, p.525), classical 

probability would denote the chance of heads or tails as 0.5. Though, if no knowledge about 

the fairness of the coin is known, Bel(heads) = 0, as Bel(,heads) = 0. However, if some 

value of fairness is known to be 90% that P(heads) = 0.5, then DST will give Bel(heads) = 

0.9 x 0.5 = 0.45. 

Individual pieces of evidence are a measure of belief corresponding to credihility or plausi

bility (Laramee, 2002). Those sources can confirm or negate a hypothesis or action proposition. 

Also, multiple probabilities can be used to update the probability of support for a concept. The 

combination of pieces of evidence is performed using Dcmpstcr's rule (Beynon et al., 2000). 

5.4 Knowledge-Based Systems 

Methods for reasoning have so far introduced probability-based methods, that arc derived from 

statistical or estimated measures. Bayesian networks arc based on contextual knowledge of 

relations, and therefore could be considered a form of knowledge-based system, or expert sys

tem. Knowledge-based systems contain information defined by experts in a specified context 

domain. Developing systems that have a constrained or limited purpose, can he beneficial to 

successful operating in complex environments. Methods that use limited scope computational 

models are evident in AI domains, such as robotics, pattern matching and classification. In 

these domains, reproducible behaviours are useful and expected. 

Historically, such systems were pioneered in medical diagnosis, as attempts to replicate 

decisions similar to those of the expert. An expert's knowledge is captured (knowledge en

gineering) and encoded, usually as rules or a form of logic. Though rule-based systems and 

formalised logic are some methods of encoding domain knowledge, others include learning 

systems, fuzzy rule-based, cognitive mapping, and automata. The subsequent sections explain 

the relevant methods in these categories and as a potential solution of the system context in 

section 5.1. 

5.4.1 Machine learning 

Two commonly used techniques in machine learning include artificial neural networks (ANN) 

and evolutionary algorithms. Early use in neural networks were developed from attempts to 
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model the behaviour of the human brain. Modelling neurons wa proposed by Warren McCul

loch and Walter Pitts in 1943. Their findings showed that interconnection of artificial neuron 

could learn (Negnevitsky, 2002). It is this learning property that has given ANN popularity in 

AI applications. 

An ANN is essentially a knowledge-based ystem. Behaviour of a modelled proce s i 

encoded using neurons. The neuron processes input signals to produce a single output ignal. 

Connections, or links between neuron are associated with weights. It is the e weights that 

determine the strength of neuron output should 'fire' the input of the connected neuron (figure 

5.4 shows these links in a multi-level ANN). Through learning procedures, these weight are 

adjusted and tuned to the required output of the neuron. Repeated learning sequences adjust 

the weights from training data, which brings the response of the ANN closer to the required 

behaviour. Further test sequences and statistical analysis are then used to determine the y tern 

is within acceptable error margins. 

Cl) 
Cl) '" '" c: 
c: Cl) 
Cl ui ui 
:, "5 
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a. "5 .E 0 

Input Layer Middle Layer Output Layer 

Figure 5.4: Example of multi-level ANN (Source: Negnevitsky (2002, p.165)) 

The neurons in ANNs are processors that combine one or more inputs to derive a single 

output. One or many neurons can be defined, with connections of neurons determining the 

architecture of the ANN. Also, neurons may be arranged in layers as in figure 5.4. This includes 

a middle, or hidden layer between input and output signals. The multi-layer model could use 

the input layer as a classifier of single inputs; the middle layer would then process, extracting 

features of multiple inputs (Negnevitsky, 2002). Finally, the output layer would classify the 

hidden layer for subsequent response signals. 

Neural networks have been applied to robot navigation control. However, conventional 

ANN techniques are not applicable for all types of problems. To develop an ANN, suitable 
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training data is required. Suitable previous examples of behaviour or y tern condition may 

not be available in all domains. Secondly, once a network i trained, ignificant change are 

needed if the problem requirements change (Negnevitsky, 2002). 

More recent research has combined neural network technique with other Al or deci ion

making methods. The learning capabilities of ANN has been combined with fuzzy technique 

to create hybrid intelligent systems (Cheng & Chang, 1999; Zheng & Kainz, 1999). uch 

systems are combined to exploit the benefits and reduce the limitation in each technique. 

The learning techniques of ANN, and the expressiveness of fuzzy term and transparency of 

reasoning in fuzzy systems, are combined as Neuro-fuzzy systems. The following section 

provides more details of fuzzy systems. 

5.4.2 Fuzzy systems 

The concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Lofti Zadeh in his seminal paper: "Fuzzy ets, 

Information and Control" (Zadeh, 1965). Zadeh defined a mathematical formali m for rep

resenting uncertainty in set theory. Classical set theory defines trict set membership: either 

part of the set or not; thus referred to as crisp sets. In the fuzzy set this boundary often has a 

smooth transition between membership and non-membership. Fuzzy sets have been proved to 

generalise the crisp set (Kosko, 1992), and so a crisp set is a special type of fuzzy et with a 

step function between the boundary of set inclusion. 
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Figure 5.5: Examples of membership functions (Source: Jang et al. (1997, p.26)) 
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Figure 5.6: Tallness as a fuzzy set (a), and cri p el (b) 

Fuzzy sets can have partial membership of object , u ually referred lo a degree or grad of 

membership. Grade of membership is u ually a value in the range Oto 1, which i th degre 

that value x belongs to a fuzzy set (Klir & Folger, 1988, p. I 0). A repre enlation of a fuzzy 

set is denoted by a membership function (MF ) (figure 5.5). uch M have a univer e of 

discourse (the unit value) as the x-axis, and the degree of member hip in lhe y-axi . The MF 

maps universe of discourse values to a grade of membership in the range [O, 1] . 

Fuzzy sets allow capture of uncertainty in concepls and term . Often, probability i al o 

used to represent uncertainty. Although both use the unit interval [0, J ], fuzzine and proba

bility are conceptualJy different. Probability measures are e timate of evenl occurrence in a 

stochastic domain. After the event has occurred, the probability i J; it has occurred. Alter

natively, fuzzines measures ambiguity in "the degree lo which an event occur , nol whether 

it occurs." (Kosko, 1992, p.265). Fuzzine s is more suited to human language rea oning. For 

instance, a fuzzy e timate of tallnes will not be dependent on occurrence of ome event If an 

individual i elected who e height is 1.6 metres, they would be tall to a degree in the range 

[O, l]. The MF shape determines a teady transition of grades of member hip, from certain 

tallness to not o tall (figure 5.6a). In a crisp set, the set tall would have a cri p boundary, or 

step function (figure 5.6b). So, if someone is l.59m they are not considered tall, but they are at 

l .6m; this seems counter-intuitive. The tenn tall or tallness is considered vague, and o fuzzy 

sets allow a smooth transition from set membership. Fuzzy ystems have been developed for 

reasoning using fuzzy sets, ucb as fuzzy logic. 

F uzzy logic 

An application of fuzzy et theory i control ystems. The principles of fuzzy et theory are 

applied to logic y terns for the purpose of approximate reasoning (Klir & Folger, 1988). A 
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common application of this is fuzzy logic controller (FLC). 

A fuzzy system such as FLCs uses input variable as fuzzy set and expert knowledge in the 

form of fuzzy logic rules. The logic rules provide control behaviour and are a cla s of expert 

system (Klir & Folger, 1988). Figure 5.7 is a schematic of a FLC. Condition , or measured 

variables in a process to be controlled are defined a inputs for fuzzification. Th fuzzification 

process maps input variable to membership functions to generate fuzzy values. Fuzzified val

ues from the inputs are then processed by the fuzzy inference engine. This process u es fuzzy 

rules to derive fuzzy output signals. The knowledge is captured in a collection of lingui tic 

rules (rule-base) in the form of IF-THEN tatements for input and output variable. Following 

rule inference, the fuzzy values are defuzzified (converted to a continuou variable) to obtain 

output signals appropriate for the controlled process. 

, 
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+ module r4--
1 7 
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process engine 

____..,. rule base 

•• 
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of general FLC (Source: Klir & Bo (1995, p.331)) 

Fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules provide an approximation of input and mooth transition be

tween output signals. FLCs have found applications in control ystems where proportional in

tegral derivative (PID) controllers are commonly used. These are processes that measure, then 

provide a feedback loop to change control behaviour. A FLC requires clearly defined inputs 

and output signals that can be measured. Al o, sufficient system knowledge can be represented 

in linguistic terms. Linguistic rules provide an intuitive method for describing the reasoning 

with inputs (Klir & Bo, 1995, p.330). The FLC method requires debugging and tuning of the 

rules for good, but not neces arily optimal output signals. 

Systems using fuzzy logic have mainly been applied to control problems (Ibrahim, 2004), 

with variations u ed in other domains, such as medical diagnosis (Yuan et al., 2002). There 

are examples of fuzzy systems in wireless handoffs between base stations (Edwards & Sankar, 
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1998), and adapting protocol implementations (Fernandez et al., 2004). A fuzzy logic system 

for vertical handover in wireless networks has been published in Chan et al. (2001 ). The fuzzy 

system in Chan et al. (2001), defines rules for handling inputs on performance for initiating a 

handover (a control behaviour). It is combined with another fuzzy approach, multi-objective 

decision making, to perform a combination of performance and user preferences. 

Simple models of FLCs are suited to problems with specific solutions. These arc the prob

lems covered by control problems with well defined inputs and output variables. However, in 

problems where the number of inputs or outputs could vary, FLC implementations can he in

flexible. More adaptive fuzzy systems, such as Neuro-fuzzy systems, use learning in ANNs to 

train membership functions, whilst visible rules allow introspection in testing and verification. 

The inference mechanism of FLCs uses linguistic rules to infer outputs from various inputs. 

Using FLCs in their basic form for the handover selection problem, showed the rulc-has.:d 

approach to be too restrictive and suited to only a small number of criteria (Wilson et al., 

2005). Moreover, rules for decision-making require tuning to give suitable response behaviour, 

but this becomes less flexible with additional inputs or rules. Fuzzy systems that use linguistic 

rules for inference can become cumbersome, except where there is clear input parameters and 

defined scope (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002, p.56). Although some examples of fuzzy systems 

based on rules have been suggested, an extensible inference mechanism is required. 

5.4.3 Sequential decision systems 

Dynamic programming was coined by Richard Bellman (Hellman, 1957) as an approach to 

solve optimisation problems using a sequence of solved sub-probkms. Derivative methods 

continue to be used in the field of Al, such as Markov decision processes (MDPs). In the 

domain of robotics, planning and control techniques are used in navigation systems: scnsmg 

inputs from the environment and changing directions. 

In search and planning environments, agents use high-level factors to direct a strategy. 

High-level factors affecting planning and control include agents goals or policy, environment 

inputs (sensors), and actions (Russell & Norvig, 2003). This has led to behaviour-based Al and 

reactive planning algorithms, particularly in robotics research. In more simple planning prob

lems, the environment of an agent may be fully observable. In this case, planning algorithms 

can look-ahead to environment conditions at a later point in space and time. The planning 

problem becomes more complex in the partially-observable domain (Bertoli & Pistore, 2004). 
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Certain conditions of the environment may be unknown until some other action or variable 

change to reveal a new state. The state and planning paradigm provide the po ibility to 

change behaviour based-on current state and history of states. Relevant models are di cu ed 

further that include cognitive models, and state automata. 

Fuzzy cognitive maps 

In previous sections, Bayesian networks defined causal relationship between concept ba ed 

on probabilistic variables. These models often require some form of expert knowledge about 

dependencies, and statistical or belief values. Bayesian networks models are derived from in

fluence diagrams, as a model of causal relationships (Rus ell & Norvig, 2003). A very imilar 

model to influence diagrams are cognitive maps. Cognitive mapping (Axelrod, 1976) i based 

on cognitive models as a representation of reasoning. They have been u ed to repre ent interac

tions for strategic planning in social and political systems evaluation (Ro s, 2004). A cognitive 

map defines nodes, or edges to represent concept variables, with arc a cau al relation ; as in 

directed graphs . However, relations or effects between concept are limited; defined a positive 

or negative effects (or neutral). 

Developments in cognitive mapping have introduced fuzzy concept , known as fuzzy cog

nitive maps (see, Kosko, 1986). A fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) represents relations between 

concepts using fuzzy mea ures (Kosko (1986), cited in Ross (2004)). The concepts (node ) are 

defined by a fuzzy set, with the membership of the set determining active concepts is in the 

system. Membership levels of concepts may change during the life of the model. A FCM with 

inputs and lifecycles is a fuzzy dynamical feedback system (Aguilar, 2005). Updating concept 

nodes is based on a summation of inputs until a stable state i obtained. 

Figure 5.8: Socio-economic example FCM (Source: Kandasarny & Smarandache (2003)) 
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The features ofFCMs are similar to those of Baye ian network , wh reby relation b twe n 

concepts can be used to infer effect on con equent node in the graph (figur 5. ). ln ffect, 

an FCM is an inference proce s based on convergence of input variable and knowledge of th 

decision maker. However, FCM are model of a decision-maker' rea oning, and therefore 

subjective. By accepting ubjectivity, FCM model are encoded with bia e and other prej

udices (Kandasamy & Smarandache, 2003). Other complexitie involve obtaining agreem nt 

between multiple designers; a decision-making problem it elf. 

Finite state machines 

Finite state machines (FSM ) are derived from automata theory. They contain tale and tran i

tions, where changes between state defined by tran ition function . onventional formali m 

include Mealy and Moore machine . A Mealy machine generate an output ignal b cd on 

the input and the current state. The Moore machine output i ba ed only on the current tale. 

These differences are hown in figure 5.9. 

12, b 

11 , d 

(a) Mealy 

12 

11 

(b) Moore 

Figure 5.9: Moore and Mealy FSMs. Sl and S2 are the tate , with 11 and 12 the input . 
Outputs are lower ea e letters. (Source: (Buchner & Funke, 1993)) 

FSM formalisms are well-e tablished in computational methods. Variation in SM con

cept include: 

• PetriNets use similar modelling of states and transition , but support concurrent activa

tion of states using tokens. Tran itions generate tokens, which then accumulate in the 

tates. A tate activate tran ition once tokens in the tate meet a thre hold value. 

• Fuzzy-FSMs, or fuzzy-state automata (FSA), define states as fuzzy ets (Klir & Bo, 1995, 

p.369). Example of FSA can be found in the fuzzy journal 2
, and medical diagno i 

research (Steimann & Adlassnig, 1994). 

2Fuzzy Sets and Systems, Elsevier scientific 
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• Communicating extended FSMs (CE-FSM , (Byun et al., 2001)) have tate and tran i

tions, but with some additional feature . CE-F M are intend d to intern t with other 

CE-FSMs, providing protocol-ha ed activities. They al o have conditional tran ition , 

and can implement timing behaviour . 

Applications of FSMs have been used for p eudo-intelligence in computer game I (van Wa

veren, 2001 ), in oftware modelling (Wagner et al., 2004), and al o for protocol de ign (Byun 

et al., 2001). Though variations uch a CE-FSM are suited to oft ware de ign and mod Hing. 

A state-based approach is commonly used in software de ign pattern (Gamma t al., 1995). 

The e tend to be event-based models and have open-source oftware tool for implementing 

FSMs (Rapp, 2007). 

5.5 Multi-Criteria Decision Making 

Decision-making is a large field of re earch including a wide range of theoric in p ychology, 

operational management, and control ystem . Approaches to deci ion-making can be descrip

tive or normative (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002). In de criptive decision-making, human cognitive 

processes are studied. These tend to be psychological que tion with the aim of di covering 

how and why humans reason a certain way, or arrive at olution to problem . ormative 

decision-making is defined as a rational choice amongst alternative ba ed on available infor

mation. The normative view is often adopted by mathematical and engineered approache , 

requiring formalisms and di covering optimal solution . Such approache tend to be u ed in 

the context of management operation , control theory and optirni ation. There i an exten ive 

body of work in normative decision-making method . Common problem have emerged, uch 

as comparing multiple options, or optirni ing actions. 

The remaining discussion identifies some common techniques in formali ing problem de-

cription and compares some common algorithms. Technique based on multi-criteria deci

sion making (MCDM) upport choice comparison u ing multiple deci ion criteria. The fol

lowing ections describe MCDM terminology in relation to the context of network e lection, 

and variation for introducing preference in decisions. Further variation are discus ed that 

combine fuzzy concepts. 
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5.5.1 Terminology 

A decision process or situation is required when some agent has choice to make, or a cour e of 

action to follow. This implies that certain information about the state of the world i avai labl 

to be collected, and this collection of information is part of the proce (Sou a & Kaymak, 

2002). The decision act or commitment is another part of the proce . The following are omc 

characteristics of decision methods relating to the problem context: 

• Multi-attribute. One or many criteria can be used, that requires aggregation. 

• Multistage. Some decision processes may require different levels of criteria aggregation, 

or dependencies between decision actions based on temporal events (Sou a & Kaymak, 

2002, p.18). 

• Conflict or trade-off in criteria. In a MCDM problem there are often conflict or trade

offs from multiple sets of criteria. 

• Incommensur)lble criteria. Multiple criteria may use different units and therefore dif

ficult to compare directly. 

A generic decision situation is defined by the a tuple, DS = (A, W, C), where W i a set of 

states of a world or domain ; C is a set of consequences; and A is the set of acts that an agent 

can perform on the world (Halpern, 2003). A MCDM solution is commonly defined by a set 

of criteria, some alternatives, and preference weights. Weights associated with criteria can be 

used to change the importance of the criteria when it comes to applying the deci ion-making 

method. These can be arranged in a decision matrix (figure 5.10). 

Alts. WJ W2 

Figure 5.10: A decision matrix 
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5.5.2 Conventional methods 

Methods for normative decision-making support, including their variation, are extensive in 

the literature (Triantaphyllou, 2000). The following discussion explain a election of these 

techniques (commonly cited and most simple) in terms of their characteri tic and effect for a 

decision-making procedure. 

WSM 

Weighted sum model (WSM3) is a simple criteria aggregation approach. Value of criteria for 

each alternative are multiplied by corresponding value in a weight vector. The sum of criteria 

values scores is used to rank the order of preference. For n criteria and m alternatives the core 

for alternative Ai is given by (Triantaphyllou, 2000, p.6): 

n 

for i = 1, 2, ... , m. (5.2) 

)= I 

WSM is simple method of combining criteria. When the criteria are the same unit of mea

surement, they can be summed directly using WSM. Though, if criteria are incommen urable, 

some transformation needs to be applied, such as normalisation or scaling. Tran fonnation of 

criteria values is also required to represent negative and positive criteria preference (Burgess, 

2003). Basic WSM (without scaling) algorithm only allows one type, i.e. higher-better or 

lower-better, but not both. This is based on the underlying assumption of WSM; that of "ad

ditive utility" (Triantaphyllou, 2000, p.6). Criteria values are summed to give the position 

rank of alternatives, so those criteria with higher individual scores will give a higher rank; for 

lower values, a lower rank is the result. This has the effect of trading poor criteria for good 

performance of other criteria; though strength depends on criteria weightings. 

AHP 

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) uses pair-wise comparisons of criteria to obtain a prefer

ence score. Criteria are entered into a pair-wise decision matrix. Table 5.1 shows the preference 

values used for pair-wise comparison. The result is a decision matrix of criteria preferences. 

ARP uses the same maximum aggregation function of WSM (5.2). 

3Sometimes referred to as "simple additive weighting" (SAW). 
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Inten ity 

1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
2,4,6,8 

Definition 

Equal importance 
Moderate importan e 

trong importance 
Demon trated importance 
Extreme importance 
Intermediate value 

Table 5.1: AHP importance cale (Source: (Song & Jamalipour, 2005, p. 

AHP has found many application in the literature of deci ion-making re ear h (Trianta

phyllou, 2000). It has al o been applied in the context of thi the i . pecific to th pr blcm f 

heterogeneous handover, a tudy by Song & Jamalipour (2005) has u ed AHP to map ubjective 

user preferences on services to a set of weights for criteria. 

5.5.3 Fuzzy MCDM 

Common approaches to MCDM attempt to structure the normative, one-time deci ion-making 

involving multiple criteria and alternatives. Chapter 4 introduced ome of the complexitie in 

wirele s heterogeneous environments of u er perception, uncertainly, and ri k. A clas of olu

tions have been developed that use fuzzy concepts in MCDM. The remainder of thi cction 

presents a decision-making procedure developed by Richard Bellman and Lofti Zadeh (Bell

man & Zadeh, 1970), that combines fuzzy technique with MCDM convention . 

Bellman-Zadeh algorithm 

1. Creating the decision matrix requires a et of alternatives: 
A= {A 1 , A2 , . .. , A; , ... , An}; and a et of criteria (goal and con traint ): 

Z={C1, C2, ... , Cm}. 
Using these to form a deci ion matrix, a,,m is the values for alternatives, A of criteria 
c. 

2. Create fuzzy member hip function , Fj that repre ent the criteria. Following the 
Bellman-Zadeh approach, goals and constraint are treated the ame by the deci ion 

function. 
3. Weight factor are vector elements in the interval, w j E [O, I], j = I , ... , n and 

n 

normali ed as: I, Wj = I 
j=l 

4. With a deci ion matrix of fuzzy values and a corresponding weight vector for 
criteria, a deci ion function i defined a : Dw (µ;1 ... , µ;n ) = I ... , m 

5. The re ult of the deci ion function is a fuzzy deci ion vector of F: 
F=Dw(F1 ... ,Fn) 

Figure 5.11: Bellman-Zadeh algorithm (adapted from: (Sou a & Kaymak, 2002, p.33)) 
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The MCDM technique from Bellman & Zadeh ( 1970) introduced fuzzy sets as representa

tions of criteria. The algorithm is summarised in figure 5.11 as five steps (Sousa & Kaymak, 

2002, p.33). The Bellman-Zadeh approach begins with defining goals and constraints. Goals 

are an approximate value representing a value to be achieved. A constraint is an approximate 

value that represents a minimum for operation. These are conceptually different, but the map

ping of criteria measures using membership functions means that they arc treated the same 

by the algorithm. It is possible that the importance of criteria upon the decision arc not equal. 

Certain criteria can have less or more influence on the decision, which can be altered using a 

weight vector. Values in the decision matrix for alternatives, A,,,, arc aggregated and combined 

with weights by a decision function, D"'. The type of decision function depends on the aims of 

the decision maker and problem. Some commonly used functions provide different treatment 

or compensation among criteria (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002). The result of the aggregation pro

cedure yields a vector of values, F, in the interval [O, I], corresponding to alternatives (rows) 

in the decision matrix. 

The Bellman-Zadeh procedure can be modified for different results, depending on the pref

erence of the decision maker: 

• The fuzzy membership functions of the criteria can be varied in shape and universe 

of discourse (range of crisp values from minimum to maximum). This has the effect of 

changing the boundaries of transition from support to non-support of the criteria. 

• The Decision function can be replaced to change the aggregation of fuzzy values for 

inputs. The type of decision function changes the treatment of how criteria weights 

affect the final calculation. The final aggregation is numerical, therefore a ranking of 

alternatives is required; the one with highest support being the most preferable (Ribeiro, 

1996). 

Extensions and variations to the fuzzy MCDM approach have been developed and de

tailed in meta-studies (Ribeiro, 1996; Carlsson & Fuller, 1996 ). A fuzzy variation on classical 

MCDM methods has been applied to ranking of handover criteria (Zhang, 2004 ). The approach 

uses membership functions to map linguistic variables into crisp inputs to a MCDM solution 

(Chen et al. (1992), cited in Zhang (2004)). An alternative approach described in Trianta

phyllou (2000, chapter 13), uses fuzzy membership functions to define preferences and input 

criteria to a decision matrix, and compares fuzzified versions of AHP, WSM, and TOPSIS. 

These approaches allow fuzzy terms to be used with conventional MCDM methods. 
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Choosing between MCDM solutions is a decision-making problem itself. Comparisons 

among conventional MCDM or fuzzy MCDM algorithms in their treatment of criteria prefer

ences, weights, and rankings is a problem for decision theory research. The problem relevant to 

this thesis, is: which solution provides flexibility in preference elicitation, treatment, and trade

off among criteria? The variations of AHP that introduce fuzziness (Triantaphyllou, 2000: 

Zhang, 2004) could be used. Criteria in Bellman-Zadeh can he described through membership 

functions and weights, and Sousa & Kaymak (2002) have shown that different decision func

tions can be used to change the behaviour criteria of aggregation. Therefore, fuzzy decision 

making is used to combine multiple types of criteria for wireless interface assessment. 

Concluding Remarks 

This chapter firstly introduced some of the requirements of a system for link-layer assessment 

and selection. In heterogeneous wireless environments, the operating context can have exten

sive inputs and interactions with other protocols. An assessment system would assess link 

performance based on user policy, QoS, and link capabilities. The problem raises the issue of 

flexibility for multiple sources of inputs, while maintaining a consistent and structured decision 

process. Similar problems and applications in the literature of Al techniques have warranted 

the discussion provided in this chapter. 

The suitability of probability for handling risk could he a basis for studying handovers from 

this perspective; that changing between networks establishes a risk of not meeting expectation. 

However, most of the time there will be only a small amount of randomness or risk; hut mostly 

the type of network will give clues as to operating conditions. Also, the reliance on statistical 

representations requires history in input data patterns, or at least subjective guesses for prob

abilities. The requirement of previous data for training and testing restricts learning systems, 

such as ANNs. 

Knowledge-based and fuzzy systems are a compelling technique for the solution, espe-

cially for handling human-based reasoning and preferences. Using rules, these systems can he 

expanded by the decision-maker. In fuzzy systems such as FLCs, these rules can he augmented 

by linguistic terms ('small', 'some', 'very'). From these system requirements, a fuzzy varia

tion of the MCDM paradigm is considered for further investigation. Although discrete decision 

processes, they allow for any number of criteria and alternatives, with flexibility in choice of 

aggregation mechanism. 
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There are also other subtleties in the decision-making process: that of obtaining inputs and 

performing actions. Control methods, such as FSMs have heen used successfully in providing a 

formalised language for protocols, and could further augment the decision-making process. A 

protocol for heterogeneous handover could be conceived that captures environment events and 

actions, and also utilises fuzzy MCDM for discrete decision-making. A framework is therefore 

required to integrate fuzzy decision-making and FSM approaches. 
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Chapter 6 

A Simplified Agent Framework for 
Optimising Handover Decisions 

Handover decision-making is made complex by the different capabilities and requirements of 

each wireless technology and multimedia applications in a heterogeneous wireless environment 

(as described in Chapter 4). This implies there are further challenges in selecting the "best" 

wireless interface to use. Issues that need to be addressed arc: 

I. Interactions with network stack and operating environment, including performance mon

itoring, link events, and performing mobility actions. 

2. Combining requirements with performance conditions for interface suitability. 

This chapter provides a framework that combines decision-making and control techniques for 

interface selection. Using fuzzy decision-making techniques, ratings of link suitability reflect 

multiple and sometimes incommensurable QoS and user policies .. >\ simplified agent frame

work is presented that integrates performance monitoring, decision process logic, and interface 

assessment. 

6.1 Scope and Context 

Problems of decision-making and handover in a heterogeneous network context include many 

issues: QoS management and monitoring; user requirements modelling; cross-layer design; 

handover and mobility management in roaming scenarios; and protocol integration and ser

vice mapping for QoS. All of these issues pose questions investigated by large-scale European 

framework projects, such as MobyDick (IST-2000-25394, 2003) and Ambient Networks OST-

507134, 2007). Therefore, it is necessary to define a manageable boundary to questions and 
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Figure 6.1: Information and processing element for heterogeneou handover selection. 

is ues presented by this problem. 

The scope for the thesis is shown in figure 6.1. Wireles interface protocol and upper lay

er provide statistics and policy information to the QoS monitor which tore them in a data 

model. This data is used by a decision-making proce multiple piece of informa-

tion about candidate interfaces. External action are proces ed by the command component 

applications programming interface (API) to the client y tern. The main component within 

the cope are examined in detail in this chapter. 

6.2 Agent Model for Decision-Making 

Decision-making in uncertain and dynamic environments is not a new problem in Al and 

robotics. For example, decision models and algorithms have been u ed to create robot that 

can follow path and avoid objects, or control avatar behaviour in computer game de ign (van 

Waveren, 2001). 

In the thesis context, a olution is required to select the most preferable link according to 

support information, such as user criteria, application requirements, and QoS capabilitie . To 

manage wireles interface handovers, the program requires up-to-date tati tical information 

from the TCP/IP stack. Other information may also be important, uch as link event , network 

di covery, and connectivity. The e possibilities require a framework that re ponds to dynamk 

events and upports future changes in interface technologies. Al related re earch has developed 
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Figure 6.2: Reactive agent models (Source: Russell & Norvig (2003, p.47, 48)) 

techniques for conceptualising intelligent behaviours in computing domains (Bry on, 2001; 

Laukkanen et al., 2002). The following sections discuss these concept and how they can be 

applied to interface selection in a wireless context. 

6.2.1 The agent metaphor 

Explorations of metaphysical aspects of intelligence have been explored in AI Literature Min

sky's Society of Mind (Minsky, 1988). Others have developed usable framework , uch as 

the Subsumption Architecture (Brooks & Connell, 1986) for robotics, and the cognitive Soar
1 

architecture (Laird et al., 1987; Newell, 1991). These are all efforts to pursue generali ed 

architectures for AI and have been the basis of many subsequent software architectures and 

research2 . 

A common starting position in creating AI is software agents. Simple agents have been 

defined as programs that 'sense' the environment and perform 'actions' to achieve some goal. 

This is a simplistic description of an agent program that responds to events, or condition 

as they occur: a simple-reflex agent (Russell & Norvig, 2003). Figure 6.2a i a schematic 

of a simple-reflex agent that senses and perform actions. Though initially limited, it can be 

extended to retain some state of th.e environment, with knowledge of how the environment 

changes (Russell & Norvig, 2003). 

A model-based agent (figure 6.2b) supplements the simple-reflex agent with additional 

domain knowledge to take actions based on rules to reach some goal. These are examples 

1 Previously known as SOAR (State, Operator And Result); now commonly referred to as Soar. 
2Further exploration of intelligence and the many facets of the domain, can be found in Brooks (1991). 
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of simple reactive agents which use rule to change behaviour depending up n n ir nm nt 

conditions. Other characteristics which can be applied to agent are autonomy r m bilit 

(moving from one execution environment to another). Al o, agent can includ communi ation 

protocols for interacting with other agents. Learning i another hara teri ti that i ften 

de irable. Using learning algorithms and AI technique allow th agent to be adapta I in 

certain conditions. 

Research in agent approaches has yielded behaviour-orientated de ign (BOD): a method

ology for creating reactive agents that u e hierarchical behaviour (Bry on, 200 l). n ther 

reactive approach is used in the Pyrobot framework for robotic de ign and simulation (Blank 

et al., 2006), which also contains behaviour-based and finite- tate technique for d veloping 

reactive agents. 

6.2.2 Simplified agent prototype 

The agent metaphor has been proposed in the context of network management (Bie zczad 

et al., 1999). The approach from Bieszczad et al. (1999) aims to manage network entities and 

address limitations in conventional protocols, by u ing autonomou ly communicating agent . 

Such agent frameworks are based on standards and designed to be autonomou , interact with 

environment through messages, and re pond to changing condition . Following thi line of 

reasoning, an agent for network selection with decision-making and control logic i propo ed. 

The agent i defined with the following aims: 

• Utilise sources of data sensed from the environment which include setup parameter , 

performance data, and QoS data. 

• Monitor changes in the environment and adapt to changes in performance or events. 

• Propo e and implement changes to the wireless interface option that reflect Qo and 

u er policy. 

Agent de criptions and components are derived from implifications of concept from BOD 

(Bry on, 2001) and implementations of robotic control ystem (Blank et al., 2006). The fol

lowing concepts are described in relation to the scope ( 6.1 on page 79). 

Events. A monitor module collects real-time performance tati tic and event from the op

erating environment. An event can be internal or external to the agent. External event 
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could occur from a change in link metrics or status, and discovery of new links. Internal 

events can be generated by agent procedures. 

Brain. The brain process is the main control loop in the agent. Types of hrain arc defined from 

AI techniques, such as Subsumption architectures, machine learning, or finite-state ma

chines (FSMs). An FSM-based brain has been the basis of control for other Al projects 1 . 

FSMs can encode states of the environment, and execute some required behaviour: envi

ronment events can result in a change of state. This effect allows the agent to respond to 

environment conditions using different behaviours, thcrehy creating a plan for the agent. 

Behaviour. Defined as a series of procedures that can later he called hy the hrain when in 

certain states. These behaviours are tactical effects the hrain can use to support control. 

In Pyrobot, these are modular Brain components. for the prototype, a behaviour can 

access QoS Policy or metrics model, such as assessing link preference. The hrain can 

support multiple behaviours to activate rules or actions when needed, which arc used hy 

the brain logic to make some change to the environment (an output). 

Commands. Outputs are actions that require an effect in the agent environment (outside the 

agent). These outputs are kept separate from behaviours that generate them for modu

larity. Also, outputs can be written for different operating environments. These define 

APis for access to operating system functions, such as cross-layer signalling, initiating 

handovers, or configuring links. Commands are loaded specific to the client platform; 

allowing the same brain and behaviours to run in a simulated or real system hy loading 

different command modules. 

3For controlling game-bots in Quake JI! Arena (van Waveren, 200 I). 
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Agent 

Brain 

~s Environment 

Commands ----...J---_J 

Figure 6.3: Block diagram of agent component . 

These concepts are shown graphically in figure 6.3 and relate lo the behaviour-ori ntatcd 

design of a solution agent. QoS policies, commands, and events are repre ented a eparat 

entities that support the functions of the brain and behaviours. Such concepts are till ab tract, 

needing further descriptions on how they apply to a solution for wirele interface election. 

The following section begins to address this with a design for agent function a a controller in 

the protocol stack. 

6.3 Agent Functional Components 

The previous section outlined the model for agent component . A handover agent layer (HAL) 

defines an agent-based container for the brain object (decision logic and behaviour ). The 

agent also provides support functions: update functions to the QoS data model, event list , 

and command procedures (figure 6.4). The QoS Monitor component provides performance 

statistics, user policy, and events collection from data sources in the environment. The e data 

sources can be link drivers, applications, or operating system protocol that are outside the 

scope of HAL. A decision-making component is responsible for as es ing collected data and 

events, which uses agent-based concepts described in the previou section, uch as brain and 

behaviours (these will be discussed in later ections of thi chapter). Al o, HAL mu t is ue 

changes to wireless interface and other system protocols through the command interface. 

Functions that support cross-layer signalling is one approach for providing tatistic , events, 

and commands. However, the the is cope limits further development beyond that of abstract 

mappings, and will be focused on agent functions. The HAL framework hould support mod-
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Figure 6.4: HAL controller interaction between main object within the protocol tack. 

ularity; so that statistics and command functions for simulation and testing can be replaced by 

other modules for real-system testing. The premise is that HAL function provide performance 

and event data processing. lo the following ections, the e component are explained further. 

6.3.1 Performance monitoring 

The agent performs assessment using performance statistics of protocol stack object . Link 

and applications are the primary sources of dynamic performance statistics, but other type 

could be static or change infrequently, such as user policy and network capabilities. The mon

itor function stores information on data sources and their attributes during a es ion in a data 

model (figure 6.5). The model is updated with raw inputs from sources by the monitor function , 

and decouples data updates from the decision logic. 

links : Link 
link_criteria : Criteria 

Metric 

-slats .....__ ...... 

Figure 6.5: Data model for QoS Monitor component. 

The logical data schema (figure 6.5) defines HalData as the root class. An instance of 

this class contains objects and operations relating to system data. Objects based on the Link 
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class represent interface interfaces supported by the operating system, containing data on link 

characteristics and performance statistics. Each type of statistic captured is represented hy a 

Metric object. For example, physical layer attributes such as, received signal strength, signal 

noise ratio (SNR), and signal quality describe the dynamic performance of a wireless interface. 

Others may be determined by polling or signalling protocols for metrics that could include 

delay, delay variation, and packets loss. For decision-making, each metric type must have an 

associated Criteria. The criteria maybe defined for a specific service class, for instance voice 

or web-data. 

6.3.2 Event monitoring 

As with data monitoring there is a choice of which direction updates occur. The IIAL could 

regularly poll data source objects, or data sources can call an agent function with an event type 

for changing link conditions. A service point in the logic would need to listen for chan)lCS in 

interface status and metrics changes. 

Potentially useful events have been listed in a draft of 802.21 ( IEEE, 2006) for media

independent handover (MIH). As part of the MIH Function, the MIH Event Service defines 

categories of events that include: predictive; state change; link parameters; administrative; link 

transmission; and link synchronisation. Further details of these arc provided in the standard 

draft (IEEE, 2006, p.32-38), but some are considered for use in the prototype design. Tahlc 6.1 

are some possible events used by the HAL. 

Event Description 

Link.dataChanged Caused when a change in link statistic(s) is changed. 

Link.new Link If a new link has been discovered. 

Link.connectSuccess A success callback after a connect command has heen issued. 

Link.connectFail A fail callback after a connect command has hccn issuctl. 

HAL.assess Maybe called on a regular basis hy the hrain step function. 

HAL.prepare A callback after the brain behaviour has assessed alternative links. 

HAL.unstable A callback from regular assessment behaviour; if the current link is not 

favourable. 

Table 6.1: Sample events and triggers. 
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Events can be either internal or external to HAL. Internal events may he called by other 11:\L 

components as the result of functions or commands. External events could arrive by cross-layer 

signalling from link objects and services registered by HAL. The agent handles new events (and 

any parameters) by the event function. Events are processed at each increment of the hrain. 

Some events represent changes in link status. Other measures of status could he derived 

from metrics collected by interfaces to determine an abstract measure of status. For example, 

if only radio metrics are used, such as a signal strength and signal quality, these could he used 

to derive a calculation of link stability or other predictive metrics. Another use of these metrics 

could be availability: a device is unavailable if signal strength and signal quality is he low some 

threshold, or there is no reception of beacon frames. 

6.3.3 Commands 

The 802.21 draft describes a MIH Command Service (IEEE, 2006, p.18-41 ). MIH Commands 

originate from upper-layers of the stack to change link layer protocols, that include: requesting 

status of interfaces; performing handover stages; and scanning links. Some of these actions arc 

similarly used by HAL (table 6.2). 

Command Description Parameters 

Handover Finalise handover procedures target 

Prepare Prepares a link/network for handover target 

Connect Used to create an initial connection target 

Table 6.2: Agent commands 

Metrics evaluation and events can result in an action heing taken, or caused hy changes 

in the process model or from changes in state. External actions (commands) arc ouhidc the 

operating mode of HAL, such as changing of the routing table, or interaction with mobility 

protocols. Therefore, HAL must interact with a platform specific API to affects system settings. 

6.4 Control Using Finite States Machines 

The HAL uses a fuzzy decision-making (FDM) module to support one-time assessment of 

· · · · · · · bi f JI-defined inputs With other types of mputs given at a smgle pomt m lime; smta e or we · · 
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information that are temporal or have a sequence history, it is difficult to represent them in the 

same format without losing some of the information. A mobile device is subject to dynamic and 

unpredictable events, and changes in protocol operations; roaming could change connectivity, 

or network discovery. Knowledge about how the world evolves would be useful to adapt agent 

behaviour, which has been suggested in approaches to intelligent agent architectures (Russell 

& Norvig, 2003). In the following sections, finite state machines (FSMs) describe a decision 

process, combined with FDM. 

6.4.1 Brain model for assessment process 

Wireless interface selection is based on application QoS requirements and performance. Fac

tors under consideration are constantly changing during the lifetime of a session. Performance 

of QoS and links may change and new events occur. A decision process must adapt actions 

depending on events and state of the environment. Interfaces may be in different states, net

works may be discovered or lost, QoS policy and service may change. Sequential decision 

processes inherit a history or progression of states based on temporal events. Methods exhibit

ing such characteristics have been developed using FSMs to provide a reactive control system 

for changes in events and state variables. 

The principle concepts of behaviour-based design and those from Pyrobot simulator (Blank 

et al., 2006), are used to define a brain model for controlling HAL processing. A brain is an 

abstract concept, in that there could be many specialised brains for different purposes. Exam

ples of brain types defined in the Pyrobot toolkit include, Brooks' Subsumption architecture, 

and FSM-based brains. The latter of these inspired the brain model for HAL. Figure 6.6 is an 

overview of the types of functions the FSM-brain uses. At each cycle, any events (if none, a de

fault event performed) are processed in sequence by the brain using the FSM model. The FSM 

may use stored behaviours that corresponds to current state within the FSM. Any actions or 

commands generated by the behaviours or FSM are then processed by specific HAL functions 

(callbacks). 

Conceptually, states in the FSM are used to represent modes of processing available to 

HAL based on conditions in the environment. Transitions from states occur through events that 

may contain parameters or conditional predicates. The FSM brain can use different behaviours 

depending on the conditions or state of the environment. Using transition parameters and 

predicates allows changes in behaviour actions depending on states of other variables. 
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Call to 
step() 

Finite-state brain 

Figure 6.6: Main functionality of FSM brain module. 

6.4.2 FSM notation 

Finite tate machines have found application as AI formalism in control behaviour for game

bots (van Waveren, 2001) and description of protocols (Byun et al., 2001). The following 

points are common properties of FSMs: 

• FSMs contain states, and connections between certain states a transitions. 

• Transitions to the next state could incur actions. 

• A FSM is always in one tale at a time. 

Providing a structured definition and vi ual representation (figure 6.7), FSMs have properties 

of deterministic behaviour (Bertoli & Pistore, 2004). A sequence of possible states ba ed on 

transitions, can be followed to define all possible states based on inputs or events. Taking any 

state as the current state, there is a history (previous state) and a future (possible next tates). 

Only when a certain input is provided that trigger a transition from a state, movement to new 

state can occur. 

-/actions / outputs, 

event(param)/actions/ outputs
2 

Figure 6.7: otation for a simple FSM (Source: Byun et al. (2001, p.4)) 
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De cription of FSMs and automata can be extended to tate-chart of UML (Unifi d Mod

elling Language) and pattern in software engineering (Gamma et al., 1995). Protocol de ign 

in telecommunication systems can u e features such a tran ition parameter , timer , and pred

icate (Byun et al., 2001). Using predicate and tran ition parameter for state tran ition intro

duces the possibility of non-deterministic behaviour. Figure 6.8 defines notation describing an 

Extended FSM (E-FSM) with predicates. E-FSMs u e similar concept from formal adaptabl 

planning concepts, such as tho e de cribed in Bertoli & Pi tore (2004). 

event, (param
1 
)[predicate 

1
]/ 

/actions/outputs, 

-/actions /outputs 
1 

event
2
(param

2
)[predicate

2
)/ 

actions,toutputs
3 

Figure 6.8: Notation for FSM with predicates (Source: Byun et al. (2001, p.5)) 

Concepts from E-FSMs can be implemented4 for the brain model in HAL. Tran ition pred

icates and parameters are used for certain transitions which are explained in the following 

sections. 

6.4.3 FSM prototype 

A sequence of decision logic is described a an FSM by interconnection of states, tran ition , 

and actions. Three versions of an FSM prototype are described, each with a different goal and 

capabilities. 

• FSM-1. Select an initial network that best matches the service and preferences of the 

user. It continue to assess all available networks, but there is no sub equent handover 

control capability. 

• FSM-2. Once a connection has been established, continue to assess performance of the 

current link, but only assess other link when poor (fail-over). 

• FSM-3. Active assessment of alternative link election opportunities, providing optimal 

selection from available interfaces and newly discovered link . 

4Similar concept with code implementation (see Rapp, 2007). 
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The FSMs for handover and deci ion control prototype are de crib d u ing the notation of 

section 6.4.2 (diagrams in thi section are hown with le s detail; full detail are hown in 

Appendix A.2). 

FSM-1 

This FSM establishes an initial interface at the tart of a session. The de ign goal i to elect and 

then constantly as es , but only for monitoring purpo e ; no handover actions are performed. 

The model uses two states (figure 6.9). Firstly, there is no interface selected (NotSelected), 

which is the start state after initialising the HAL brain module. If there are at lea t two available 

interfaces (since one link give only one choice), the monitor function update the data model 

with current tatistics. At every step of the Brain, transition assess is called and the a ociated 

behaviour to assess all links. If there is a suitable link, a useLink tran ition is invoked and 

the tate is changed to Selected. At the same time as the useLink transition, output from the 

behaviour is a command to connect to target link, which is executed by the handler function, 

command. 

uselink 

Figure 6.9: FSM-1 

Thi FSM aims to setup an initial connection, continuing to assess all networks, but has 

no handover behaviour. Using this approach, the simplest FSM can be conceivably used with 

human decision-making. For example, thi FSM could alert the u er of the as essment, leaving 

the subsequent decision on the user. The next step in a more ophisticated FSM, with tate 

and transitions for handovers. 

FSM-2 

FSM-2 extends the initial selection approach of FSM-1 to include as es ment once a interface 

is elected. The aim is to monitor current conditions of the interface and QoS conditions from 

upper layers. If the current level become unsuitable, other Jinks are as es ed for handover. 

When a link is ready, control is moved to the Selected state (figure 6.10). In this state, 

additional behaviour is added that monitor the current selected link (more QoS metrics may 
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be collected from the upper layer ). If the a es ment behaviour determine that current link 

has become les preferable or unstable, a transition is made to CompareLinks tate. If there i 

a more desirable link available, a transition i i ued to a PrepareHandover tate. Thi tate 

initiates a command to prepare for handover to the target link. The command i mapped to the 

handler function for execution. If this is succe sful, a connectSuccess tran ition will be mad 

to Selected for continued monitoring. 

Figure 6.10: FSM-2 

Some states (SeekAl ternateLink and CompareLinks) use the ame behaviour , but have 

different transitions. For example, SeekAl ternateLink state can only be entered by a lo s 

of connectivity in the current interface (/inkDown event when in Selected tale), and if no 

alternative, then continue to assess from the NotSelected tate. 

Although FSM-2 has the additional behaviour for monitoring and Link handovers over 

FSM-1, it is still limited. The design only checks the current link performance using com

bined assessment of metrics. Only if there i a deviation from the constraint are alternative 

as essed. This misses opportunitie of handovers to more desirable alternative link ; FSM-2 

does not assess others if the current link is still suitable. 

FSM-3 

Using additional events and behaviours, FSM-3 aims to provide active monitoring for change 

in interfaces statu , uch as di covery of new links or loss of connectivity. A in FSM-2, the 

elected tate check the currently elected interface (AssessCurrent behaviour), but al o uses 

AssessCurrentAll logic. This new behaviour provides a logic that returns an unstable event if 
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there is a more preferable interface (behaviours are discussed in section 6.5 on the following 

page). 

The monitoring process in the agent will provide linkUp event if a new link is discovered 

(figure 6.11). If the model is in the Selected state, the linkUp event cau e a tran ition to the 

state CompareLinks. This state bas behaviour that compares the current active link with the 

new detected link using comparable criteria. If the new link has a higher rank than the cun-ent 

link, a transition to PrepareHandover is made. Alternatively, if there is no increase in rank 

above the current link, the new link is rejected (but added to the known list of links) and control 

is returned to the Selected state without any link change. 

Figure 6.11: FSM-3 

FSM-3 extends the FSM-2 design to support handling of detected links and active as ess

ment. The previous goal is achieved by continually assessing the performance of the current 

link then changing the states if further actions are required. FSM-3 modifies this goal to mon

itor events, such as discovered interfaces, and assess whether they would be better than the 

current link. Not only are new interfaces checked, but known networks performance may 

change and become more desirable. 

6.4.4 Changing state to change behaviour 

The FSM is event driven and activated by the parent agent. In the agent model (figure 6.3 

on page 84), events are passed at regular intervals; for example every 0.5 seconds. An event 

waiting to be processed is mapped to FSM functions that issue transitions. The transition to 

a next state can cause actions-methods (or functions) in the code- and perform outputs. Any 

outputs, or commands are invoked by the command function. This allows the brain to make 
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abstract commands, which the HAL module maps to real command via an API for int racting 

with the operating environment. 

The rationale for using sequential state and event-ba ed transition , i that F M mod I 

provide a structure with deterministic and logical progre ion of tate change . tat and 

transitions provide different action depending on the current state and vent (input ). om 

actions are modelled a modular behaviours (as presented in the agent architecture, ee 6.2.2 

on page 82). Behaviour are a set of procedure attached to the brain. In the F M prototype, 

behaviours are called from tate transition . Additional logic uch as conditional checking 

and entry/exit functions could be added to the FSM implementation. However, to compare 

alternative brains without FSMs, behaviour are used to encap ulate ome of the logic and 

support reuse. The following section de cribes the behaviours and the low-level logic u ed to 

upport high-level FSMs. 

6.5 Modular Behaviours 

The Pyrobot framework groups low-level logic into modular units called behaviour (Blank 

et al., 2006). These are designed to be called at regular interval or when in certain tates (a 

in the FSM brain). Behaviours allow a modular approach to supplementing functionality of the 

brain module. For the HAL prototype, the following behaviours are proposed. 

• Assessing all candidate interfaces for initial selection (initial). 

• Assessing the currently in use interface (pre ervation). 

• Assessing all links for changes in other link conditions and opportunitie for handover 

(optimi ation). 

Behaviours u e the status of interfaces in some of the logic. It is neces ary for HAL to record 

interface status for such proces es. Each physical link device belongs to the set all links (figure 

6.12). Those that are powered-up and capable of connectivity are in the ubset of active links 

(these are added to the HAL data model). At points in time, interfaces from the active set can 

be chosen (link choice) and/or in-u e (link used). These categories of links are u ed to upport 

behaviour logic and stored in variable in the HAL data model. 

The purpo e of the behaviour is to allow different processing depending on the brain mod

ule and at different time of a ession. Type of behaviours are defined in the following sub

section . 
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Figure 6.12: Link status terms 

6.5.1 All link assessment (AssessAll) 

Behaviour logic for assessing all links is shown in figure 6.13. Statistic and other data about 

the interface capabilities are used by the FDM module to obtain a ranked list. At the top of this 

list will be the most preferable link according to the decision criteria; this will be the link with 

largest FDM score. With a target selected, the behaviour adds a connect rule to be executed by 

the brain. 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Assess active 
links using 

FDM 

Rank links 
vector 

End 

No 

Figure 6.13: Algorithm for AssessAll behaviour 

For situations where there is al.ready an interface being used, if the choice is different 

(a new top rank) a handover command rule with target interface as parameter is issued. If 

link_choice is the same as the link_used interface, then no actions are required and noAl t 

event is issued; link_used is al.ready the most suitable. 
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6.5.2 Currently selected link asse sment (A e Current) 

When a link is ' u ed', there may be more detailed stati tic available, uch a application 

or network layer QoS metrics. In this ea e, the Asse Current behaviour u e d tailed Qo 

statistics to assess the current link for handover a essment. The procedure in figure 6. 14 

assesses the current link performance only. 

No 

"Unstable" 
event 

End 

Yes 

Assess (FDM) 
link 'used' 

Figure 6.14: Algorithm for AssessCurrent behaviour 

Performance statistics are pa sed to the FDM module and a single rank- core is generated. 

With the AssessAll behaviour the comparison wa relative to other alternative interface options. 

A single FDM output value has no point-of-reference to determine the uitability. Thi i 

a problem of mapping the fuzzy number to a relevant control action; in thi case the value 

that makes the assessed link as unstable or unsuitable. A simple approach u es the previou 

assessment value, and if it is lower, then generate an unstable event to change the FSM tate. 

More advanced approaches may be used, such as moving averages and hy teresi functions . 

6.5.3 Assessing all for current link (Asse CurrentAII) 

Thi behaviour i used with a different intention to previous de criptions. AssessCurrentAll 

would as es all available interface as in AssessAll, but instead of issuing a handover or con

nect command , an unstable event is i ued if the highest rank change (figure 6.15). This 

behaviour i intended to be u ed in a continuous a sessment whilst there i an already selected 

interface. Only if the ranking change, should further actions be taken. 

Depending on the HAL brain used, the unstable event could lead to further assessment 
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Yes 

No 

Yes 

Assess active 
links using 

FDM 

Rank links 
vector 

End 

No 

Figure 6.15: Algorithm for AssessCurrentAll behaviour 

logic. In FSM- 2 and 3, the unstable event re-evaluates the interfaces again in the next state. 

Overall, the aim of the behaviour is to constantly check the suitability of other interfaces that 

may match preference policies. 

6.5.4 The role of FDM in behaviours 

HAL reacts to events and data in the environment by FSMs. States in the FSM use behaviours 

that solve a small problem (similar to the Pyrobot toolkit (Blank et al., 2006)). Functions of 

FDM module for assessing interface statistics are used by behaviours described previously. 

Behaviours are used to combine techniques for a hierarchical division of processing (or prob

lem ub-division); from low-level measures of performance in the FDM module, to high-level 

sequential plans for events and actions using the FSMs. The next section explains the details 

of FDM processing. 
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6.6 Fuzzy Decision-Making 

Elements of decision-making include defining goal and constraints. These goals and con

straints are used to calculate option suitability value . According to the definition from Bell

man & Zadeh (1970), goals and constraints are treated the same, and represented by fuzzy 

membership functions over the set of alternatives. A decision-making problem can be d fined 

by (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002): 

• A finite set of alternative choices. 

• A set of goals and/or constraints - the criteria. 

• Mappings of criterion per alternative - the membership values. 

• Importance or weight factors of criteria. 

• A decision function which defines the ranking of alternatives to the satisfaction of crite-

na. 

The behaviours defined procedures or logic for assessment. FDM is used for the low-level as

sessment of multiple criteria and alternatives, shown by figure 6.16. Inputs include preference 

collected from policies and performance indicators. Mappings of input values from criteria 

membership functions yield fuzzy values. These are combined with weights for criteria by the 

decision function. The output is a numerical vector of scores for representing support for each 

alternative option. 

Data 
collection 

User 
preferences 

Network 
conditions 

Convert to 
fuzzy 

values 

Convert to 
fuzzy 

values 

Processing 

Criteria 
weights 

Calculate 
fuzzy 

ranking 
(F) 

Decision 
making 

Decision 
maker 

Figure 6.16: Schematic system model of FDM operation 
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6.6.1 Setting criteria 

The FDM u e inputs values mapped to member hip function . Each function defin ad gre 

of membership for criteria values. The line between inclu ion and exclu ion i fuzzy, whcr 

parameters of the function defi ne a geometric shape. Parameter can tak numerical range and 

thresholds, or lingui tic terms. Figure 6.17 how function type 5 u ed in lh module. or 

a linear and triangular hape, two parameters are u ed. A target threshold value i u ed to 

define the minimum (HB) and maximum (LB) acceptable values for each type. A variance 

value defines the level of lope, or support between degree of member hip. 

An example criterion is suggested for a service type that requires Qo for low latency: les 

than 400m . Translating this to membership function parameter i hown by a lower-i -better 

function in fi gure 6.18. The criteria is given a target threshold value of lOOms; anything le 

is given a membership of 1. A variance of 300ms i added for a smooth tran ition between 

thre holds. For values lOOm to 400ms, there will be a falling degree of member hip and 

therefore Les upport for the criteria as the variable value increase . 

1.0 

Degree of 
membership 

0.0 

Target thru hold 

,, 
Metric 

(a) Lower-is-better (LB) 

,, 

1.0 

Degree of 
membership 

,, Varianc~ 

Metric 

Tpg~, threshold 
I 

•, 

(b) Higher-is-better (HB) 

Figure 6.17: Fuzzy membership functions used for defining criteria. 

5 AJtbough membership functions can be any shape, such as inusoidal, triangular MFs are a imple repre enta

tion for initial prototypes. 
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Degree of 
membership 

100ms 

Latency 

Van'a11c8 400ms 

Figure 6.18: Linear (LB) member hip function for criteria: low latency. 

6.6.2 Decision functions 

Fuzzy values from member hip function are u ed to populate a deci ion matrix of fuzzy val

ues for criteria and alternative options. The next tep is to aggregate the fuzzy value u ing a 

decision function to obtain a ingle value. Three type of aggregation are can be used: onjunc

tive, disjunctive, and compensatory (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002). Conjunctive aggregation aim 

to satisfy all criteria. It uses intersection (minimum) operator . Di junctive function sati fy 

at least one of the criteria, described by union (maximum) operators. Compensatory methods 

apply a mixture of conjunctive and disjunctive characteristics for a trade-off effect. 

For conjunctive aggregation, operators are triangular norms, or t-norms. In fuzzy termi 

nology, t-norms are a form of inter ection of sets. The t-norms have the effect of aggregating 

towards the worst criteria (the minimum value). Contrary to this, triangular co-norms, or t

conorms provide a fuzzy union, or maximisation aggregation. Such functions are used when at 

least one criteria is good enough, and likely to have a higher aggregation re uJt the more criteria 

are used (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002). Further axiomatic de criptions of t-norms and t-cononn 

can be found in Klir & Bo (1995). 

Compen atory or averaging functions allow partial trade-off amongst criteria, a opposed 

to extreme compensation of conjunctive and disjunctive operators. Thi tends to be the case in 

human decision-type problems, where there i often a trade-off between best and wor t criteria 

(Zimmermann & Zysno, 1980). The geometric mean operator i an example of averaging 

aggregation that compensates between criteria (6.1). Output D is the rating for a particular 

option for n criteria, where µ}s the fuzzy membership value. 
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II 

D( ) I1 " 1·'/11 µ,, ... , µII = /""' (6.1) 
j=I 

Example of geometric mean operator 

Given a et of alternatives, A I and A2, a voice application has two key criteria: latency and jitter. 

Interactive voice has strict requirements on latency. According to ITU-T (200 lb), !at n y or 

one-way-delay should be under 400ms, and jitter shou ld be le than 2m (not taking into 

account jitter buffering). Using the e values as application requirement , deci ion criteria are 

defined as C1: 'latency lower than 400ms'; and C2 'j itter lower than 2ms'. 

Defining criteria would u ually be a judgement of the deci ion maker and tho e relevant 

to the problem. In this example, acceptable values for the criterion are defined by application 

constraints. Criteria C1 and C2 are defined by membership function in figure 6.19. Input 

values for each alternative and criteria are mapped to member hip value . Obtained fuzzy 

values represents the degree of atisfaction of criteria for each alternative. U ing ome value 

of a for each alternative and criteria in a decision matrix: 

A1 350 1.5 

A2 450 2.5 

I.Of--------~ 10 

0. rs 
I o.s 
'a 

go., 
0.2 02 

000L--~1,;.,,oo--"'200~--co':,oo,,.-----:,400:::---~ 

latency (ID8) 

O.~O 0.5 10 U 20 
Jiiter( ... ) 

(a) Latency (b) Jitter 

Figure 6.19: Po sible member hip functions for QoS. 

Mapping of raw values to fuzzy values from the membership function in figure 6.19 is 

performed. The decision matrix now contains the fuzzy values of raw inputs to member hip 

mapping : 
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A1 0.75 

A2 0.25 0.5 

The decision function performs the combination of membership value on the matrix. A 

geometric decision function is applied to the fuzzy decision matrix in this example (defined by 

equation 6.1). The result is a fuzzy rank-scores of alternatives: 

F= {(A1, 0.87), (A2, 0.35)} 

The output ranking, F gives A1 the higher rank and therefore the preferred choice in this 

example. The algorithm assumes equal compensation among criteria (equivalent weight ), and 

does not account for importance between criteria. All class of operators can be extended to use 

weightings of criteria importance (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002). 

Introducing weights 

In the previous example all criteria are treated equally. There may be some problems where 

criteria are not equal in importance. In this case, weights can be used in decision functions to 

change the effect of criteria on the rank-score. The method introduces weights of criteria to 

calculations of the decision function, known as "transforming the decision function" (Sousa & 

Kaymak, 2002, p.58). For the geometric mean function (6.1), the following weighted form is 

defined as: 

n 

(6.2) 

j = l 

Usually, the weights are in the range [0,1], and normalised according to: 

n 

(6.3) 

6.6.3 Ranking methods 

Output from the decision function is a vector of rank-scores of each alternative. The next 

procedure is to rank these results for a preferred alternative. A simple method is to rank in 

descending rank-scores. Therefore a result, D(0.4, 0.6, 0.7) would give ranking of D(2, 1, O); 

where 0.7 is the preferred option. 
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Methods for di cerning between option with the ame rank- cor , or tie , are: rand m, 

average, and fir t-occurrence. Random option i a the name implie , and o could hange 

rankings for con ecutive data; and likely to cau e inconsi tent deci ion . A eraging rank till 

gives no distinction between the options. The fir t-occurrence method rank tie a ording 

position in the vector. So, vector of rank- core D(0.4, 0.4, 0. 7), give D( I , 2, O); th fi t 

occurrence of 0.4 is ranked higher than the econd. Although thi may be bia ed to po ition 

in the case of ties, it will provide consistency for a simple ranking m thod. 

6.6.4 FDM algorithms 

This section defines algorithms for FDM method de cribed in the previou ection. Algorithm 

6.1 assume a criteria vector, and a matrix for alternative option . The output i a vector of 

value in the interval [O, 1) for each alternative in A . 

Algorithm 6.1 Fuzzy Decision Making Main 

fdmEvaluator: 
Input: Criteria vector C, and Alternative matrix, A 
Output: Ranked alternatives vector, R 
C -list of criteria functions 
A - performance measures for each criteria 
fuzzyMatrix -generateFuzzyMatrix(C, A) 
R-generateRanking(C, fuzzyMatrix) 

Algorithm 6.1 passes vector and matrix to the function generateFuzzyMatrix (algorithm 

6.2), which matches the value from vector in matrix A to the criteria in C. Item in C repre

ent membership functions mappings. For each alternative m, there are n data values, which 

correspond to criteria, C. Values in Arnn, are pa sed to the function in Cn that return the fuzzy 

value. The fuzzy matrix, F, is then returned. 
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Algorithm 6.2 Fuzzy Matrix Generator 

generateFuzzyMatrix(C, A): 
Input: Criteria C, and Alternative values, A 
Output: Fuzzy matrix, F 
F-[] 
for n-o to A.length do 

alt -[] 
for n-O to A[n].length do 

alt[ m] -c[ m].getFuzzyValue(A[ n][ m]) 
end for 
F[n]-alt 

end for 

Algorithm 6.3 describes the weighted geometric mean decision function ( ou a & Kay

mak, 2002, p.45), using criteria vector and fuzzy matrix of value to obtain a vector of ranking 

values per alternative. Each fuzzy value in the matrix i multiplied by the corre ponding criteria 

weight. The n'"root of the product for Anm values gives the ranking of that alternative. Vector 

R is returned, corresponding to A. Further proce sing of the re ult vector may be required, 

such as the degree of difference between ranks, or whether the re ult are much different from 

previously generated rankings. 

Algorithm 6.3 Fuzzy Deci ion Function: weighted geometric mean 

generateRankScores(C, F): 
Input: Fuzzy matrix, F and criteria, C 
Output: Fuzzy ranking vector, R 
R -[] 
weightsVector -[] 
for m-o to C.length do 

weightsVector[m] -C[m].weight 
end for 
weights Vector -normalise(weights Vector) 
for n-o to F.length do 

altVector-[] 
for m-o to F[n].length do 

altVector[m] -weightsVector[m] x F[n][m] 
end for 
R[ n] -product( altVector )"( l / F [n).lengrh) 

end for 

Algorithm 6.3 is sugge ted for initial testing a part of the decision logic to provide com

pensatory behaviour among criteria. Fuzzy decision algorithm are interchangeable and others 

can be used to provide different trade-off effect between criteria. The following section outlines 
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an exten ion to the previou algorithm to add more flexibility in the compen ation ffect. 

6.6.5 FDM enhancements 

Many variations of decision function have been sugge ted in the literature (Carl on & Fuller, 

1996; Ribeiro, 1996; Sou a & Kaymak, 2002, chap. 3). Averaging and compen atory func-

tions have been hown to apply trade-off among criteria, with criteria importance controlled 

by weight . The fo llowing i a variation of the deci ion function a modifier parameter for 

aggregation tuning. 

A generalised weighted averaging operator (GWAO) introduce a new element: y, or 

grade of compensation (Zimmermann & Zysno, 1980) or index of optimi m (Kaymak & van 

Nauta Lemke, 1998). The parameter change the value of rank- cores. For large value of 

y (toward oo) good values of alternative have more of an effect· when y tends toward - oo, 

poor values for alternatives are empha ised (Sou a & Kaymak, 2002, p.46). The effect of y 

in generali ed averaging functions can be hown through sensitivity analysis (Kaymak & van 

Nauta Lemke, 1998). The e tudies sugge t that y could be u ed to reflect the level of ri k 

(optimistic or pessimistic) of the decision maker. GWAO with index of optimi m parameter, is 

defined as (Kaymak & van auta Lemke, 1998, p.7): 

1/y 

D; (Y) = { _i wJµ;j } , y E lR. \ {0} 
1= 1 

(6.4) 

Algorithm 6.4 u e the definition of the generalised mean operator defined in equation 

6.4 with the new optirni m parameter, y. 
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Algorithm 6.4 Fuzzy Decision Function: generalised mean operator 

Algorithm generateRankScores(C, F, y) : 
Input: Fuzzy matrix, F; and criteria, C; and parameter, y. 
Output: Fuzzy ranking vector, R 
R -[] 
weightsVector -[] 
for nf--0 to C.length do 

weightsVector[n] -c[ n]. weight 
end for 
weightsVector f--normalise(weightsVector) 
for n-o to F.length do 

altVector-[] 
for mf-0 to F[n].length do 

altVector[m] -weightsVector[m] x F[n][m)AY 
end for 
R[n] -sum(altVectory(t/y) 

end for 

Concluding Remarks 

Managing handovers and QoS assessment has many factors and implications in heterogeneous 

environments. This chapter defined an initial scope and solution framework to address a sub

set of questions posed by Chapter 4. An agent framework from AI and robotics was used as a 

design metaphor for managing complexity of cross-layer interactions and aggregating informa

tion from different sources. This defined functions of: performance monitoring and policies; 

a control logic for interpreting input data; and modularity for different configurations and be

haviour requirements. This aims to support handover control logic for ilifferent link types, 

QoS, and user policies. 

At the core of the framework is control logic to handle event changes and assessment of link 

and QoS statistics. This uses finite-state machines to provide a sequential logic and perform 

actions when in different states. Modular behaviours are defined as separate procedures, such 

as assessing link performance. Assessment behaviour described in this chapter, uses fuzzy 

decision-making techniques to give suitability rankings of interface options. 

The proposed framework and its components provide a behaviour-based agent for wire

less interface assessment and handover control. Outputs from the handover agent layer (HAL) 

decision-making reflect QoS requirements and conilitions to provide timely handovers and ap

propriate interface selection. The following chapter will explain implementation details and an 

approach to evaluating the HAL prototype. 
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Chapter 7 

Evaluation Method for Interface 
Selection Agent 

Testing approaches to handover selection requires tools to model more complex wireless archi

tectures. Wireless simulation models already exist, but those for heterogeneous environments 

are still emerging. As research poses further questions, such tools commonly need to be mod

ified. Though the more capable tools allow such development, there is no standard or 'best 

practice' approach for wireless heterogeneous environments. 

The handover agent layer (HAL), described in the previous chapter, is middlcware for opti

mising vertical handovers. What follows is an evaluation approach using analytical techniques 

to decision-making components and network simulation for HAL. Experimental design pro

vides controlled treatments for inputs and simulation scenarios. 

7 .1 Evaluation Approach 

Three evaluation approaches are often used in computer systems performance studies: analyti

cal, simulation, and measurement (Jain, 1991 ). Fuzzy decision-making (FDM) elements, such 

as those used in the HAL prototype, have been studied using analytical techniques (Kaymak 

& van Nauta Lemke, 1998; Triantaphyllou, 2000; Zhang, 2004). Since HAL is also a com

ponent of a greater system (wireless networked environment), simulation or empirical studies 

of network protocols are useful. The research questions that need to be answered defines the 

evaluation approach for a controllable environment; key questions that motivate the study: 

1. What methods can be used to model the factors of a wireless environment? 

(a) What level of detail should be modelled? 
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(b) What tools can be used? 

2. What are the relevant factors of interest; or those to be modelled? 

The three approaches to performance study (analytical modelling, simulation, and empirical 

measurement) provide varying benefits and complexity in development. Selection of an ap

propriate approach is based on criteria such as, duration of study, expertise in modelling tools, 

accuracy, cost, and interactions of variables (Jain, 1991, p.24). 

Analytical approaches can be used to explore the effects and interactions of variables. 

Approaches for evaluating FDM algorithms have used sensitivity analysis (Kaymak & van 

Nauta Lemke, 1998; Zhang, 2004 ). Sensitivity analysis compares outputs results from in

teractions of input parameter levels, similar to full-factorial experiments that compare output 

variables between types of decision algorithm (Triantaphyllou, 2000, chap. IJ ). Analytical ap

proaches have the benefit of greater control of factors and metrics. However, more control over 

modelling of the input space can mean that other system interaction arc not shown. 

Discrete event simulation (DES) is often used in network testing as it offers richer mod

elling of the operating environment than analytical techniques, though with less control of 

parameters. Modelling expensive hardware and distributed systems in simulation is often less 

costly and provides better repeatability than empirical measurements. Network simulation 

tools provide models of different wireless technology, mobility, topologies, and traffic models. 

However, a simulation model is still an abstraction constrained by problem scope. Therefore, 

selection of evaluation technique is a trade-off in controllable parameters, accuracy, and detail 

of abstraction (Jain, 1991, chap.3). 

7.1.1 Modelling wireless environments 

Wireless environments are notoriously complex to model fully, whereas wired physical proper

ties are more predictable and simpler to model (Heidemann et al., 200lb). Specific simulation 

tools can provide models of the wireless channel, from simple free-space to more sophisticated 

multipath models. The level of detail in the model is determined by the problem scope. A 

study concentrating on the effects of signal attenuation in urban environments would require 

detailed propagation and geographic models. Therefore, there must be a trade-off in model 

detail depending on the significance of parameters and system boundaries (Heidemann et al., 

2001a). 
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A model of the environment can be built using high-level programming language or ded

icated simulation tools. Systems can be modelled in C++ or Java, but these tend to he costly 

in expertise, time, and debugging for more detailed models (Jain, 1991 ). Specific simulation 

languages, such as SIMULA and StMSCRIPT provide well defined functions for simulation, 

but limited by scope of the language syntax (Jain, 1991 ). High-level programming languages 

provide a flexible syntax that can be adapted to support simulation features such as, event 

scheduling, data collection and timing (Jain, 1991 ). Sim Py is an open-source package for DES 

in the Python language; providing object-orientation, portability and the necessary features of 

DES. 

Alternatives to general-purpose tools are dedicated domain tools, such as network sim

ulation. Network simulation tools provide packet, physical channel models, and workload 

generators. Commonly used tools include the commercial Opnet and open-source NS-2 (NS-2, 

2008). An interesting simulator, NCTUns 1, routes simulated packets through the TCP/IP stack 

of a modified Linux kernel to provide realistic packet treatment (Wang et al., 2003). NS-2 

was chosen for generating network simulation data, with Python and SimPy used to model 

components of HAL. Further detail of simulation tools is provided in Appendix B. I. 

7.1.2 Subject prototypes 

Experimental design literature suggest that a mixture of approaches is usually required (Jain, 

1991 ). This section describes different variations of prototypes (test subjects) for evaluation 

approaches. Analytical techniques can be used for refining parameters used in simulation, or 

simulation to verify the analytical model (Jain, 1991, chap.3 ). An evaluation approach (figure 

7.1) uses analytical techniques for decision-making component, and simulation to evaluate HAL 

in a wireless network environment. For decision-making analysis, several variations arc com

pared with the most appropriate being considered for use in simulation tests. The subsequent 

simulation studies use modified versions of HAL for comparisons. 

Analytical techniques are used for assessing behaviour of decision-making algorithms de

scribed in Chapter 6 with other commonly used algorithms. Table 7.1 shows other methods of 

decision-making using different parameters or decision functions for criteria aggregation. A 

weighted-sum model (F-WSM) is used as a control subject; as an example of simple aggrega

tion. The other functions also perform aggregation, but using different parameters. 

I Freely availahle for non-commercial use. at: http:/ /nsl. csie. nctu. edu. tw/nctuns. html 
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Analysis 

Variations in 
FDM 

Evaluation 
study 

Suitable 
FDM 

Simulation 

Variations in 
Agent 

Figure 7.1: Evaluation approach using different decision-making methods for analysi and HAL 

configurations for simulation. 

Prototype I Description 

F-WSM Based on the weighted-sum model (WSM): fuzzy variation. 

F-Geo Geometric mean fuzzy decision making (FDM) function. 

F-WGeo Weighted geometric mean fuzzy decision making (FDM) function. 

F-GenO Optimistic version of generic-FDM. 

F-GenP Pessimistic version of generic-FDM. 

Table 7.1: Decision-making component prototypes for analytical study. 

Simulation-based data is used for experiments that use different settings for HAL com

ponents. The state-based HAL uses three different state models. Table 7.2 summarises the 

prototype implementations using the decision-making method selected from the analytical ex

periments. The FSM prototypes are compared to a non-FSM model of the FDM-Brain. Using 

FDM functionality, a subsumption architecture (Brooks & Connell, 1986) is used to control 

triggering behaviours; the implementation uses Pyrobot (Blank et al., 2006) examples and li

braries. Details of FDM-Brain and other agents are described in Appendix A.l. 
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Prototype Description 

FDM-Brain The FDM algorithm selected from analysis stage. Uses a stack to 

implement behaviours instead of an FSM (based on Brooks' subsumption 

architecture). 

FSM-1 

FSM-2 

FSM-3 

Select an initial network that best matches the service and preferences of 

the user. Continue to assess all available networks, but there is no handover 

control. 

Once a connection has been established, optimise the performance of the 

current network. 

Assess opportunities of alternative networks that benefit the level of service 

and user preferences. 

Table 7.2: HAL prototypes for simulation study. 

Each prototype and support classes are implemented in Python (version 2.5.1) program

ming language. Python has a concise syntax and no compiling stage, which is a benefit for 

rapid prototyping. Other benefits include dynamic types, full object-orientation, and support 

of third-party tools and libraries. 

In comparison, Python perfonns well among other dynamically-typed and interpreted lan

guages, and (in some cases) with compiled languages (Prechelt, 2000). The study by Prechelt 

(2000) ranks Python favourably for program length (concise syntax) and implementation time, 

though C and C++ provide lower processing time and less memory consumption. Therefore, 

the preference depends on the importance of run-time performance versus the program design. 

However, Beazley (2003) describes programs that combine compiled language components for 

processor and memory intensive functions, and scripting for high-level configure functions. 

For initial prototyping, HAL does not require the performance aspects of compiled lan

guages, since the agent will perfonn high-level processing in simulation time, and in the in

terval of seconds. The benefits of Python are that it provides a rapid prototyping and testing 

platfonn, that can be migrated to a real-time environment with nominal changes (possibly per

formance and device interactions APls). 
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7 .2 QoS and Decision Criteria 

Measured criteria values are converted to a common cale for compari on, u ing fuzzy m m

bership functions (including fuzzy linguistic terms). The QoS criteria could include those from 

figure 7.2. First-order criteria are usually hard to quantify without further de criptions, uch as 

timeliness. Second-order criteria can be u ed to give jndications to fir t-order criteria: latency 

and jitter for timeliness. For example, signal strength (RSS) and coverage metrics help to de

scribe the availability of a wireless link. Thls section explains some of the more common QoS 

requirements for decision criteria definitions used in the experimental de ign 

System data rate 
Bandwidth 

Application data rate 

Utilisation 
QoS ----E---- Reliability ~ 

Bit-error rate (BER) 
Cost 

Packet-error ratio (PER) 

Security 

Availability ~ Received signal strength (RSS) 

Coverage area 

Figure 7.2: QoS criteria in wireless networks (Adapted from : Burgess (2003, chap.7)) 

Each criteria must be defined by parameters to create the membership function. The func

tions translate measured or static parameters into fuzzy values, used to define the required level 

of service. Decision criteria are defined for categories of service types. Table 7.3 are some com

mon services types and associated parameters composed from QoS recommendations available 

in the literature (ITU-T, 2001b). 

Category Label Unit Target Variance Type Weight 

Conversational voice Throughput kbps 64 10 HB medium 
Latency sees 0.3 0.2 LB high 
Jitter sees 20 30 LB high 
Packet loss % 1 2 LB high 

File transfer Throughput kbps 1000 8000 HB medium 
Latency sees 1 4 LB low 

Table 7.3: QoS categories requirements as criteria parameters 
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Membership functions in the FDM module define a transition region of set membership; 

where the set is the criteria (see, 6.6.1 on page 99). Therefore, the variance value in tahlc 7.3 

is used to define the slope and function shape. Membership functions for initial testing use 

triangular and trapezoidal shapes, though other types can he used, such as Gaussian curves. 

For simplicity trapezoidal functions arc defined for types of preference: lower-helter (LB), and 

higher-better (HB). Each of these criteria arc grouped into specifications for QoS classes, such 

as conversational voice and background data. 

7.3 Decision-Making Analysis 

As part of the proposed solution, the decision-making module determines the suitability of 

alternative options from multiple input measures (criteria) when combined using a decision 

function. The type of decision function and criteria weights changes the trade-offs when criteria 

are combined (aggregated) to generate rank-scores of alternatives. It is the rank-score which 

is used to select the suitable alternative based on the criteria: high scores represent a closer 

match. The following sections describe the evaluation approach for decision functions using 

sensitivity analysis. 

7.3.1 Sensitivity analysis of decision functions 

The sensitivity analysis method show interaction of multiple independent variables and effect 

on the dependent variable. In this problem context, the decision function is the subject with 

independent variables the criteria measures or weights and the dependent variable rank-score. 

The rank-score is the decision function output in the range [O, 1 ]. Tests involve different deci

sion function and parameters to answer the question: how does the criteria and weights affect 

the rank-score? 

Decision functions were selected that provide a compensatory or trade-off effect. Table 7.4 

shows the functions which are used in the test subjects. All functions use fuzzified inputs in 

the interval [O, I]. The generic functions F-GenO and F-GenP use the parameter y to calculate 

outputs. To evaluate the effect of this parameter, the sensitivity analysis method by Kaymak 

& van Nauta Lemke (1998) is used. A vector of y values is compared against weights and 

alternative inputs values. The tests for decision-function analysis uses input data (performance 

metrics) and normalised weights to calculate rank-scores for alternatives (interface options). 
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Label Name I Decision fu.nction 

II 

F-WSM Weighted sums Dw(µ, , ... , µ11 ) = L, Wjµj 
}= I 

II 

F-Geo Geometric D (µ t , ... , µn ) = n µj I/ 11 

j = I 

II 

F-WGeo Weighted geometric Dw(µi , .. . , µn) = n w·µ · 1/ 11 
J J 

}= I 

F-GenO, F-GenP Weighted generic 

Df(µ, , , µ,) = { i . f' wlµJ 
} = I 

Table 7.4: Decision-functions of test ubject for aggregating fuzzy inputs. 

7 .3.2 Experiments 

A series of tests were used to analyse characteristics of the decision module, with the te t sub

jects (see section 7.1.2) as fuzzy decision-making functions. The following descriptions define 

each test case and their objectives. Overall, these experiments aim to compare parameters in 

criteria aggregation algorithms and select a reasonable option for use in the HAL model. 

Test case Al 

This case aims to assess the generic decision-function parameter for values of y. Using tech

niques of Kaymak & van Nauta Lemke (1998), negative and positive values of y are used to 

show the effect on output variable given an input matrix and criteria weights. Two experiments 

are defined: 

• Al .1: one alternative is used with two criteria; weights are varied for each criteria. 

• Al.2: two alternatives - one better, one worse - for two criteria; weights are varied for 

each criteria. 

Test case A2 

Surface mapping used two input criteria against a output variable: rank-score. This is a measure 

of bow well the alternative matches the criteria, in the range [O, l]; where one being fully met 

(suitable), and zero is un uitable. An initial test of decision component uses two input vectors 
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to generate a surface map of response value . Each input i a vector of valu s, which ar then 

input to each decision-function. The re ult is a combined matrix of value that corre pond to 

each value in the input vector. 

Surface mapping plots value ranges of two inputs against the output variable. Throughput 

(kbps) and latency (ms) were used as criteria for a voice application. Input value were et 

using arrays of values, creating the deci ion matrix for a single alternative option (value range 

in brackets): 

Alt. Throughput (C,) Latency (C2) 

A 1 [200, 500] [l 00, 500] 

Experiments were generated by using different weights (table 7.5). In the fir t experi

ment, weights are set as equal. Experiment 2 used unequal weights defined by linguistic terms. 

Finally, weight pairs were varied at regular interval , producing results for combinations of 

weights pairs for each criteria. This results in a total of 35 data sets (5 objects x 7 weight 

pairs). 

Experiment C1 

1 w = 1 w= 1 
2 w = 'medium' w = 'high' 
3 w = (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) w = (0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 , 0.1 ) 

Table 7.5: Experiment weight ettings for test case A2 

Test case A3 

For more than two input variables, sensitivity analysis shows variations in output variable. 

Using a similar approach to Zhang (2004), multiple input parameters were set for different 

alternatives, then input weights are varied to produce a change in the output variable. Plotting 

the independent variable (weights) against output variable (suitability), illustrates the effects 

for each decision-function for alternatives. Sensitivity analysis was used to assess the effect of 

changes in a particular variable on the ranking value. Inputs were defined using two criteria for 

four alternatives: 
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Alt. Throughput (C1) 

64 

50 

64 

60 

Latency (C2) 

50 

400 

400 

50 

Alternatives option A 1 and A2 of the decision matrix are be t and wor t criteria, respectively. 

Option A3 is poor for C1, but good for C2. Wherea A4 i good for C1, but poor for C2. U ing 

these settings, experiments are defined a : 

• A3 . l: decision outputs using equal criteria weight. 

• A3.2: decision outputs u iog variation in criteria weight. 

• A3.3: Randomised inputs for equal weights 

7 .4 Agent Program for Simulation 

This section describes a SimPy program to model HAL component interactions with a imulated 

environment. A pilot model is used initially to create a rudimentary environment based on 

matrices of QoS variables, followed by a trace-ba ed model to use variables input from external 

simulation trace-files. 

A collection of processes are defined for an initial model (figure 7.3). The environment is 

modelled as a SimPy Process object that stores performance statistics from wireless interface , 

modelled as a link object. Link object are injtialised and stored in a client process object. 

The client contains the initialised HAL (or other agent prototype). Each link object queries the 

environment object for current statistics, and updates the client agent. At regular intervals the 

client increments the agent object by calling the step method. 

The client also contains methods that are passed to the agent for command processing. 

Initialising the client, these methods are passed to the agent, which can be called if the logic 

invokes a matching command. Methods include changing environment variables, such as link 

selection or other link command. 

Wireles scenarios from S-2 generate trace files for each interface statistic (figure 7.4). 

Variables are indexed by time; so a trace file of events, such as changes in parameters are 

updated by a SimPy proce from the time index. A SimPy method reads each line and adds 
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Link 1 

Client 

Performance 
statistics 

Environment 

Figure 7.3: Block diagram of SirnPy simulation program 

an event to the scheduler that should be run at that time in the simulation; in thi case updating 

some variables. The link processes in the SimPy program cal ls a function (at a regular time 

interval) to update the client proce s on link statistics. 

Simulation 
script 

SimPy program 

Figure 7.4: Trace-based data and simulation output procedure. 

Using this approach any program or simulator can be used to generate the traces, whilst the 

SirnPy program manages the interaction of the agent components. Data from empirical testing 

could also be processed by the SimPy program. Thi could be used for verifying the simulation 

data, by providing reali tic changes in input statistics. The limitations in this approach are 

that client actions, such as cau ing bandovers, may affect other statistics (handover delay). 
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The preferred solution would integrate the agent code into the network imulator, and provide 

simulation-time control actions. Though the aim of initial te ting i to optimi the behaviour 

of the agent configuration, further integration and production i sue are beyond the cope of 

this thesis . 

7 .5 Models for Wireless Simulation 

Detailed representations of wireless prope1ties are provided by purpose-built n twork imu

lation. Third-party exten ions for NS-2 include wirele s and mobility protocol , and large 

community base for support. A third-party tool relevant to this tudy, Multi lnteRJAce Cross 

Layer Extension (MIRACLE) for NS-2 (Baldo et aJ ., 2007), provides cros -layer me aging and 

enhanced modularity. The package upports dynamic Libraries2 , modular network tacks, and 

enhanced models for propagation. 

Wireless simulations for UMTS and WLAN use modified sample scripts from MIRACLE 

(version 1.2.1). The NS-2 (version 2.31) is built on Ubuntu Linux (server version 7. I 0), running 

as a virtualised guest OS on VMware server (ver ion 1.0.6). Table 7.6 details the network 

parameters used (further details in Appendix C.2). The physical models u ed are based on the 

MIRACLE extension described in Baldo et al. (2007). For propagation, the MIRACLE physical 

layer calculates path loss using Hata model along with Jakes' model (Jakes, 1974) for fading 

calculations. The Baldo et al. (2007) paper also details interference method calculated from 

SINR curves, and a multirate modulation scheme for 802. l lb/g. UMTS models are modified 

Eurane3 code and based-on 3GPP Release 4 architecture4 . 

2Dynamic libraries in NS-2 allow other third-party extensions to be loaded in simulation scripts in a modular 
fashion, without the need to recompile S-2 base code. Though Lhey must be patched to support dynamic loading 
according to http://= .dei. unipd. it;-baldo/ns_dl_patch/. 

3Eurane UMTS models for S-2: http: //eurane. ti-wmc .nl/eurane/ 
4 According to: https : I /mail. dei. uni pd. i t/pipermail/nsmiracle-users/2008- July /000187. 

html 
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Parameter WLAN sim 1 UMTS sim I 

Terrain lkm x lkm lkm x lkm 

Number of node 

ode placement MN (100, 100) M ( 100, 100) 

Frequency 2.437-GHz 

Transmit power l5dBm 21 dBm 

Propagation model MIRACLE two-ray ground Free pace 

MAC 802_1 lg (multirate) UMT /MA /ME 

MAC bit rate 6Mbps 2 Mbp 

Mobility model Deterministic Deterministic 

Table 7.6: etwork parameters for NS-2 imulation 

Each simulation define access point (AP) for 802.1 lg WLAN and ba e station for UMTS, 

application workload , and a roaming scenario. QoS performance and ignal metric i recorded 

by the mobile host (MH). Figure 7.5 how the node topologie for WLAN and UMT im

ulations. The WLAN AP is connected to a correspondent node (CN) by a fixed-line link. 

For simplicity, the UMTS ode-B, core network, and CN objects are combined (though Lhe e 

could be expanded to separate nodes for more complex topologie , such as competing nodes 

and background traffic). 

CN 

6 Mb, 10ms • Node-B/RNC/CN 

AP 

MN O MN 

(a) WL (b) UMTS 

Figure 7.5: ode topologies for WLAN and UMTS. 
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7 .5.1 Traffic parameters 

Simulations require traffic load specifications for client devices, defined as workloads. Service 

types for workload activity include: voice, video and non-real-time data, such as file transfer 

or web-browsing. Workloads define a pattern of activity. For instance, user requests a voice 

service, which then begins an application sending packets across the network. 

Voice traffic in simulations are based on the G.711 protocol using UDP and constant hit-rate 

(CBR) of 50 packets per second. Based on packets of 180 hytes (includes application headers), 

this gives an application data-rate of 64 kbps. For simplicity, there is no silence-suppression 

(available in other voice protocols) or header compression; giving a constant stream of packets, 

hence CBR is appropriate. Further details of application settings is given in Appendix C.2. 

Metrics 

During and after simulations, procedures arc scheduled to record performance statistics of the 

MH. QoS metrics are collected by calling procedures in the simulation script. The procedure 

takes the mean of samples from received packets at one second time intervals. Simulation trace

files are post-processed where required metric data is not recorded during simulation time. QoS 

metrics are recorded and processed to provide separate fi lcs with ohservations indexed hy the 

second. 

Where measurements are calculated on a packet-by-packet basis, an average or smoothing 

function is used. This is required to reduce the effect of signal fluctuations in data calculated 

from individual packets or frames; for example the comer effect of WLAN signal changes 

(Zhang et al., 2003). Post-processing scripts are used to find the received signal strength (RSS) 

using an averaging filter5, which outputs the average of samples in a second. For jitter and 

one-way delay, the average is taken from instantaneous measurements for received packets. 

The instantaneous jitter, or interarrival delay is calculated according to method used by RTP 

in RFC 3550 (Schulzrinne et al., 2003) which uses an exponential filter. Further details on the 

collection procedures and trace-file parsing scripts can be found in Appendix C.2. 

5Though other smoothing functions could be used, such as exponential moving-average or Savitzky-Golay filter, 

(Savitzky & Golay, 1964) implementations provided in Press et al. ( 1992. p.650). 
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7.5.2 Roaming scenarios 

In a handover assessment study, change in network condition and point of handover are of 

particular interest. This study uses roaming scenario (figure 7.6) to initiate changes in network 

conditions, such that some links or networks can become better or wor e over the cour e of the 

simulation. 
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AP 

MN 
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: (25, 25) -----,----- 4------ 4------ ~----- 4------ ~------ ~ 
(O, O) ' 100 200 300 400 500 (meters) 

Figure 7.6: Roaming scenarios. 

1. Stationary. The MH is at a fixed point within range of at least two access networks 

(WLAN and UMTS). Other factors can be varied such as the number of competing node 

or application traffic. 

2. Moving-out. The MH start within range of a WLAN hotspot, then proceeds to move 

away from the AP at velocity (v) slightly faster than average walking speed of 1.5 mls, 

or 5.4 kph. 

3. Moving-in. The MH starts within range of a cellular BS only. The MH then moves 

toward the WLAN hotspot provided by AP at the ame velocity in 2. 
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Of the three scenario , the stationary cenario provide a benchmark for other roaming 

scenarios. This gives six ets of re ults: three for WLAN and three for UMT imulation . 

The overall aim of these simulations provides QoS and interface performance metric that HAL 

can use to make handover decisions. The moving-out and moving-in creates a tran iti n region 

where the WLAN becomes less preferable and more preferable, re pe tively. Although there 

are many possible scenarios for roaming and application u ag , the e provide a reasonable 

starting point for making selection when condition of a link change. 

7.5.3 Experiments 

After running simulations, traces for performance metrics are processed and read into the agent 

mobile host client defined in the SimPy program (section 7.4 on page 116). Thi program 

defines factors for experiments using: decision criteria, scenes, and prototype models. Exper

iment settings using these factors provides different inputs to the prototypes, hown in table 

7.7. The experiments are arranged to evaluate wirele s interface election by the prototype 

according to: 

• Roaming pattern: the movement and tran ition between different network type , and 

dynamic QoS performance. 

• Number of decision criteria and different application requirements. 

Test cases use two experiments: one with only one criteria; and two criteria. The traffic re-

quirements are defined in Appendix C.2. 

Test case Scene Experiment Traffic criteria (target values) 

Throughput Latency 

S2.1 1 64 kbps 

2 64 kbps 300ms 

S2.2 2 1 64kbps 

2 64 kbps 300ms 

S2.3 3 1 64kbps 

2 64 kbps 300ms 

Table 7.7: Summary of te t cases for trace-based simulation: S2. 
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Concluding Remarks 

Using the HAL prototype from Chapter 6, an approach for performance evaluation was pro

posed. Test subjects are divided between analytical and simulation evaluation. Decision

making components are used as "subjects" for sensitivity analysis of output variables. The 

simulation approach uses inputs metrics generated by NS-2 simulation data. Subjects for sim

ulation are configurations of HAL: decision-making only, and decision-making plus finite-state 

machines. 

Experimental results for these tests were analysed and compared in the following chapter. 

Test cases and experiments provide data for indicators based on varying factor levels. The ana

lytical tests aim to give insight into decision parameters, and simulation to how the framework 

behaves within a wireless environment. 
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Chapter 8 

Performance of Handover Agent 
Layer 

The agent framework in Chapter 6 defines wireless interface selection for QoS criteria and 

metrics using decision-making techniques and finite state machine logic. Performance metrics 

are used to compare interfaces and generate suitahility rank-scores. Rank-scores generated hy 

the decision module were evaluated using an analytical approach. The chosen decision settings 

were used in the simulation test cases to compare different prototypes of agent logic. 

8.1 Analytical Tests 

Analysis of the decision-making module was necessary to evaluate aggregation output. Results 

from these tests were used to determine decision module settings for simulation experiments. 

Analytical tests were performed on the decision module descrihed in Chapter 6 (section 6.6 

on page 98) using different criteria aggregation functions (tahle 8.1 ). These functions were 

compared using sensitivity analysis techniques to compare rank-scores of alternative options 

(response variable) for input criteria. 
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Prototype Description 

F-WSM Based on the weighted-sum model (WSM): fuzzy variation. 

F-Geo Geometric mean fuzzy decision making (FDM) function. 

F-WGeo Weighted geometric mean fuzzy decision making (FDM) fun tion. 

F-GenO Optimistic version of generic-FDM with optimi m parameter, y. 

F-GenP Pessimistic ver ion of generic-FDM with optimi m parameter, y. 

Table 8.1: Selected decision-ma.king prototype for analytical tudy. 

8.1.1 Generic function with optimism parameters (Al) 

The generic operator uses a variable, y as a parameter that change trade-off direction between 

criteria; also known as the "index of optimism" (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002, p.46). U ing en i

tivity techniques of Kaymak & van Nau ta Lemke ( 1998), the effect of y value on rank- cores 

was shown. Figure 8.1 shows data from test Al. I. For a set of input (2 criteria, 1 alternative), 

lines a toe are combinations of weights; alternating between each criteria. The overall pattern 

is for rank-scores to increase towards 1.0 when y is set towards 00• 

1.0 

0.9 
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0.7 

0.6 a, 

0 
~ 

_i:: 0.5 
c: ns 
a: 
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0.3 

0.2 - a:wt..0.1 w2-0.9 
- b: w1..0.3w2-0.7 

0.1 
- c: wl..0.5 w2-0.5 
- d: wl.0.7w2-0.J 
- e: w1..0.9 w2-0.1 

0·~25 -20 -15 -10 . 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
Index of optimism, 'l' 

Figure 8.1: Test Al. l; rank-scores for index of optimism on criteria with different weights. 
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A second test (A 1.2) was performed by adding a second alternative (sec figure 8.2 on the 

following page). Alternative A has inputs that are more preferable than B. for values of yin 

the region [-00, -5], option Brank-scores are lower than those for A. Conversely, when weights 

are set unequally with less importance on the poorer criteria, rank-scores of options A and H 

become the same as y tends towards oo. 

Selecting parameters 

For the tests subjects that use the generic decision function, two variations arc pessimistic (F

GenP) and optimistic (F-GenO). The y values determine criteria trade-off and arc retlccted in 

the rank-score. Generally, for higher values of y, the higher the rank-score; convnscly, lower 

y values reduce the rank-score. 

Parameters were selected for F-GenO decision function y = 2, and for l·-GenP y 2. 

These values were chosen based on the curves from figure 8.2h, at points were there is separa

tion of rank-scores from good (alt A) and poorer (alt B) options. 
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Figure 8.2: Rank-scores of index of optimism values, using two alternative A is best, B is 

worse. Plot (b) is a close-up of the region (-5, 5] in plot (a). 
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8.1.2 Surface mapping (A2) 

The tests use two criteria (vector sequences) as inputs to the deci ion function that alculat 

the output values. Plotting output values against corresponding inputs generat a urface, 

which visualises how the decision function is combining mea ured criteria value (figure 8. ). 

(a) Equal weights 

Figure 8.3: Example of a surface plot of outputs using F-WSM deci ion function. 

The intersection of criteria in figure 8.3 (here, latency and throughput) at point on the 

surface correspond to the calculated rank-score. Scores are calculated using irnplementaions 

of decision functions explained in 6.6.2 on page 100. In other words, each point on the z-axis 

is the calculated output value from inputs (x and y axes). This hows vi ually how the decision 

function aggregates two criteria; the change in z value or slope for certain inputs. From the e 

plots, changes in output value can be observed and used to verify that the behaviour of the 

decision function is appropriate. It is also noted that the shape of the surface is determined by 

criteria membership functions and weights, which is explained in sub equent test . 

The first test, A2.l (fig. 8.5 on page 131) compares two variables for each subject and are 

equal weighted for the two variable : throughput and latency. These were cho en to illustrate 

decision functions context of the problem: comparing multiple QoS criteria. Other criteria 

could be u ed, such as jitter, packet loss rate, cost, or any available QoS performance metrics 
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determines requirements of the decision-maker for matching input mea ure . In A2 te t , the 

criteria were defined by member hip function for throughpu t and latency (figure .4). 
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Figure 8.4: Criteria and options etting 

The rank-scores for criteria values can be affected using weight . Unequal weights for 

criteria has the effect of changing how the criteria value contributes to the final rank-score. ln 

test A2.2 the same variables are used, this time the fol lowing variation in weight are u ed: 

Criteria A2.1 A2.2 

Latency 1.0 high (0. 725) 

Throughput 1.0 low (0.225) 

Table 8.2: Weights for A2 tests. 

Running the test with weight from table 8.2, produces surface plots to compare against 

A2.l. For F-GenO (fig. 8.5 on page 131) and F-WSM (fig. 8.6 on page 132), the surface is 

raised (higher rank-scores) in test A2.2 at points for lower throughput value : between 0-55 

kbps. This is because there i Jes weight attached to the throughput criteria. Al o, as the 

latency criteria is also less than test A2. l, the rank-score is raised when throughput is good and 

latency i poor. 

In te ts A2.1 and A2.2 for F-GenP (fig. 8.8 on page 134), the difference is less triking 

(except for a slight curve in the urface for latency 300-500m ), whereas F-WGeo shows a 

larger difference (fig. 8.7 on page 133). For test A2. l (equal weight ), the urface pattern i 

irnilar to F-GenP: zero rank- core below 55 kbps, and a slope from 1.0 to 0.0 between 300 
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----~-----~-------

and 500 ms latency. In the weighted test A2.2 this shape is compressed: giving a maximum 

rank-score of 0.2 in the satisfactory region. 
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(b) Varied weights 

Figure 8.5: F-GenO decision-function output (z-axis) as a urface from veclors of Lwo input 

criteria (x and y axe ). 
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(a) Equal weight 

(b) Varied weights 

Figure 8.6: F-WSM decision-function output (z-axis) as a surface from vectors of two input 

criteria (x and y axes). 
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Figure 8.7: F-WGeo decision-function output (z-axis) as a surface from vector of two input 

criteria (x and y axes). 
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Figure 8.8: F-GenP decision-function output (z-axi ) as a urface from vector of two input 

criteria (x and y axes). 
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8.1.3 Sensitivity analysis (A3) 

In the following tests, criteria values are fixed and weighting are vari d to h w th w ight 

affect the output score. The first test (A3. l) compare four a lt rnative (A) for two crileria 

(throughput, latency). Alternative options are set with data that make A I the b t opti n, A3 

and A4 that satisfies one of the criteria, and A2 the wor t option (table 8.3). 

Alternative Throughput (kbps) Latency (ms) 

Ai 64 T 50 T 

A2 50 l 400 ! 

A3 64 T 400 l 

A4 60 l 50 I 

Table 8.3: Setting for alternative of A3 

The second set of tests (A3.2) uses the arne setup, but with variation in criteria weight 

to show changes in rank-scores. The weight for one criteria (latency) i varied from 0. l to 1.0 

in intervals of 0.1. The example figure 8.9 how the different rank-scores for alternative A11 

when the latency criteria weight is increased. In this example, A I i given higher rank- core 

than other for all weights, and A4 is better than A3. The differences in rank- core diverge as 

the weight approaches 1.0, but the rank-score is lower when the weight is Jess (the geometric 

mean and weight normalisation could be cau ing this effect). 
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Figure 8.9: Example (F-WGeo) of rank-score ensilivity to criteria weight 

The F-GenO and F-WSM function rank-scores change in a imilar pattern (figure 8.10 on 

the next page). For both functions the wor t alternative (A2) produces a low rank- core, around 

0.2. Alternative A3 has a poor latency value but good throughput, so when latency ha a weight 

of 0.1 the rank-score is close to 1.0. When the importance weight i increa ed, the rank- core 

for A3 decreases to 0.8. Conversely, the rank-score for A4 increa es because it has a better 

latency value. 

Function F-GenP shows a similar pattern, but with lower rank-score (plot (a), figure 8.11 

on page 138). For alternative A2, rank-score is zero (as is F-WGeo), and A3 rank-score de

creases lower with increasing weight. A different pattern is shown by F-WGeo (plot (b ), fig

ure 8.11 on page 138). Instead of decreasing with weight, A3 increases in rank-score. The 

rank-score for other alternatives al o starts low and increases when weight of latency increases. 
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8.1.4 Discussion 

Decision-making analysis experiments aimed to compare effects from input parameters on 

options rank-scores. Fuzzy decision-making uses membership functions of criteria to assess 

suitability against alternative performances values. The tests used different decision-functions 

to aggregate fuzzy numbers. For the generic averaging functions F-GenP and F-GenO, the 

optimism parameter (y) were chosen from tests A I. For the 'pessimistic' function F-GenP, 

y = -2; for optimistic function F-GenO, y = 2. 

Surface maps were used to illustrate how a decision-function output changes with inputs 

and weights. Tests A2. l and A2.2 compared differences in response variable between the 

decision-functions. 

Further sensitivity analysis for A3.2 and A3.3 showed the effect of increasing criteria 

weight on alternatives rank-scores. In A3.2, functions F-GenO and F-WSM showed similar 

pattern in rank-scores. F-GenP was more sensitive to weights changes for alternatives with 

poor criteria. This corresponds with Sousa & Kaymak (2002, chp.3) discussion on averaging 

functions and y parameter; they change the trade-off between at least one criteria ( disjunctive), 

and satisfying all criteria (conjunctive). 

Generic function provides decision flexibility 

As the generic decision function is a generalisation of the other types of aggregation (Sousa & 

Kaymak, 2002), it adds another level of tuning to decision-making. Tests have shown that hy 

varying the optimism operator y. the rank values can he changed. This equates to changing the 

level of risk: lower y values provide a greater difference between alternatives ranks; higher y 

values reduce the difference and increases the rank output values. 

Weights also make a difference in the function output rank-score. For y values above 0, 

alternatives with poor criteria data can have similar rank-scores to good alternatives, if the poor 

criteria has a low weight. The effect is a trade-off between importance of good performing 

criteria, and worse criteria, varied hy the y value. 

As these tests only used two criteria, there is scope for further studies using more criteria. 

However, the current tests are enough to provide an indication of the aggregation functions 

behaviour in criteria trade-off. The generic function with optimism operator provides finer 

control over the aggregation process, and thus flexibility for decision-makers. It is possible to 

use different y values depending on the situation context, user policy, or service types to change 
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criteria trade-off effects. 

8.2 Wireless Simulations 

The wireless simulations used data from NS-2 to drive the responses from prototype mod

els described in the previous chapter. Simulations used three roaming scenarios for WLAN 

coverage: stationary (scene-I), moving-out (scenc-2), and moving-in (sccnc-3). Metrics were 

captured based on a regular sampling interval of I second. QoS metrics arc those measured 

at the application layer. Signal metrics were extracted from NS-2 trace-files for MAC layer 

events. The simulation data must be arranged in a format for experiment inputs. 

Separate simulations for WLAN and UMTS were run for each scene. Data from the simula

tion run were used as inputs by the SimPy program containing the agent prototypes (section 7.4 

on page 116). The output metrics of the prototypes were captured for each test case experiment. 

This section reports the results from test specifications using trace-based inputs: set 2 (S2). A 

test-case defines a combination of the roaming scenario, parameter settings, and experiments. 

For each experiment, a set of results were generated for each prototype. 

Test case Experiment Scene Mobile Nodes Metrics used 

S2.1 Stationary signal, throughput 

2 latency, throughput, signal 

S2.2 Moving out signal, throughput 

2 latency, throughput, signal 

S2.3 Moving in signal, throughput 

2 latency, throughput, signal 

Table 8.4: Summary of experiments 

The first test case used a simulated WLAN and UMTS wireless nodes in a non-roaming 

scene. Figure 8.12a shows the environment topology generated from WLAN and UMTS sim

ulations (scene-I). Horizontal and vertical axis are the position in meters. In this figure, the 

WLAN access point (labelled API) is placed at position (25, 25), and the mobile host (labelled 

MH2) is at (] 00, I 00). The correspondent host for the MH traffic is present in the simulation 

but not shown on the diagram as position is irrelevant. Also, the UMTS base station is placed al 
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the centre at (500, 500) to cover the imulation region. The scene for moving-out and moving

in are shown in figure 8.12b and 8.12c re pectively. In these figure , the MH tart po ition i 

indicated by the grey circle and moves according to the roaming pattern until th end of the 

simulation. 
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(b) S2.2 (moving-out) (c) S2.3 (moving-in) 

Figure 8.12: Scenes for test S2 

In experiment l, only signal data is used for connectivity and throughput i used for deci

ion criteria. The econd experiment uses throughput and latency data for handover judgement. 

Figure 8.13 shows the time-serie trace plots of these inputs. The horizontal axis is the dura

tion of the imulation in second , which starts after a 20 seconds 'warm-up' period (data before 
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this point are not used in experiment ). Respective vertical axi are the metri from rec iv d 

packets at the mobile host; in this ea e, signal in dBm, throughput at the applicat ion (mor a -

curately, goodput), and one-way delay (milli econd ) of packet from th corre pond nl ho t. 

There i little change in the values during the imulation since the MH tay in range of AP at 

all times and there is no movement. 
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(a) WLAN 

Figure 8.13: Time-series plots of S2. l metric data for WLAN simulation. 

An output of the prototypes is link choice during the imulation. Figure 8.14 i a time

series comparison of a prototype's interface election. The e plots are generated from Lrace 

by sampling the prototype choice variable every econd. Thi value indicates the current tate 

of the prototype's preferred link and not an an actual handover initiation, as other components 

(FSM or behaviour logic) may determine handover timing. 
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Figure 8.14: Example of time-series plot for link choice (case S2.1). 

The actual handover execution is implified by the prototype calling a function during the 

SimPy simulation. These were recorded to show actual point of interface handover point 

· initiated by a prototype. Figure 8.15 shows a plot of the MH trajectory with handover point 

indicated along the path with an inset plot of the transition region. From the tart po ition (100, 

100) an initial connection is made to WLAN (blue circle). As MH2 moves away from APl, 

there are handover points indicated in the inset plot, firstly to UMTS after reaching (145, 145). 

This example plot shows subsequent handover indicators along the trajectory of the MH. 
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Figure 8.15: Example of handover plot with in et of tran ition region. 

For prototypes that use FSM , a further level of detail hows how many time event cau c 

tran itions to new states. Figure 8.16 shows an example of the FSM for S2. I generated from 

trace data. Each state is connected by tran ition which have a label and how many time it 

was called in brackets. The thickness of the line also indicates the frequency of the transition . 

In subsequent test ea e ob ervations, these are used to explain the more ign.ificant differences 

between FSM prototype . 

~ses~() 11 I 

seLi nk(li nk) 11 J 

ssess() [400 I 

(a) Experiement l 

Figure 8.16: FSM-1 trace with transition counts for S2. l te t (experiment 1). 

In the following ection , further results from the roaming scenarios are explained in the 

format of the e example . Finally, a discussion i provided on some of the key observations. 
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8.2.1 Test case S2.2 

In test case S2.2, the MH with HAL moves out of a WLAN cov rage. Moving at an av rag 

walking speed, MH ignal degrades as shown by the RS plot in figure 8. l 7. After - I 00 ecs 

the signal become too low to sustain the Qo for the voice traffic a hown by decrea ing 

throughput and one-way delay plots. After 125 second the throughput drop to zer after a 

period of errors at the MAC layer. UMTS metric do not change during roaming. 

W601--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1 
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ho~~..,....,..,., o I ..,;,,1 A 
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time(s) 

(a) UMTS 

Figure 8.17: Time-series plots of inputs for 2.2. 

The choice plot for S2.2 experiments are shown in figure 8.19 on page 147. All prototype 

except for FSM-3 select UMT after 69 ec for experiment 1 and 75 sec for experiment 2. 

Selection for FSM-3 elects UMTS in both experiment and performs handover action the 

ame number of times. For experiment 1 with just one QoS criteria (throughput) there were 

11 handovers, though for experiment two there were 5. This is shown by ConnectSuccess 

tran ition from PrepareHandover tate in PSM-3 traces (figure 8.18). Handover points for 

FSM-3 are indicted in figure 8.20 on page 148. 
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Figure 8.18: FSM-3 trace with tran ition cou nt for 2.2 te t. 
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Figure 8.20: Handover plots of FSM-3 handover for S2.2 
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8.2.2 Test case 82.3 

In this moving-in scenario, the MH move from (300, 300) toward ( too 100) at a p d 

of -1.5 meters/sec. As the MH move into range of the AP, ther becom s a deci i n point 

as whether to handover. Data collected from the MH are hown in figure .2 l. Th R 

for WLAN is detected after 75 second , whereas RSS for UMT remain teady. After 120 

seconds the throughput for the voice application begin to in rea up to lhe r quired 64 kbp 

at 160 seconds. Similarly, latency is measured at lhe arne point, and be ome stable after 

160 seconds. The variations of throughput and latency at in thi region cou ld b due to lhe 

multi-rate MAC layer re ponding to packet error . 
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Figure 8.21: Time- erie plots of inputs for S2.3 

Figure 8.23 on page 151 show interface selection of prototypes for the experiment 1 that 

only u e throughput, and experiment 2 that uses two metrics (throughput and one-way delay). 

The plots for both experiment are similar. AlJ prototype connect to UMTS, initially as the 

only link available. QoS metrics improve for WLAN when the MH moves into range of the 

AP. Only FSM-3 has the logic to take advantage of this, the other prototypes FSM-1, FSM-2, 

and FDM-Brain do not as e other links unles the current link becomes unstable. Although 

FSM-3 performs thi as essment, the result i not ideal. In the transition region where there i 
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a potential handover the selection flips between UMTS and WLA , finally tting on WLA 

once the metrics have ettled. Figure 8.24 on page 152 how the point of hand ver with 

regards to the position. The MH perform 19 handover in xperiment on and 17 in e p riment 

two, a indicated by the FSM traces of figure 8.22. In both experiment th F M g t caught 

in a loop Selected->CompareLinks->PrepareHandover in the p riod 143- 181 ec nd . 

NolSelected ~e:.sl I \I I 

(a) Experiement 1 (b) Experiemenl 2 

Figure 8.22: FSM-3 trace with tran ition count for S2.3 te t. 
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Figure 8.23: Time- eries plots of prototypes link selection for S2.3 
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Figure 8.24: Handover plots ofFSM-3 handover for S2.3 
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8.2.3 Discussion 

The prototype models with additional agent logic were evaluated with wireless simulation data 

provided by the NS-2 simulator. A roaming pattern moved the MH between available WLAN 

to provide dynamic QoS metrics. It was these changes in metrics that re4uired the prototypes 

to weigh options and make decisions (based on preset decision criteria of application type). 

The following research questions motivated the study: 

1. How does the number <f decision criteria <4fect inter_/{JCe selection? 

2. Does the interface choice and handover points reflect the performance o{ applirntion 

and policy requirements? 

The first question was based on the hypothesis that prototypes should select interfaces hased 

on application requirements. Although, this was partly answered in the analytical tests hy the 

parameters of decision module. In the simulation tests, the same decision module settings 

were used; only the subsequent decision logic was varied hetwcen prototypes. This logic used 

the decision module to combine inputs to generate a single value of interface suitability. Al

though this value is used to judge link suitability, it is the agent logic that determines when to 

handover. Points of handover arc periods in the simulation when the performance measures 

degrade sufficiently, such as at the edge of link visibility. 

Question two continued this line of enquiry, by exploring where selection decisions and 

handovers occur in time and space. As different application and policy settings affect the 

decision-making, changes in QoS performance affect the response of the prototypes logic. 

These transition re{?ions are periods in the simulation when a handover decision can he made, 

such as when two interfaces have similar performance or either hccomes degraded. The roam

ing scenarios provided an artificial change in link conditions to generate a transition region. 

Agent response in this region was thus a combination of agent logic and the application criteria 

to QoS performance mapping. 

Relevance of decision criteria 

As demonstrated by the decision analysis results (section 8.1.4 on page 139), options in the 

decision module are determined by multiple criteria and corresponding input. Although these 

results do not provide an optimum number or type of criteria, the resulting value is a function 

of criteria and aggregation parameters. In the simulation test cases, the judgement of link suit-
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ability is only as good as the inputs. More precisely, the measured (dynamic) metrics should he 

calibrated to the corresponding criteria. This means that criteria defined for application metrics 

must use metrics measured at the application layer, and MAC layer criteria must correspond to 

MAC metrics, and so on. A judgement on the interface suitability is therefore only as good as 

the inputs of metric and criteria mapping. 

Criteria and metrics in the simulations were specified for one and two dynamic metrics. 

These were throughput and one-way delay of received packets measured at the application 

layer. A voice application was used to generate traffic and criteria was set for a G.711 type call. 

The simulation models for WLAN and UMTS Jinks were run separately, and metrics were then 

combined; an unlikely scenario. In a more realistic setting application traffic would he sent 

over one interface and then handed-over to a new interface, so th;: same type of metrics would 

not be available for the other link until the handover was made. Although the simulation and 

experimental study was simplified hy using the same criteria and metric types on hoth links 

and no handovers, the decision module is capable of using different criteria. It would need to 

be extended to measure, for instance MAC layer throughput and latency, then criteria to judge 

those metrics. Handover mobility would also need to he included in the simulation model as the 

procedure for handover may, depending on mobility protocols used, affect conditions through 

increased delays and packet losses. 

In the tests, FSM-2 assessed the current selected link, hut only assessing others if it be

comes unsuitable with regards to requirements criteria. The effect of this, is that it would 

only change when necessary. The FSM-3 prototype actively assesses all interfaces (those with 

connectivity) with available criteria data, and could potentially find gains for the user in some 

criteria, such as lower cost per byte, or higher throughput. For FSM-2 the logic behaved as 

expected, but FSM-3 there were unacceptable number of undesirable handover requests in 

transition regions (false positives). In both moving-out (S2.2) and moving-in (S2.3) tests, the 

experiments with less criteria generated more handover requests using FSM-3. However, there 

is not enough data to suggest a correlation. 

Prototypes at points of handover 

Since the purpose of the the agent framework is to provide interface selection decisions, the 

simulations have roaming scenarios to change the conditions. Changing conditions of QoS on 

different interfaces creates a transition region where a selection change can occur to maintain 
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or improve QoS. Link selection or choice plots showed the output from prototypes during the 

simulation. 

The FSM-2 prototype results were consistent with the designed logic: it only assesses 

other links when the current link drops in rank-score. FSM-3 logic continually assesses all 

interfaces for opportunities. FSM-3 needs to assess all other interfaces most of the time, to 

find improvements on the current selected link. For FSM-3 in S2.2, excessive selections and 

handovers were triggered during the transition region. A behaviour was used that triggers a 

handover if the current assessed rank-score for the link is helow the previous value. At 68.5 

seconds the prototypes agent rank score for WLAN changed from 1.0 to 0.99 for experiment 

I, and 74.5 for experiment 2. Both are caused hy the same behaviour: a lower rank-score for 

consecutive link assessments causes a change to selection. This is shown hy figure 8.25a) for 

the period 68-110 seconds where FSM-3 WLAN rank-scores are assessed using the behaviour 

AssessAIICurrent. The scores for experiment 2 (E2) arc less variable than EI and the rank

scores begin to worsen later. 

As the test environment did not model handovers in sufficient detail to assess delays and 

mobility management, these effects on prototypes are unknown. Real-time applications will he 

more susceptible to mobility management, and thus have a smaller margin of error in delay; 

requiring additional timing control. Further tests would he required for assessing mobility 

protocols and handover delay effects. 
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Figure 8.25: Comparison ofFSM-3 rank-scores for WLAN link. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The analytical phase of the research aimed to di cover the trade-off effect from different et

ting in fuzzy decision-making. Subject model were aggregation function of the mean and 

a generic function u ing a parameter to change the effect of trade-off between criteria. The 

generic deci ion function u ed thi parameter to represent the degree of optimi m: whether to 

push down the core when poor criteria i present (pes imistic), or push the core up when ther 

is good criteria (optimi tic). A generic deci ion function and optimism param ter (y = - 2) 

provides a good trade-off between criteria while the core can change enough to reflect criteria 

differences. 

Simulation te ts u ed the generic function in the deci ion m dule and combined thi with 

different setups of the agent framework developed from Chapter 6. Agent prototype u ing a 

Subsumption model (FDM-Brain) and variation of finite- tale machine logic (FSM-1, -2, -3) 

were compared u ing data from wireless simulations. S-2 wa u ed to generate metric trace 

of a voice application over WLAN and UMTS according to roaming cenario . Three cenario 

defined a mobile host that i : tationary, moves away from WLAN, and move into range of 

WLAN. In the e scenarios, the tran ition region of changing link conditions caused handover 

requests in moving-out for FDM-Brain, FSM-2, and FSM-3; only FSM-3 cau ed handover 

for moving-in. Logic defined by FSM-3 is in ufficient to determine when to handover. The 

tests caused multiple unnece ary handover reque t due to a limited rank-score compari on 

method. An alternative ranking method is needed or a different logic to suggest the difference 

between interface rank-score is significant enough for a handover. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

This thesis proposed a new vertical handover strategy using a comhination of artificial intelli

gence (Al) methods. A prototype hybrid framework design managed inputs, data representa

tion, and control actions. It was also shown that handover logic can he encoded as finite-state 

machines, with user QoS policies used to determine wireless interface suitability. 

A trend towards heterogeneous wireless environments and varied types of media services 

requires that QoS and user satisfaction are prominent in next-generation networks. The prob

lems in next-generation heterogeneous wireless environments include many levels of complex

ity; from link coexistence to user-centric policies and contexts. The research focused on an 

approach to improve QoS by leveraging the differences in wireless networks; developing the 

overlay pattern as proposed in Stemm & Katz ( 1998). Moreover, wireless access networks 

vary in areas of coverage, capabilities, and dynamic conditions. A strategy and methods to 

manage these issues would be beneficial to the user experience and possibly to the network-as 

intelligent devices could adapt to changing network conditions. 

Chapter 2 provided some insight into the challenges of providing QoS for networks, users, 

and applications. Architectures proposed for QoS (Aurrecoechea et al., 1998; Mustill & Willis, 

2005) are mainly afterthoughts, that introduce another layer of complexity into the network 

(Schormans & Pitts, 2004; Yin, 2005). However, in noisy mediums, such as wireless, QoS 

awareness is inherently more important. Chapter 3 presented wireless networks and their sup

port for QoS. 

Heterogeneous wireless environments are a concept of multiple types of interface with a 

common, or inter-operable core network; as described in Chapter 4. More inter-operable and 

cross-layer approaches to next-generation wireless networks have been shown in the literature 

(Kawadia & Kumar, 2005; Liu et al., 2006; Baldo & Zorzi, 2007). There is also pressure 
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from operators and effects of convergence within the industry (Economist, 2006). This has 

implications of further complexity in the network and terminal devices, through more protocols 

and configuration. Potential solution devices are user-centric and context-aware, and more 

adaptable to changes in the network. 

Chapter 5 reviewed AI and decision-making techniques. Selected techniques of fuzzy 

decision-making (FDM) (Bellman & Zadeh, 1970; Sousa & Kaymak, 2002), finite-state ma

chines (FSM) (Byun et al., 200 I), and an agent framework from hehaviour-hased design (Bryson, 

200 I), were explained in Chapter 6. An evaluation approach described in Chapter 7 used ana

lytical techniques for decision-making components and wireless simulation. Wireless roaming 

scenarios for cellular UMTS and WLAN networks were simulated using NS-2 to generate 

QoS and performance metrics data. The simulation data was used as inputs for handover and 

selection by the agent framework, and results were reported in Chapter 8. 

The thesis has presented issues and defined a model of complexity within heterogeneous 

wireless environments. Agent prototypes were developed for user policy and QoS requirements 

to make optimised decisions. The decision component reflects pre-defined criteria when judg

ing interface suitability, and thus the final point-of-handover. Logic for handover control was 

described in two FSM models: one that would only handover if the current link QoS was poor; 

while the other assessed alternative links for improved QoS. The outcome was prototypes that 

used a combination of FSMs for formalising the logic of discontinuity in the handover process, 

and QoS optimised decision-making for comparing criteria in wireless interface assessments. 

Experiments involving simulation were limited to three criteria and two wireless interfaces, 

thus further experiments and probably modifcations arc required to strengthen the case for this 

agent-based solution. 

9.1 Discussion 

The scope of heterogeneous environments covers many concepts that include: session conti

nuity, mobility, security, authentication, and inter-working. The thesis scope covered vertical 

handover strategies for optimising user and QoS policies. This still has many open issues, 

such as psychological factors of risk and subjective assessments, together with techniques for 

planning and decision-making. 

Handover strategies in the literature have used multiple criteria to make assessments. Decision

theoretic and AI solutions have employed user-centric and soft decision methods, such as mul-
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tiple attribute decision-making (MADM), and fuzzy logic. MADM and fuzzy variations allow 

criteria to be defined in vague, subjective terms within a region of uncertainty. The fuzzy 

decision-making (FDM) component used in the thesis allows this combination of multiple fac

tors and trade-offs by importance, but also enables fine-tuning assessments in terms of sub

jective risk. As shown in the analytical experiments (section 8. I on page 124 ), an optimism 

operator; y, changes decision-functions (aggregation of decision criteria) between optimistic 

and pessimistic decisions. Optimistic decision parameter y = 2.0, gives higher rank-scores for 

good criteria, trading-off poor performing criteria. Whereas the pessimistic decision parame

ter y = -2.0 produces lower rank-scores when poor criteria arc present. The combination of 

importance weights was shown to provide a flexible, but largely predictable pattern of rank

scoring of interface assessments. 

The FDM component was used as part of finite-state logic for decision processing. FSM 

models were used to perform actions that depend on events or status updates from the device. 

These could be interface changes and metric updates. According to the architecture in Chapter 

6, the FSM control would use behaviours for specific states. These behaviours use the FDM to 

assess interface suitability. 

For the FSMs with modest functionality (FSM-1 and FSM-2), selection results were as 

expected. However, the logic for FSM-3 caused unexpected results. FSM-3 has the aim of 

comparing all available links, while the other models compare only in a fail-over capacity. The 

logic used in FSM compares the rank-score for each link, if the current selected link is no 

longer the highest rank-score it issues an unstable event. An unstable event causes a change 

to a new state where the assessment is performed again w,ing the AssessAII behaviour. If there 

is a worse rank-score, then a handover is initiated by changing to another state in the FSM. 

As shown by the rank-score for the transition periods (figure 8.25 on page 156), FSM-3 rank

scores for WLAN change constantly during this period. Since the rank-score determines the 

suitability of the link, the logic was too simplistic in using this value. 

Based on these results, the behaviour logic used in FSM-3 could benefit from an additional 

procedure to calculate when the difference between rank-scores is significant enough to war

rant a handover. A possible solution is to use hysteresis on the rank-scores; only performing 

handover if there is a improvement by some margin. The modular approach means making 

this change is not too cumbersome, and can be achieved by replacing the behaviour module. 

Where the behaviour is called is then a matter of modifying the state or transition in FSM. Al-
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though the logic in FSM-3 is not quite desirable, the agent approach helps reduce the problem 

complexity. 

Agent concept for reducing complexity 

Using the agent paradigm attempted to create a hierarchy of logic, or bottom-up rea oning. The 

behaviour-based de ign approach from robotics, u es many lower-level behaviour performing 

relatively simple tasks. Higher-level logic combine behaviour , or more accurately, u es dif

ferent behaviours depending on other factors like internal or external tatu of the agent. With 

regard to the agent design in this thesis, figure 9.1 shows this hierarchy as a separation of logic. 

The Agent container provides interaction to the outside world, collecting statu data and send

ing messages with external objects. The FSM is a representation of the agent's environment 

and the scope of logic for interacting with other agent objects. Other objects are data structures 

and events monitored by the agent. Such events causes changes in the FSM, which in turn may 

trigger other actions or behaviours. The behaviours are short procedures or rules that perform 

some task within a limited scope. In the prototype, behaviour cope are defined for as essing 

interfaces. The asses ment process use fuzzy decision making constructs to aggregate mul

tiple metric data according to decision criteria. Combining these 'layers of control' create a 

modular decision-making and control approach. 

Agent 

Finite State Machine 

Communication with 
external objects and data 
sources 

High-level logic of events 
and actions 

Procedures for specific 
tasks 

Low-level comparison 
constructs 

Figure 9.1: Logic and task hierarchy in the hybrid agent. 
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For a user-centric perspective in next-generation networks, handover strategies described 

in the literature are designed to allow additional decision-making information. Information 

about the network, interfaces, QoS, and users needs to be collected and formalised. Methods in 

the literature have been described for cross-layer signalling (Shakkottai & Rappaport, 2003), 

and network-based information databases. Emerging standards, such as 802.21 (IEEE, 2006) 

uses cross-layer signalling and adaptable data structures to gather and store data from different 

sources. However, 802.21 is a framework that describes interaction protocols and types of data, 

but not specific algorithms for making handover decisions. The HAL framework proposed 

in this thesis would compliment 802.21 and related frameworks for user and QoS optimised 

handovers. 

9.2 Further Research 

This thesis highlights a number of directions for further research in heterogeneous wireless en

vironments. It is a domain complicated by technical issues of QoS, mobility, security, session

continuity; and non-technical user issues of operator policy and market trends. This research 

focused on handover strategies and multi-factor decision-making. A possible extension could 

develop QoS representation schemes, collecting performance and status information from the 

network and wireless interfaces. Another extension could develop the simulation framework to 

use cross-layer messaging and network architectures that support interaction among roaming 

protocols and session continuity. The following sections expand these themes further. 

9.2.1 QoS classification for richer network information 

A simple description of QoS and performance metrics was used in this thesis, but richer rep

resentation schemes have been proposed in the literature. These include examples of QoS 

taxonomies (Sabata et al., 1997) and QoS implementations using semantic schema (Dobson 

et al., 2005). A recent draft of 802.21 for media-independent handovers (IEEE, 2006 ), uses 

the resource description framework (RDF) and web ontology language (OWL); based on the 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML). The proposed RDF/OWL approach in 802.21, provides 

an "information service schema" (IEEE, 2006, p.58) for hierarchical and distributed data struc

tures with flexible querying. As new link technologies are added the schema can be updated 

with new information. Such a schema for QoS provides more flexibility describing QoS and 

wireless interface metrics. 
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QoS descriptions could benefit from ontological implementations, but this requires further 

research. There are also questions of interactions with other protocols, but with work ongoing 

in the IEEE 802.21 working group, a standards-based QoS description is not yet finalised. 

Also, the QoS mapping aspect could use lessons learnt from other research projects that use 

QoS mechanisms like IntServ and DiffServ: the wireless adaptation layer (WAL). WAL has 

a component for end-to-end QoS using application requirements and IP type of service (ToS) 

fields (Prasad & Munoz, 2003, p.216). 

9.2.2 Simulating vertical handovers for session continuity 

Vertical handover concepts are still evolving in terms of modelling and simulation, with those 

in the public domain limited to customised models. This thesis used wireless simulation of 

NS-2, but not mobility protocols such as mobile IP. However, these tend to be third party tools 

that do not easily integrate with other components, or are designed for different versions of the 

simulator code (in the case of NS-2). This makes new modules, such as a mobile host with 

multiple wireless interfaces, require modifications to simulation code. This means open-source 

modifications are non-standard, and vary between research projects. Researchers developing 

new protocols for heterogeneous wireless environments would benefit from common models 

and data-sets. 

An extension to NS-2, ns-miracle (Baldo et al., 2007), provides a modular framework for 

dynamic libraries and cross-layer messaging. Dynamic libraries allow different protocols and 

third-party extensions to be loaded in simulation models. Cross-layer messaging functionality 

is relevant to the thesis, as the prototype uses metrics and event data from the protocol stack. 

This approach could be extended to test how the prototype performs in session continuity sce

narios. The current thesis models do not currently simulate this close integration of handover 

strategy and mobility protocols. 

The ns-miracle libraries could be used to provide metrics and control messaging between 

protocol objects and the HAL agent. Integrating the current code would require additional 

programming, as HAL is written in Python, and NS-2 is written in C++ and Tel, although there 

are open-source tools I that allow programs and libraries to interact between languages with 

less modifications to existing code. 

I Elmer (http: I I elmer. sourceforge. net) provides a bridge for Python code in C, C++ and Tel applications. 
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9.2.3 Other extensions 

The research used FSMs for sequential event and action processing, and decisions are based on 

assessments from FDM. Richer context information could improve the decision and selection 

process. Other AI techniques, such as dynamical planning could be used for adaptation. Goal 

planning methods have been used in full and partially observable domains (Bertoli & Pistore, 

2004). A realisation of active goals that can generate plans depending on environment changes 

could provide a high-level reasoning approach. The HAL agent described in Chapter 6 could be 

considered a simpler version of a planning agent (deterministic plans defined as PSM models), 

but more detailed than conditional programming. 

In this thesis, the problem was shown (section 4.3 on page 49) to be a multi-dimensional 

decision space. Rather than provide a solution for the extreme of all factors, the HAL vertical 

handover strategy optimises for one application or service class at a time. Though in more real

istic settings, users are likely to use different types of application, or switch several times within 

a session. Extending the solution to more than one service type, a further round of assessments 

could be used to prioritise between applications or hierarchical separation of criteria assess

ment (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002, chap.3). A similar approach was used by Yeh et al. (2000), 

which defines sub-criteria. Other AI or decision-making methods could be introduced at other 

points in the decision process, such as AHP for determining preference between applications. 

The research has implications for economic use of electrical resources with more com

puting devices in homes, offices and industry. Adaptable and 'intelligent' devices with wire

less connectivity for WPANs, WLANs, and WWANs are finding more applications in auto

mated control and monitoring. The environmental impact of computing requires smarter, low

powered devices that adapt to changes in their environment. Reports from computing activity 

account for 2% of global C02 (830m tonnes) emissions from human activity in 1997, rising to 

1.4 billion tonnes by 2020 (Economist, 2008). The report also describes potential computing 

C02 savings from other industries of 7.8 billion tonnes; with 1.7 billion from smart build

ings. Wireless and low-powered devices could become the enabler for smart devices, backed 

by standards and Internet technologies. 
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As a consequence of more wireless availability, devices need to become 'intelligent' or 

adaptable. The concepts used in this thesis and implemented in an agent prototype provides 

a framework design for interface selection in heterogeneous wireless environments. Future 

devices will contain more protocols and potential for wireless connectivity in order to improve 

QoS for services with an adaptability that is foremost user-centric. 
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Appendix A 

Prototype Components 

The following sections are details of the prototype implemenations of agent code, behaviours, 

and fuzzy decision-making (FDM) components. Full program code is made available at: http: 

//intstack.wikidot.com/research. 

A.1 Agent Models 

The following are models of the Agent prototypes for the Subsumption agent design (used for 

the FDMbrain), and finite-state machine based agent (used in FSM prototype). 

Subsumption agent 

SubsumptionBrain 

i 
FDMbrain.FDMbrain 

+ step(self' ) : 

FDMbrain + linkUp(self', args=O ) : 

+ linkDown(self', args=O) 

+ uselink(self', link=O ) : 
+ INIT(agent ) : 

+ useAlt(self'. link=O ) : 

+ unstable(self', args=O) 

Figure A. I: UML class diagram of FDMbrain.py 
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Finite-state agent 

The FSM agent i a ubcla of Brain and defined in the module F Mcontrol.py. It expo e 

methods to cal l agent in the F M code. The F M model i generated from late Ma hin 

Compiler script (. m) into Python. Upon initiali ing the F M model, FSMcontrol cla pro

vides calls to the FSM transition from it own method . 

Brain 
I FSM3_sm FSM1_sm time OS 

~ 

i ' I I 

' \ I I I I 

FSMcontrol.FSMcontrol ' \ \ I I I 
'\ \ I I 

+ setup(self', ••kwaras) : '\ \ I I I 

+ step(self) : 
'\ \ \ I I I 

'\ \ \ I I 
+ reset(sel-f, args=O ) : '\ \ I 

+ assess(self, args=O) : '\ \ I I I 

+ uselink(self, args) : 
'\ \ I I I 

' \ I I 
+ unstable(self, args=O ) : '\ \ I I I I 

+ useAlt(self, args=O ) : 
'\ ~ I I l I 

+ noAlt(self, args=O ) 
FSMcontrol 

: 

+ linkUp(self, args=O) : + INIT( gent ) : 

+ linkDown(self, args=O ) : 

+ connectSuccess(self, argS--<> ) 

+ printConsole(self, msg ) : 

+ setlinkUse(self) : 

+ setlinkOloice(sel-f, link ) : 

+ getlinkUse(self) : 

+ doBeh(self, bkeu) : 

+ doCommand(self, ckeu=O) : 

Figure A.2: UML class diagram of FSMcontrol.py 

A.2 Finite-State Machines Logic 

The following are generated graph of finite-state machine logic used in the prototype imple

mentations. They were generated using the debug option from State Machine Compiler Rapp 

(2007). 
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FSM-1: 

MuinM;iir-Dcr.wltSIJIC 

f\lninMap:NotSclcct1:d 

F.n1ry loBeh(';1:,.'!-t:"s-.all'); 

1----E-.,-, ----,,/doCommJ!ld{)~ 

seLinl;.llinL S1ringY 
·ctLi11l..Chl1icL·(linl..), 

>Command(}: 

Entry sc1 LinkU!>c(}: 

Eu1 

r.luinMup 

~cAJt(tnr.gci . N umc Y 
sc1 LmkCho,ccoargcr}: 

Figure A.3 : Detailed graph of FSMl states and transitions 
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FSM-2 

M,unM.1p 

MwnM.ip::Ocfoul1Srn1~~ Dcfoullt1nrgc1 S1nng rnl..UrHlink • String) 

MJinMar, · Dcluull 

hnlry 

MainM np::N ,..'1Se\caed 

Entry 

Co1111cctSucccs!>(lmgc:1 Stnug1/ 

~ctlinl..Uscl): 

M:1rnM.1p· Prepare Hant.Jover 

1~n1ry· 

Mo.inM:ip::Scd ,,\llcm:ucL1nl.. 

Entry· dnBchc':iso;c!iiH\ll'); 

l!x.i1· 

U. eAhltarg1.•1 String)/ 

,c1Unl..Chtticcl target); 

tloComm:md(t 

U~eAlt(targ~t Siring)/ 

OdaulUI-Ul]ct. Stn11g) '><-'lLinkChoiccUurgctl: 
doCommandl): 

MainMn1rCompare:Linlo::-. 

Entry: d0Bch('11..,,c~1o·oll'): 

Exit 

Figure A.4: Detailed graph of FSM2 states and transitions 
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FSM-3 

A.3 

""' 
U,clrn\..tlmk N~m11W 
,cll 1111.("ho,~cl lln\..1, 

d1Cnn1m.111J(I, ~----

M•nMil()SCk1..1cd 

NI'! \lllhn .. !;tmlJI l:.11tr) ~ctL111I..Usr(I; 

'"' 
I 1nlOlw,n1hnk S1nn11 
lt1~t gc1Lm1t;lh.C( I•• hnLlf 

Figure A.5: Detailed graph of FSM3 states and tran itions 

Fuzzy Decision Making and Behaviours 

The following is a UML diagram of the classes in the module fd m.py. It contains the cla ses 

for FDM (DecisionMatrix, Criteria) and behaviours that uses FDM (AssessAll, AssessCurrent, 

A sessCurrentAll). 
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Figure A.6: UML cla s diagram of Python module fdm.py 
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Appendix B 

Research Methods 

B.1 Simulation Tools 

Tools for wireless simulation were considered in relation to criteria (figure B. L) . All ex

cept SimPy provide models of specific physical wireless and networking protocols, such a 

TCP/IP stacks, wireless local-area networks (WLAN), and cellular (UMTS). NS-2 has more 

contributed models than NCTUns, as it more widely used in networking research. Opnel also 

has a community providing contributed protocol models (though requires a valid support li

cense). 

Option 

Criteria NCTUns NS-2 Opnet SimPy 

Models detailed wireless protocols t/ t/ t/ " Shows detailed interaction between inputs 

" " " " Can include external programs (Python) t/ )( t/ 

Can run customised protocols t/ t/ t/ t/ 

Figure B. l : Comparative matrix for wireless simulation tools and criteria. 

Inclusion of non-protocol programs into the simulation environment is possible in all op

tions, but Opnet would require a rewrite in to its modelling method and Proto-C (a program

ming language similar to C). SirnPy allows Python programs to be used in simulation process, 

and other programs source could be included by interface coding libraries. NS-2 can provide 

this similar inclusion of programs source (although not running pre-compiled programs). NC-
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TUns can run other pre-compiled binaries in simulation time due the kernel modifications and 

timing mechanisms, and limited interaction through an inter-process communication (IPC) API 

Wang et al. (2003). 

All options provide capabilities for designing custom protocol models, some more favourable 

than others. Being a generic simulation tool, SimPy would require too much effort from first

principles and simply repeating existing work of other network simulation tools. Though for 

higher-level abstraction or problems with restricted scope, SimPy could he beneficial. Al

though Opnet allows customised protocols, they must follow specific modelling approach. 

Both NCTUns and NS-2 use C++ and the basis for protocols implementations, though NS-

2 uses a split programming model of C++ and OTclffcl. 

B.2 Experimental Design 

Experiments are defined for analytical study of decision components-the FDM algorithms. 

Simulations are first performed using initial pilot study of Sim Py (set SI). More realistic 

modelling of wireless channel, mobility, and application traffic is performed using NS-2 (set 

S2). The details of parameters and metrics for each set arc defined in this section; results and 

observations of test-runs are r~ported in the subsequent chapter. 

The purpose of experimental design is to identify parameters, metrics, and variables in

volved in performing evaluative testing. Factors are configured as sets of experiments to assess 

performance of the prototypes. Parameters and factors are inputs, and metrics (outputs) arc the 

dependent variables. Analytical and simulation setups arc defined as the basis for test cases in 

the following sections. 

The test descriptions uses various configuration of parameters, metrics and factors for later 

analysis. Test specifications are based on factorial principles Jain ( 1991 ). Commonly used in 

design of experiments, factorial design uses combinations of factors (a variable that has discrete 

levels) to create experiment sets. A common design is two-level full-factorial: 2k, where 2 is 

the number of levels and k is the factors. 

A test set defines a suite of test cases (figure B.2), such as the analytical and simulations 

sets. Each test case defines parameters and factors to be varied, and metrics of interest. The 

variations in factors creates a number of experiments. An experiment is the lowest level, rep

resenting an isolated configuration or treatment. Therefore, a test case defines the point of 

interest for parameters, factors, levels, and metrics. Subsequent test cases can be defined to try 
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different factors or levels. 

Test set 

Test case i 

~ (;;) 
LJ ···L:_JJ 

Test case n 

~~ LJ """L:) 

Figure B.2: Hierarchy of te t et . 

Simulations are run to an wer a point of intere t, configured by input parameter that re

sult in output metrics. Table B.l shows input and output option for simulation configurations. 

Metrics calculations or observations performed for each simulation mn. These include obser

vations of performance values used as inputs for HAL as essment, to outputs of the decision 

module. Simulation parameters are the settings used for each simulation run. Certain parame

ters of interest are varied to compare differences or effects on output metrics. The e are factors 

that set at different levels, such as having two levels of work.load: voice and data traffic. 
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Type Description 

Metric Application performance: observations of application statistics over 
duration of the simulation. 
Link rankings: observations from decision-making that give the rank and 
value of link during the simulation. 
Selection choice over time. 

---

Parameter Roaming pattern and host settings. 
Link settings determining network availahility, positioning. 
Number of wireless nodes: this includes the MH used as the subject of the 
assessment. 
Workloads, or requests for service: different applications have parameters 
for QoS requirements and flow characteristics. 
Decision criteria or policy: QoS criteria used for assessment. 

·-

Factor Workloads: the levels of workload could change hy having a single 
application type, and varying the type among experiments. More 
experiments can be run hy including simultaneous applications. This is the 
more complex scenario. 
Decision criteria: changing the policy using different settings of 
importance for workload and user preferences. Some policy such as flow 
types, have some common requirements or importance levels. 
Roaming: a static position, moving-in and moving-out patterns will he 
used. Static positioning means that the client device will stay in one 
position throughout the session. Moving-in defines the client (subject) 
moving into a WiFi area of coverage. Moving-out is the reverse path from 
moving-in pattern. 

Table B. I: Simulation output metrics, input parameters, and factors for test sets. 
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Appendix C 

Experimental Setup 

The following sections describe the detail of the settings used for imulation and experiment . 

Where full code listings are not displayed, full simulation driver program and utility script 

are available at: http: I I intstack. wikidot . corn/research. 

C.1 Analysis Settings 

C.2 Simulations Settings 

The following settings were defined for NS-2 version 2.31 with ns-miracle1 1.2.1 installed. 

The following table is the common parameters used by WLAN and UMTS simulations. 

I Parameter name II Parameter value I 

Terrain 1000 m x 1000 m 

Duration 250 seconds 

Number of mobile nodes 1 

CBR sources 2* 

Data payload 160 bytes 

Packet rate 50 packets/sec 

Table C.1 : Shared parameters for NS-2 imulations (*MH and CH) 

The following table is link parameter settings for WLAN and UMTS simulations. 

1 Available from: http : I /www. de i. uni pd. it/,1dyn/?IDsezione=3966 
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I Parameter II wlan-test-1 umts-te t-1 

Frequency 2.437-GHz 

Transmit power 15 dBm 21 dBm 

Propagation model MIRACLE two-ray ground FreeSpace 

MAC 802_1 lg (multirate) UMTS/MAC/ME 

MAC bit rate 6Mbps 2Mbp 

Table C.2: Link parameters for NS-2 imulation 

The following table is the roaming settings used for the three scenarios. It refer lo the MH 

in the scene. 

I Parameter II scene-1 scene-2 scene-3 

Movement model - Fixed waypoint Fixed waypoint 

Speed - 1.564 m/sec 1.564 m/sec 

Start position (100, 100) (100, 100) (300, 300) 

Direction - (300, 300) (100, 100) 

Table C.3: Roaming parameters for NS-2 simulations 

C.3 Simulation Metric Calculations 

The metrics used for simulation cases are calculated from NS-2 (with ns-rniracle) tracefiles. 

An entry in the tracefile has a time index for receive or send event from a layer in the node 

stack. For example, the following extract is a transmi sion from an application of a wireless 

node: 

448 s 2. 200000000 2 CBR PRT 1Mbps 0.0.0.0 --> 255.255.255.254 SRC 

0.0.0.0:0 DST 2.0.1.0:0 SN=60 TS=2.200000 SZ=160 RFTT 

=0.010658 

449 s 2. 200000000 2 PRT IPR 1Mbps 0.0.0.0 --> 255.255.255.254 SRC 

0.0.0.0:0 DST 2.0.1.0:0 SN=60 TS=2.200000 SZ=160 RFTT 

=0.010658 

450 s 2. 200000000 2 IPR IP 1 1Mbps 0.0.0.0 --> 1.0.1.1 SRC 

0.0.0.0:0 DST 2.0.1.0:0 SN=60 TS=2.200000 SZ=180 RFTT 

=0.010658 
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451 s 2. 200000000 2 IP1 LL1 1Mbps 1.0.1.2 --> 1.0.1.1 SRC 

1.0.1.2:0 DST 2.0.1.0:0 SN=60 TS=2.200000 SZ=180 RFTT 

=0.010658 

452 s 2. 200075000 2 LL1 PH1 6Mbps 1.0.1.2 --> 1.0.1.1 SRC 

1 .0.1.2:0 DST 2.0.1.0:0 SN=60 TS=2.200000 SZ=214 RFTT 

=0.010658 

453 s 2.200075000 2 PH1 CH 6Mbps 1.0.1.2 --> 1.0.1.1 SRC 

1.0.1.2:0 DST 2.0.1.0:0 SN=60 TS=2.200000 SZ=214 RFTT 

=0.010658 

Where fields are defined as2 : flag time nodeid fromlayer tolayer <layer data ... > 

• Flag is 's' for send, 'r' for receive, and 'D' for drop. 

• Time in seconds of the event. 

• Nodeid is the id of the node. 

• Fromlayer and tolayer indicate the protocol layers direction of the packet. 

From this data, the python script tracefile_parser.py is run to extract QoS related metrics for 

the selected host. In these methods, an average is taken for packets received by the application 

layer (CBR) in the interval period (one second). The following method (C. l) extracts the signal 

level from received packets at the link layer. 

Listing C.1: Signal calculation method 

27 d ef sigSample ( ts , sig): 

28 '"j ust take the mean from sample period - use smoothing?"' 

29 

30 

t s s t r 

ts sec 

re.split( '\.', str(ts)) 

eval ( ts _s tr [OJ) 

31 i f G . de It a_ t i me [ ' s i g ' ) == 0: 

32 G. delta _ti me [ 's ig ') ts sec 

33 if (ts > G .c time):# and (ts <= ts+G.interval): 

34 if (ts >= G.interval+G . delta _ti me[ 's ig 'l) and (size(G. 

35 

36 

37 

avg_metrics['sig']) > 0) : 

av_sig = mean(G . avg_metrics [ 'sig ']) 

o f ii e s [ ' a v _ s i g ' ) . w r i t e ( '%s %s \ n ' %(G. de l t a_ t i m e [ ' s i g ' ) , 

av_sig)) 

2As defined by https://mail.dei.unipd.it/pipermail/nsmiracle-users/2007-August/000023. 

html 
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38 

39 

40 

41 

G . delta _ time[ 's ig ' ] += G.interval 

G .avg_ metric [ ' ig ' J = array(sig) 

e l se : 

G .a vg _ metric ['sig'] = a ppe nd (G.avg_met ri cs['sig'J, ig) 

To calculate delay and jitter, the method from RTP Schulzrinne et al. (2003) i u d in 

C.2. It uses two consecutive received packets to calculate the time difference . A smoothing 

parameter is used for jitter as per RTP, but this is not verified and remain unused 

Listi ng C.2: Delay calcu lation method 

43 d ef delayCalc ( rj , s j ): 

44 "'calc jitt er ( u sin g eg fr o m http ://wiki.wi res ha rk .org/ 

45 

46 

RTP _statistics)''' 

#D(i,j) = ( Rj - Ri ) - (Sj - Si) 

dif ( rj-G. ri ) - (sj-G. si) 

( Rj - Sj) - ( Ri - Si) 

47 !at rj - sj 

48 #J(i) = J (i- 1) + ( ID( i - 1,i) I - J (i - 1))/16 

49 jit = G .j it _p r ev + ((dif - G.jit_prev)/16) 

50 

51 

G . si 

G . ri 

sj 

rj 

# current times to prev times 

52 G . j it _ pre v j it 

53 ret u rn ( !at , jit) 

From each packet received by the application layer, the instantaneous packet delays calcu

lated from the previous method collected. The average of these values for a ampling duration 

is written to the output file. Listing C.3 shows the code for calculating average delay per sec

ond. 

Listing C.3: Delay average method 

55 def commo nParse( lin e): 

56 '''pass in a line a · parse for slats''' 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

data= re.split('\s+', lin e) 

ts = eval(data[l]) # the receive Lime ( current packel) 

#--- seque nce numbers 

s_seq = re . searc h (' [S s][Nn]= \d + ', line)# match the sequence no. 

if s_seq: 

d = re .split('=', s_seq.gro up ()) 

seq = eval(d[l]) 

#print 'o/of o/of' o/o(ts, seq) 

ofiles['seq'].write ('o/os o/os\n' o/o(ts, seq)) 
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66 now parse line for a packet timestamp value 

67 s_ts = re.search('[Tt][Ss]=\d+.\d+', line) 

68 if s_ t s : 

69 d = re . s p 1 i t ( '= ' , s _ t s . group () ) 

70 p_ts = eval(d[l]) # packet time (current packet) 

7 1 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

i_lat, i_jit = delayCalc (ts, p_ts) # in ra11raneos values 

ts str re. split('\.', d[l]) 

ts sec eval ( ts_str [0]) 

if G. delta_ti me ['delay'] 

G. delta_ti me ['de lay'] 

if (ts > G.ctime): 

0: 

ts sec 

#--- update samples array with instant. vals, save to 

file , and move on 

ofiles['i_jit'].write('o/os % \n' o/o(ts, i _ jit)) 

ofiles['i_lat'].write('o/os %s\n' o/o(t, i _ lat)) 

if (ts >= G.delta_time['delay']+G . interval) a nd (size(G. 

avg_metrics['lat')) > 0): 

# calc and save average for sample period 

av lat mean(G.avg_metric ['!at']) 

av_jit mean(G. avg_metrics[ 'j it']) 

of i le s [ ' a v _la t ' ] . w rile ( 'o/os o/os \ n ' %(G. delta _ time [ ' 

de lay'], av_lat)) 

o f i I e s [ ' a v _ j i t ' ] . w r i t e ( 'o/os o/os \ n ' o/o(G . d e I t a_ t i me [ ' 

delay'], av_jit)) 

G. delta_tirne ['delay') += G. interval 

G.avg_metrics['Jat'] array(i_Jat) 

G. avg_metrics [ 'j it'] 

e l se: 

G. avg_melrics ['!at'] 

i _la t) 

G. avg_metrics [ 'j it'] 

j _j it) 
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AppendixD 

Additional Results 

These are the supplemental results data and plots accompanying the test cases. Experiment 

setup scripts are made available at: http: I lints tack. wikidot. corn/research. 
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